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STELLINGEN

1. De a-tending emulgator glycerollactopalmitaat (GLP) kan
beneden de kristallisatietemperatuureen stabiele a-gelfase
vormenindeaanwezigheidvanwater.
Dit proefschrift.

2.

Devergelijking,dieSebbatrachttemakentussendefysische
analogievandestructuurvaneenwaterig schuimendievan
levendecellen,isbijzonderhachelijk.
F. Sebba, Foams andBiliquid Foams-Aphrons. Ed:Wiley andSons, (1987).

3. Agglomeratie vanvetbolletjes intoppings,dieeenrelatief
hooggehalte aanGLPopvetbasisbevatten,hangtnauwsamen
metdevormingvaneena-gelfaseopheto/w-grensvlakvande
deeltjes.
Dit proefschrift.

4.

Eenemulgatormengseldatbenedendekristallisatietemperatuur
vandekoolwaterstofketenseena-gelfasekanvormenmetwater
kanditonafhankelijkdoenvanhetfeitofditmengselboven
dekristallisatietemperatuurmesomorfefasenvormtmetwater.
Dit proefschrift.

5. Hoewelmenindelevensmiddelenindustriegraagzoubeschikken
overvetongevoeligeeiwitschuimen,lijktditvanuitfundamenteeloogpunt,althansvoorlopig,geenhaalbarezaak.
N.a.v. De2 3 ethemadag georganiseerd door deNRLO :luchtige levensmiddelen, hun bereiding eneigenschappen, (1987).

6. Deveronderstelling datamorfelactosebijbevochtigingmet
water beneden 93.5°C practisch alleen ina-lactosemonohydraatovergaatisaanbedenkingenonderhevig.
Zie bv. P. Morrissey, In : Developments in Dairy Chemistry-3. , Ed :P.F.Fox,
Elsevier Applied Science Publishers, (1985).

7.

Hetaantreffenvantroebelingeninbierkanondermeerworden
veroorzaaktdoorschuimvormingindefles.

8. Op grond van resultaten bereiktmet pulseNMRaantoppingpoeders mogen Barfod en Krog niet concluderen datgeadsorbeerde eiwitten de kristallisatie van het vet/emulgatormengselindegedispergeerdedeeltjesonderdrukken.
N.M. Barfod enN.Krog, J.Am.Oil. Chem. Soc. ,64, 112-119, (1987).

9

Eénendezelfdeemulgatorkanzowelschuimstabiliserendals
destabiliserendwerken.

10. Om de eigenschappen van levensmiddelen, die bestaan uit
complexen van biopolymeren, beter te kunnen begrijpen,
verdienthetdeaanbevelingeenintegratietebewerkstelligen
tussenlevensmiddelenfysicaen-chemie.
11. Hetsuccesvantechnologischevernieuwing staatofvaltmet
debetrokkenheidvandewerknemers.
12. Golfmaakteengoedekansomuittegroeientoteennationale
sport, indien er geenhaast gemaaktwordtmethetoplossen
vanonzeafvalproblematiek.
13. Uitgerekend oprekencentra lijktmen indetoekomsttezijn
uitgerekend.
Stellingenbehorendebijhetproefschrift"Contributionofthe agelphase to the stability ofwhippable emulsions "doorJ.M.M.
Westerbeek,24februari1989teWageningen.
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ABSTRACT
Westerbeek, J.M.M. (1989). Contribution of the a-gel phaseto the
stability of whippable emulsions. Ph.D. thesis, Wageningen
AgriculturalUniversity (209pp,English andDutch summaries).
Key words :a-tending emulsifiers, structure formation,whippable
emulsions,a-gelphase.
The mechanism which explains extensive particle aggregation
in topping emulsions, that contain a relatively large amount of
the a-tending emulsifier glycerol lacto palmitate (GLP), was
studied.
From x-ray and neutron diffraction and from differential
scanning calorimetry it appeared that GLP forms an a-gel phase
with water below the crystallization temperature of the emulsifier. From this phase study itwas concluded that the process of
particle aggregation in these emulsions is a result of the formation of this a-gel phase at the o/w-interface of the dispersed
particles.
Theresultsofbothbulk andsurfacerheologicalexperiments,
performed with these emulsions, are discussed in relation to the
physical properties of these systems.The results are interpreted
by assuming that the physical properties of these whippable
emulsions are determined by the formation of this a-gel phase at
the interfaceofthe fatparticles.
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INTRODÖCTION.

1.1 GENERAL INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, emulsions are produced by the food industry, the
cosmetic and pharmaceutical industry for the consumer market and
by chemical industries for technical applications.Emulsions consist of two immiscible fluids inwhich one liquid isdispersed in
the other. The fact that either the water phase or the oil phase
is the continuous phase determines whether these systems are
called oil-in-wateremulsionsorwater-in-oilemulsionsorbriefly
o/w-emulsions andw/o-emulsions.
Emulsions may contain an oil fraction which crystallizes
partly orcompletelybelowacertaintemperature.Consequently the
question rises, whether such systems may still be referred to as
emulsions. However, since these dispersions originate from real
emulsions, we shall also call these systemso/w-emulsions orw/oemulsions. In fact, oil means the non-polar phase of the system
whichcanbe inthe liquid or inthesolidstate.
Usually emulsions need to have specific rheological properties which depend ontheir applications.Sometimes consumers want
emulsions to have solid or semi-solid properties, like cosmetic
creams or, in the case of foodstuffs, e.g. whipped cream or
butter. Other products should behave like a liquid as inthe case
offorexamplebodymilk.Therheologicalpropertiesof solid-like
emulsions are closely related to the presence or absence of some
kind of network structure in the product. Network formation may
take place in the continuous phase on a molecular level, like in
cosmetic or pharmaceutical creams (for example Barry, 1975 ).In
food systems often some kind of aggregation mechanism of the
dispersed particles occurs, as is the case with dairy whipping
creamorwithproducts,like ice-cream andwhipped topping.
Whipped cream or whipped topping should always have solid-

like properties, because the aerated product has to be stable
against flow for a long period of time. Solid behaviour of a
product may be obtained either by means of a yield stress or by
means of a relatively high viscosity. An example of a semi-solid
foodstuff which does nothave ameasurableyield stress butwhich
has a very high matrix viscosity is, according to Luvten (1988)
Gouda cheese. In the case of whipped products a yield stress,
causedbythepresenceofaparticlenetwork isusuallythewayto
prevent the product from flowing. Another way to obtain a yield
stress in a whipped product is producing a foam having a high
overrun in combination with small air bubbles (Princen, 1985) .
This is partly the explanation for the firmness of whipped egg
white.
Food technologists have tried to imitate a product, like
whipped cream, inthe formoftoppingpowders forseveralreasons.
Firstofalltheywantedtoproducewhippableemulsionswith alow
fat content, probably for economical as well as nutritional
reasons. Secondly they strived for reproducible whipping
properties. Thirdly they wanted to give such products a longer
shelf life. Furthermore, the whipped product should be stable at
temperatures below 0°C. Finally which is of minor importance, by
the production ofpowders costs oftransport could be lowered. In
orderto fulfiltheserequirements foodtechnologistswere obliged
toadd specificemulsifiersandstabilizerstothe formulationsof
thesetoppingemulsions.
Krog (1977) and Andreasen (1981) studied the physical
properties ofthesenewly-developed whippableproducts,but itcan
be stated that the origin of these properties is still poorly
understood. This thesis will deal with the formation of network
structures consisting of aggregated fat particles in topping
emulsions. Since these dispersions always are o/w-emulsions, we
will disregard w/o-emulsions. Especially the role of structure
inducing emulsifiers is subject of this study. Therefore we will
now go into further detail on the concept of the stability of an
emulsionandthe function oftheaddedsurfactants.

1.2 THE FUNCTION OF EMULSIFIERS IN WHIPPED EMULSIONS.
When speaking of emulsions distinction should be made between
microemulsions and macroemulsions. Macroemulsions are always
unstable systems from a thermodynamical point of view, whereas
microemulsions

a r e stable systems that are being

formed

spontaneously. Macroemulsions can only be obtained by the input of
energy. During homogenization free energy is accumulated in the
interfaces that are formed. Since every system strives for the
lowest possible free energy, break-down of an o/w-emulsion through
coalescence is energetically the most favourable condition.
However, this destabilization process does not necessarily have to
occur. It depends on the type and concentration of certain
stabilizing agents present, whether an emulsion may have a life
time, varying from a few seconds to several years. The emulsions
that are dealt with in this thesis are macroemulsions.

1.FLOCCULATION

4.PARTIALCOALESCENCE
Figure 1.1 :Schematic representation of the major destabilization mechanisms for the
dispersed phase of an emulsion.

In principle, emulsions are unstable, but this instability
may manifest itself in different ways. Therefore it is important
to define the term instability in a proper way. When the expres-

sion instability of an emulsion is used in this thesis, it is
meant that the dispersed particles undergo a kind of aggregation
process. The major possible destabilization processes of an emulsion have been visualized in figure 1.1 according to Mulder and
Walstra (1974):
*

The droplets may flocculate. In this case the particles
aggregate, but they keep their own identity. Usually this
typeofaggregatescanberedispersedwithoutgreateffort.

*

The droplets may form clusters, meaning that the particles
also keep their individual identity,but they share the same
interfacial layer. It is more difficult to redisperse these
aggregates.

*

The droplets may undergo coalescence. This process leads to
the formation of an emulsion with larger droplets and this
processmay eventually leadtocompletephase separation.

*

The droplets may form clumps as a result of partial coalescence. This process can only occur in emulsions which
contain crystals in the dispersed phase.When these crystals
areabletopiercethethinliquid filmbetweentwoglobules,
coalescence islikely to occur.Thepresence or absence ofa
crystal network in the globules will determine, whether
clumps will be formed or the droplets will coalesce. This
mechanism hasbeenstudiedbyvan Boekel (1980).
It is common knowledge that the stability of an emulsion

against aggregation of the dispersed particles is determined by
the presence of emulsifiers. These molecules have amphiphilic
properties, meaning that they contain both hydrophilic and
hydrophobicparts.An importantdistinction shouldbemade between
emulsifiers, according to the fact, whether they contain ionic
groups or not. Ifthesemolecules contain an acid orbasic group,
theyarecalled anionicsorkationics,whereasneutral emulsifiers
arecallednonionics.
Emulsifiers have several important functions in emulsions.

They are able to lower the interfacial tension by means of
adsorption. Ionic emulsifiers may stabilize an emulsion against
aggregationbymeansofelectrostatic repulsionand inthecaseof
polymers stericrepulsionmaygivean importantadditionaleffect.
Nonionics can only stabilize an emulsion against particle aggregation by means of steric repulsion. Furthermore,thepresence of
adsorbed emulsifiers may enhance emulsion stability against coalescencebytheoccurrenceofasurfacetensiongradient,whentwo
dispersed particlescloselymeeteachother.
In whipped toppings both proteins and nonionics of lowmolecular weight are used as stabilizing agents. It is believed
that these molecules play an important role in the formation
process of a stable topping emulsion. However, nonionics have
another, more important function. These additives have a large
promoting influenceonparticleaggregationaccordingtoe.g. Krog
(1977) or Andreasen (1981). Lipophilic, so-called a-tending emulsifiers, like propylene glycol monostearate (PGMS ), acetylated
monoglycerides (ACTM ) or lactylated monoglycerides (GLP ) are
especially effective inpromotingaggregation of fatglobules.The
a-tending emulsifiers are non-polymorphic and they canonly exist
in the a-crystalline form below their melting point (e.g. :
Schuster,1985 ;Andreasen, 1981andKrog,1975) .
It is not understood what mechanism is responsible for this
aggregation process. Krog (1977) suggested that proteins, which
are usually present in whipped toppings, are loosely bound by
hydrogen bonds to the polar head groups of the a-tending emulsifiers adsorbed at the o/w-interface. This protein film istherefore easily swept off during the whipping process, resulting in
increased agglomeration of the fat globules. However, in our
opinion this explanation isnotvery satisfactory, since toppings
that contain comparable amounts of saturated monoglycerides are
not sensitive to structure formation according to Andreasen
(1981).
Someauthorssuggested thatthea-tending propertiesofthese
emulsifiers may be closely related to foam stability. It is

believed that these emulsifiers are able to form a rigid acrystalline film at the interface of the fat globules (Wootton,
1967andAndreasen, 1981 ) .However,thefactthatthesemolecules
areableto form such interfacial filmsdoesnotnecessarily imply
thatthesemoleculesshouldhavestructurepromotingproperties.
Recently, Buchheim and Krog (1985) suggested that clumping
may well be the mechanism, which causes the occurrence of fat
particle aggregation intopping emulsions. It istrue indeed that
crystallization phenomena play an important role inthe formation
of a particle network in whippable toppings. Like in whipped
cream, the network probably consists of partly crystallized oil
droplets. However, since toppings,which contain relatively large
amounts of ana-tending emulsifier,donot churn duringwhipping,
it seems likely that another mechanism is responsible for these
kind of systems.Thus for a better understanding of the physical
behaviour ofthesetoppings it seems tobe important to elucidate
themicrostructureofthesewhippablesystems.
1.3 OUTLINEOFTHISTHESIS
Since the occurrence of structure formation in a whippable
emulsion is of great importance for its practical application,
more knowledge on the mechanism that may explain fat particle
aggregation inducedbya-tending emulsifiers isnecessary. Inthis
thesisthephysicalbehaviour ofglycerol lactopalmitate (GLP) ,
as an example of ana-tending emulsifier, isthe central theme of
study.Ouraim hasbeentopropose a satisfyingmechanism forthe
structure formation inwhippableemulsionscontaining an a-tending
emulsifier.
The structure formation itself has been investigated with
microscopical methods. Since phase behaviour of emulsifiers is
often an important parameter in the stability of emulsions and
since this effect isalways linked with crystallization phenomena
ofboththeoilphaseandtheemulsifier itself,diffractiontechniques and differential scanning calorimetry have been used to

elucidatethemicrostructureofthe fatparticlenetwork.Furthermore it has been tried to relate the physical properties of this
networkstructuretothebulkandsurfacerheological behaviourof
thesestructuredsystems.
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MATERIALS ANDMETHODS

2.1 CHARACTERIZATION OFMATERIAL.

2.1.1

Glycerollactopalmitate (GLP)

Glycerol lacto palmitate (GLP ) was purchased from Grindsted, Denmark. The sample is a complex mixture of mono-, di-and
triglycerides. Glycerol molecules are esterified both with
palmitic acid and lactic acid. According to the supplier the
product contains about 15% lactic acid. Its crystallization and
melting properties arerepresented inchapter 5.
2.1.2

Acetylatedmonoglycerides (ACTM)

Acetylated monoglycerides were also obtained from Grindsted
products, Denmark. This sample consists of a complex mixture of
mono- di-and triglycerides ofpalmitic acid and acetic acid. Its
meltingproperties arerepresented inchapter5.
2.1.3

Sodiumcaseinate (Nacas)

Sodium caseinate was obtained from DMV Campina, Veghel, The
Netherlands.Thissample isaspray-driedmilkproteinpowdercontaining 94.5% protein (N x 6.38 ) on moisture free basis, 5.2%
moisture, 4.1% ash and 0.8% fat.ThepH of a 10%solution at 20°C
is6.7.
2.1.4

Hardened coconutoil (HCNO )
The sample was purchased fromVandemoortele, Oudenbosch, The

Netherlands. The average relative fatty acid composition of
coconut fat is : C 8 =8% , C 1 0 = 6% , C 1 2= 4 7 % » c 14 = 1 8 % >

c

16 = 9 %

an<

^ c 18= 12%. The melting point of the fat is about

32°C.Thecrystallization curve isshown inchapter5.
2.1.5

Soybeanoil (SBO)
Soybean oil (Reddyr ) was purchased from Vandemoortele,

Oudenbosch, The Netherlands. According to the supplier it is a
product of 100% vegetable origin, containing about 54-64% multiple,unsaturated fattyacids.
2.1.6

Mediumchainlengthtriglycerides (MCTO )
MCT-oil was purchased from Cargill bv, The Netherlands. The

crystallization temperature is lower than -20°C. With GLC the
fatty acid composition was determined to be : C 8 = 57.9% ,
C 1 0 = 41.6%andC 1 2 = 0.5%.
2.1.7

Hardened PalmKerneloil (HPO )
HPOwaspurchased fromFriwessa,Wormerveer,TheNetherlands.

With DSC it was found that the fat melts between 55°C and 70°C.
The fatty acid composition was determined with GLC,giving the
following results :C 1 2 = 0 . 3 % ,C 1 4 = 1 . 1 % ,C 1 6 = 4 1 . 0 % ,C 1 8 : 0
= 49.7%,C 1 8 : 1 = 7.0% ,C 1 8 : 2 = 0.3%andC 2 0 = 0.6%.
2.1.8

Tripalmitin (GTP)
GTPwaspurchased from Fluka. The samplehad a GLCpurity of

95%. Thecrystallization curve isshown inchapter5.
2.1.9

Glucosesyrup
Glucose syrupwasobtained fromCerestar,TheNetherlands.It

is a combined acid/enzymatic hydrolysed corn starch ofwhich the
mean DE=35%.
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2.1.10

Demineralizedwater

Unless mentioned otherwise, all experiments have been performedwithdemineralizedwater.
2.2 METHODS
2.2.1

Sample preparation

2.2.1.1

Preparation ofemulsionsandgels

O/w-emulsions (usually 1000 grams ) were prepared as
follows. In the case of emulsifier dispersions the desired amount
ofemulsifierwasadded inthemelted statetoanaqueoussolution
ofsodium caseinateat70°Cunderstirringconditions.Inthecase
of emulsions the emulsifier/fat mixture was melted and was added
to the hot protein solution. Some samples were prepared in
2.0mMolphosphatebuffers instead ofusing sodium caseinate.When
high concentrations of caseinate were applied, say more than 3%
( w/w ) , the dry protein powder was dispersed directly in the
melted emulsifier sample. This protein/emulsifier mixture was
addedtothewaterphase inthehomogenizationvessel.
The sample was pre-emulsified by stirring with a vibrating
perforated plate during 7 minutes and subsequently this mixture
was homogenized at a constant pressure of 100 atmosphere at 70°C
in a high-pressure homogenizer (Rannie, 1001/hr). First, the
working volume of the apparatus was prewashed with an emulsion
having the same composition as the sample to be prepared. To
obtain a small size distribution of the emulsion droplets, the
emulsion was continuously recycled during homogenization over a
period of 20 minutes (Meisen, 1987 ) .Evaporation of water was
prevented as good as possible by performing emulsification in an
almostcompletely closedhomogenizing apparatus.After preparation
of the emulsions, the samples were collected and weighed. The
weight of the samples was always larger than 990 grams. Small
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losses of water, caused by evaporation, could not be prevented
completely.
Ifnecessary,thesamplesweredilutedtoadesired dispersed
phase concentration. Unless mentioned otherwise, the emulsions
were subsequently cooled down to room temperature. Dependent on
the dispersed phase level the samples would remain in the liquid
stateorwouldturn intogelsasaresultofparticleaggregation.
2.2.1.2

Preparation oftoppingpowders.

The emulsions were prepared as described above, though the
samples were more concentrated. The emulsions contained 30%
dispersed phase (w/w ), 5% sodium caseinate, 15% glucose syrup
and 50% demineralized water. The emulsions were spray-dried with
an A/S NIRO Atomizer, comparable to the procedure described by
Barf
od and Krog (1987). Then the powders were stored at room
temperature for DSC experiments or fordiffraction studies.These
powdersappeared tobevery stableagainstpolymorphic transitions
ofthecrystallized a-tendingemulsifiers.
2.2.1.3

Preparation ofa freeze-dried GLPpowder.

Melted GLP was mixed with demineralized water at a temperature of about 60"C with a Sorvall mixing apparatus. During this
mixing procedure the sample was gradually cooled down to a
temperature below the crystallization point of the emulsifier
mixture. Then the obtained GLPgel was freeze-dried and stored at
roomtemperature.

2.2.2

LightMicroscopy
Structure formation in dispersions was investigated with a

Zeiss Axiomat microscope by usingboth ordinary light andpolarizationmicroscopy.Withthelattertechnique information aboutthe
orientation of crystals in globules can be obtained (Walstra,
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1967 ).Normally,amagnificationof lOOOxwasused and atthis
magnification a drop of paraffin oilwasbroughtbetweenobject
andobjective.
Some experiments have been performed with a Jena Peraval
interphako microscope, equipped with a special heating-cooling
stage, thermostatted to an accuracy of ± 0.5°C (See section
5.2.2).
2.2.3

Scanningelectronmicroscopy (SEM)

The samples were investigated with the cryo-SEM technique
partly developed at TFDL, Wageningen, The Netherlands. Some
samples were cryo-protected, with glycerol in the waterphase.
Formation of ice crystalscould beminimized by applying afast
freezing technique (V T > 10.000 K/s).Therefore these samples
werenotcryo-protected.
A gel sample was brought into a small sample cup (inside
diameter= 2mm)with asampleheightofabout4mm.Thesample
was frozen in nitrogen slush at a vacuum of 10~3Pa. Then the
samplewastransferred undervacuum conditiontothefreezeetch
chamber of the microtome. The sample was fractured with acold
knifeandfreezeetchedfor5minutesatatemperatureof173Kin
order to sublimate somewater fromthe fractured surfaceofthe
sample.Thenagold layerwas sputtered uponthe surfaceofthe
sampleand itwastransferredtothescanningelectronmicroscope
under vacuum condition. SEM observations were performed with a
Jeol35CScanningElectronMicroscope.
2.2.4

X-raydiffraction

X-ray diffraction has been performed both on spray-dried
powder samples and gels, containing a-tending emulsifiers. The
powder samples were dispersed in démineraiized water the day
before the x-ray diffraction experiments. The time between
preparationofthegelsamplesandx-raydiffractionvariedfroma
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few days up to several weeks. These samples were stored in a
refrigerator at a temperature of 4°C. Furthermore, 100 ppm
thiomersal were added to the emulsion as a preservative directly
after sample preparation. From the experiments performed the GLP
gels appeared to be stable over a longer period of time (1-2
months )both frommicrobialandphysicalpointofview.
Three different x-ray diffraction apparatuses havebeen used
for the measurements of the short and long spacings. Wide angle
and small angle x-ray diffraction will frequently be abbreviated
asWAXDand SAXD.MostWAXD andSAXDexperimentswereperformed at
room temperature with a Kiessig camera (Ni-filtered CuKaradiation of wavelength A = 1.5418Â)using photographic detection. The gelswere put into small glass capillaries (^inside =
1.0 mm )with a wall thickness of about 0.01 mm. Experimentally,
it has been proved that no Bragg reflections could be detected,
caused by scattering from this capillary. When this type of
detection technique was used, relatively long measuring times
( about 24 hours ) were necessary in order to obtain strong
signals for the long spacings of the samples. When WAXD experiments were performed, the samples were exposed to radiation only
during aperiod of 1 -4hours. InthecaseofWAXDexperimentsa
sample/photo distance of 100mm was used and in the case of SAXD
experiments a distance of 400 mm was chosen. The diffraction
angleswere measured byhand.The intensitiesofthe photographic
detected reflections are expressed according to the following
terms :VS = very strong, S= strong,M =medium, W =weak,VW =
veryweakandEW=extremelyweak.
Temperaturedependent SAXDmeasurementswereperformedwitha
Kratkycamera,manufactured byA. Paar,equippedwith aBraunonedimensional position sensitive detector which was connected to a
Braun multi-channel analyzer. The radiation source was a PW-1729
x-ray generator, producing Ni-filtered CuKa-rays, its wavelength
being 0.154 nm. Each channel of the multi-channel analyzer corresponded toacertaindiffractionangle.
Calibration of the apparatus was carried out with lead
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stéarate. Measurements were usually performed in 30 minutes.
Corrections were made for background noise and the curves were
subsequently desmeared with aprogram based onthe theory of Lake
(1967).
Some WAXD experiments on dry powder samples were performed
with a Philips powder diffractometer (PW-1730 ) equipped with a
proportional detector.
2.2.5

DifferentialScanningCalorimetry (DSC )
The measurements were performed with a Mettler TA-3000 sys-

tem. IntheDSC-cupthesampleamountvariedbetween 10and 20mg,
depending ontheconcentration ofpotentially crystallizing matter
present inthesample.Somemeasurementswereperformed by cooling
a droplet ofwater incontactwith adroplet of anemulsifier/oil
sample. The heating and cooling curves in chapter 5 which are
shown together in one figure,were not corrected for differences
in the amount of sample in the DSC-cup. Therefore the peak areas
belowthecurvesmay notbe interpreted asbeing representative of
theheatvaluesperunitamountofsample.
2.2.6

Capillaryviscosimetry
Information ontheparticle shapewasobtained from capillary

viscosimetry. Fortheseexperimentswemadeuseofubbelohdes.The
applied ubbelohdes, coded 0 or OA, had capillary diameters of
0.36 mm and 0.53 mm, respectively. Emulsified samples, consisting
of hot emulsifier dispersions containing 1% emulsifier (w/w ),
were diluted to the desired emulsifier concentration. This was
performed with a 2 mMol phosphate buffer (pH = 6.9 )or with a
0.1% sodium caseinate solution subject to the composition of the
continuous phase of the dispersions. Dilution was performed one
hourbeforetheactualrheological experiment andthesampleswere
stored in a thermostatted water bath at the desired temperature.
Dilution has been performed with solutions having an average
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temperatureofabout50°C.
The viscosity measurements were performed in a temperature
controlled waterbath thermostatted to an accuracy of 0.005°C. It
was checked both visually and by microscopy whether shear-induced
flocculation occurred during the experiment. The ubbelohdes were
calibrated with distilled water both at the start and at the end
ofeachexperimentalseries.
2.2.7

Rheological methods

2.2.7.1

Adam'sconsistometertest

The emulsions asdescribed insection 2.2.1 werepoured into
perspex rings of following dimensions (H= 4.1 cm, <p =6.2 cm)
ofwhich the bottomswere sealedwithpieces ofparafilm. The top
sections were also sealed in the same way and the samples were
stored inathermostatted cellovernight.
The next day the samples were placed upon a plate ofglass,
the parafilm was removed and the cylinders were carefully lifted
by hand. Thiswould causethe sampleseitherto flow or todeform
slightly,theeffectdepending onthevalueoftheyield stressof
the sample.After 30 seconds the new diameter of the samples was
measured and itwasused asan indication of the rheological propertiesofthesystem.
2.2.7.2

Compression experiments

The gels for the uniaxial compression measurements were
prepared in the way described in the section dealing with sample
preparation (2.2.1 ) .The hot emulsionswerepoured intoperspex
cylinders having the following dimensions :0 = 34 mm and H = 50
mm. The gels did not stick to the inner wall of the perspex
cylinders. Before filling the cylinders the bottom of each
cylinder was sealed with a piece of parafilm. After cooling down
toroomtemperatureandcutting offthetoplayerofthegelswith
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athinironwire,thesamplesweresealedwithparafilm.Thegels
werestoredat20°Cduringthenight.
The compressionmeasurementswereperformed with atensile
and compression testing apparatus (type : Overload Dynamics,
tablemodelS100),equippedwitha200Nora2000Nloadcell.
The former load cellwasalwayscalibrated with aweight of500
grams, the latter by means of an internal testing method. The
apparatusconsistsofafixedbottomplateandanupanddownward
movablebar,containingtheloadcell.Thecylindricalcompression
platewasfixedtothisloadcell.Forourexperimentswealways
usedacompressionplatemadeofperspex,whereasthebottomplate
consisted ofmetal.Thecompression devicewasplaced inatemperature controllablebox.Alltheexperimentswereperformedat
20°C.
Atthetimeofmeasurementthegelswerecarefullypushedout
ofthecylindersandtheroughtopsectionswerecutoffwithan
ironwire (<p = 0.5 mm)inorderto obtainsmoothandparallel
sample surfaces. During this procedure, deformation of thegel
itself was carefully prevented. The sample height, generally
amounting toavalueofabout 45mm,wasmeasuredwithalinear
gauge with an accuracy of 0.05 mm. The uniaxial compression
measurements were performed at different compression rates,
rangingfrom0.2mm/minto200mm/min.
Cyclic compression experiments were performed in the followingway.A samplewascompressed atsomeconstantcompression
rateuptoacertainstrain.Thentheplungerwasmovedupwardsat
thesamerate.Afterfourminutesthesamplewascompressedonce
moreatthesameratetothesamesamplestrain.Thismeansthat
inthecaseofpermanentdeformationthepositionoftheplunger
hadtobeadjustedbeforeeachnewcompressioncycle.Thesecycles
wererepeatedfourorfivetimesforeachsample.
Theforce/timecurvesofthecompressiontestswererecorded
andtherealstressandstrainvalueswererecalculatedfromthese
curveswiththesameformulaethatwereusedbyPeleg (1977)and
(1984) and Luyten (1988) fortheir compression experiments.The
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Henckystrain e n (- )wascalculatedwiththe following formula:

Ht

e n = In

(2.1 )

H,0
where H^-is the sample height after a certain deformation and H 0
isthe initialheightofthegelsample.
The sample stress a (N/m 2 ) was calculated according to
equation2.2 :

a =

(2.2 )
At

whereA^-isequalto:
H0 A0
At =

(2.3 )
Ht

For the calculation of the relative deformation rate the
Hencky strain rate é n (s - 1 ) was used, since fracture measurementswerealwaysperformed atlargedeformations:

vdef
eh =

(2.4 )
H

t

The Young modulus was calculated from the initial slope of
thestressstraincurve.

E =(

2.2.8

da
) (e — , o )
de

(2.5 )

Surfacerheology
A special interfacial trough was manufactured for this

research project. The apparatus was originally designed at the
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RoyalShellLaboratoriesAmsterdam (KSLA ), TheNetherlands,but
we have altered this design at a number of points. Figure 2.1
shows our interfacial trough filled bothwith oil and water in
this specific case.Theapparatusconsistsofthreemajorparts,
namely a system which controls themotion of the barriers,the
interfacialtroughitselfandequipmentdealingwithdatasampling
and data treatment. These three parts will now be discussed
subsequently.
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Figure 2.1 :A picture of the interfacial trough used for dynamic surface tension measurements at the a/w- or o/w-interface.

2.2.8.1 Barriermotion
We have chosen for the construction ofanapparatus,where
two barriers move in opposite direction (see figure 2.1and
2.2).To this end a threaded spindle (THK, 2MBF 1402Go+450
LC3)havingoppositepitch forthetwobarriers,incombination
withtwocorrespondingnuts,waspurchasedfromvanGelderCompany
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bv,Rotterdam,TheNetherlands (seenumber6).Thisspindlewas
drivenbyaDC-motor (Mattke,type :MAM24V,50W)whichwas
fedbyanamplifieralsomadebyMattke (type:MANR24V).
The sinusoidal signal was obtained from a signal generator
(Farnell, type DSG2-b) providing sine waves over a frequency
range from 0.1 mHzto 110kHz.Agearboxwasfixedbetweenthe
motorshaftandthespindle.Thisconstructionprovidedsinusoidal
movement of thebarriers atvery small amplitudes (0.1mm -10
mm)inthefrequencyrangefrom0.001 to0.5Hz.Thetolerancefreegearboxwasmadeoftwoadjustabledecelerationsof1to5or
1 to 500.Themotion of themotor shaftwascontrolled bothby
meansofatacho-generatorandapotentiometer.
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Figure 2.2
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Schematic representation of the interfacial trough which has been designed for this study (side view ) .
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Interfacial glass trough
Support for glass slide
Outer perspex box
Barrier suspension

2
4
6

Glass barn"er
Inner perspex box
Spindle with nuts
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2.2.8.2 Theinterfacialtrough

The design of Mingins (private communication) for an
interfacial trough was our starting point. In figure 2.3 the
designforbothtroughandbarriersisshown.Itsconstructionmaybedescribedasfollows.TwoPyrexglassstrips (350mmx15mmx
10 mm)were fused parallel to a trough of glass,thedistance
between the strips being 150mm (figure 2.3.a).These strips
wereroughened co-planarandpolishedmechanically.Thetopsides
ofthetwobarriers (184mmx20mmx10mm)werealsoroughened
andpolished (figure2.3.d ).Onbothsidesofthebarrierstwo
hemisphericalholes(<p=4mm)weremilled,whichwerenecessary
forthesuspensionofthebarriers(figure2.3.c).
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Figure 2.3 :Schematic representation of the interfacial glass trough and the glass
strips. The relevant hydrophobic and hydrophilic parts have been indicated.
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The wetting properties of the pretreated glass parts were
altered according to the following procedure. The trough and
barrierswerewashedwitha2%SDSsolution,rinsedwithwaterand
distilled water and finally they were cleaned with hexane. Then
the trough, with the barriers placed on the bottom of it, was
filled with a 10% KOH solution in ethanol. After about 18 hours
this alkaline solutionwas removed and thetroughwas washed with
distilled water. Then, after drying the trough, the roughened
parts were treated with a solution of 2% HF with a pencil to
obtain hydrophilic glass properties. Subsequently the trough and
barriers were cleaned with distilled water and they weredried in
anovenatatemperatureof 150°C.After20hoursthetopsidesof
the glass strips and the edges of the barriers were carefully
hydrophobized with a solution of 2% dimethyl-dichlorosilane
( DCMS ) in trichloroethane with a pencil as indicated in figure
2.3.b and 2.3.d. Then the trough was washed with distilled water
to remove the released hydrochloric acid. This hydrophobation
procedure was repeated twice in order to guarantee complete
hydrophobic properties forboth glass strips and the top edges of
the barriers. Then the glassware was stored in hexane for one
night in order to remove excess silicon. At that time the trough
andbarrierswere ready foruse.
At the start of an experiment the interfacial trough was
placed inside a temperature controlled box consisting of two
compartments made of perspex. The trough was housed in the inner
compartment of this climate box and its horizontal and vertical
position was adjusted with three depth gauge micrometers. The
temperature of the liquid in the trough was adjusted by means of
circulating air inbetween the two compartments.The airtemperature was regulated with a heat exchanger, placed in a stainless
steeltube,connected totheouterwall ofthisdouble-walledbox.
On this tube two small fans were mounted in order to get sufficient air circulation in the system. The complete apparatus was
placedupon amarbletable inaroom free fromexternal disturbing
vibrations.
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2.2.8.3 Datasamplinganddatatreatment

Thedisplacement ofoneofthebarrierswasmeasuredwitha
glass ruler (MitutoyolinearScale,series 529AT-11),equipped
withaphoto-electricencoder (resolution=5.0 ßm ).Thislinear
encoderwasconnectedtoadigitalcounter,suppliedwithaBCDinterface (Mitutoyo,series164,typeG).
The dynamic surface tension was measured by means of the
Wilhelmy plate method. To this end we made use of a roughened
glassplate.Thisplatewassuspended fromathinwire,whichwas
shielded fromthecirculating airinthethermostatted box.This
wirewasconnected toan inductivedisplacementcell (Bienfait,
type Q-ll) which was used as the forcemeasuring device. Its
analogous signal was fed into a 5 KHz carrier wave amplifier
(type :Bienfait ).The signalswerecollected ina IBMPC/XT286.ThissignalwasdigitizedwithanAD-convertor.
Thenoiselevelwasreducedbymeansofelectronicfiltering
atafrequencylevelexceeding 100Hz.Thetimedelay,causedby
internal filtering in the amplifier (t^g^y » 0.16 s),was
corrected in the software. Dependent on the dimensions of the
Wilhelmy plate (perimeter = 52 mm ), the average noise level
usually was lower than 0.030 mN/m. However, sometimes low
frequency drift effected themeasurements ina negativeway.In
thatcasethemeasurementwasrepeated.
A program was written with Quick basic to obtain direct
graphical resultsoftheellipse.Thedataforboththedisplacement of the barrier and the surface tension were fitted witha
sinefunctionbymeansofleastsquarecalculations.Thevariables
inthis fitprocedurewerebothamplitudeandphaseangleofthe
two sine-shaped signals.The amplitudes of the two fitted sine
curveswereusedforthecalculationofthedilationalmodulusand
thedifferencebetweenthetwophaseanglesatt=0secondsgave
theactualphaseangle.
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2.2.8.4

Experimental procedures

In the case of measurementswith dispersions the trough was
carefully filled with a diluted emulsifier dispersion, its
preparation being described in section 2.2.1.Usually we prepared
anemulsioncontaining 3%GLPinacontinuousphaseofeither 0.1%
sodium caseinate or 2 mMol phosphate buffer. This emulsion was
diluted with this continuous phaseto aGLP concentration of 0.1%
atatemperature ofabout50°C.
The temperature of the sample in the trough was measured by
bringing a thermometer inthe liquid, outside the studied surface
area. The experiment was started by expanding the surface area
witha factor 3.Fromthismomentthesurfacetensionwas recorded
in time. When the surface tension had relaxed to an almost
constant value, accurate measurements of the dynamic surface
tensioncouldbemade.Atthattimethesinusoidal deformationwas
started. Very often we waited for about 20 hours before the
dynamicmeasurementswereperformed.
In the case of spreading experiments the trough was filled
with the desired water phase. With a micropipet 5ml of a 5%GLP
solution in SBOwas spread on the surface as small droplets. Then
the surface tension was recorded and dynamic measurements were
started atthetime,whenthesurfacetensionmaintained analmost
constantvalue.
Measurements at high temperatures were done as follows. The
trough was filled with an 0.1% GLP dispersion in an 0.1% sodium
caseinate solutionabovethecrystallization temperatureoftheextending emulsifier. Then thetemperature of the airwas gradually
reduced by lowering the temperature of the heat exchanger. During
cooling down, both the surface tension and the dynamic surface
tensionwere followed.

2.2.9

Neutrondiffraction
Neutron diffraction experiments were performed at ISIS,
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(RutherfordAppletonLaboratory,Didcot,England)incorporation
with IRI (Delft,TheNetherlands).Our smallanglediffraction
measurementswereconductedwiththeLOQspectrometeratISIS.The
spallationneutronsourceISISproducesintenseneutronbursts50
times per second by means of collisions of a highly energetic,
pulsed protonbeamwithaUraniumtarget.Thefastneutronsfrom
the target station are slowed down within 25/isin a hydrogen
moderatorataworkingtemperature of 25K inordertoobtaina
cold neutron enhanced thermal neutron spectrum. A number of
spectrometers are attached to the target station, all with
differentaimsofresearch,LOQbeingoneofthem.Theworkingof
the LOQ spectrometer may be described as follows :A pulse of
neutrons travels a distance of L=11.4m fromtargettosample
andof1=4.3m fromsampletodetector.Thetotaltraveltimet
ofaneutronfromitssourcetothedetectordeterminesitsenergy
orequivalently itswavelength \ (m).The followingrelations
governthescatteringprocesswhichisassumedelastic:
h't
( 2.6)

\
m-(L+l)
27T
k

o =— : —
\

(2.7)

where
h = constantofPlanck
(Js)
m = massoftheneutron
(kg)
v = velocityoftheneutron (m/s)
k Q= wavenumber
(m-1)
Theadvantageofsuchasetupisthatnowavelengthdefiningmonochromatorisneeded.Arotatingdiskchopperat25HzremovesalternatepulsesfromISIStoavoidframeoverlapfromadjacentpulses. Neutrons ofwavelengthsvarying from2to 10Âarerecorded
byatwo-dimensionalpositionsensitiveneutrondetector.Thearea
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detector isamultiwire (128x128), BF 3 filled,proportional
detector. The position vector r in the plane of the detector
determinesthemomentumtransferQ (m - 1 )betweentheneutronand
thesystemunderstudy:
Q = k-k 0

(2.8)

where k andk,-, represent thewave vectors ofa scattered anda
unscattered neutron respectively. Consequently the momentum
transferQisequalto:
r
Q = k0

(2.9)
1

Thedetectorhas64x64channels,itsresolutionbeing1cmin
both directions, each one of them containing about 80 time of
flight channels.Theyareallhandledbyanin-housedataacquisitionsystemandaMicrovaxcomputer.ReductionoftherawLOQ's
timeof flightdatatoacompositecrosssectionI(Q)isdoneby
accurate transmission corrections over a wide range of wavelengths.
Dry and hydrated GLP powder samples, containing variable
amounts of H20/D20 were brought into circular shaped quartz
cuvets.Theweightofthesamplesinsidethecellswasdetermined
inordertobeabletocalculatetheaveragecrosssectionofeach
sample.Thecellthicknesscouldbeeitheroneortwomillimeters,
depending onthe amount ofD20and theamountofairpresentin
eachgelsample.Eachmeasurementlastedbetween1and3hoursfor
each sample depending uponwhether 1*10+6 or 3*10+6 countswere
requiredforacceptabledatastatistics.
2.2.10

Whippingbehaviour.

Usually 250gramsofadispersionwereput intothebowlof
anHobartmixer.Thesamplewaswhippedatmaximumwhippingspeed
(at motor level 3).Afterwhipping, the overrun and the foam
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firmness were determined as follows.A foam sample wasbrought
into a small cup of known volume (in our case 221 ml).The
weightofthesamplewasdeterminedandtheoverrunwascalculated
withthefollowingformula:

%Overrun = (

V
*100)-100
M

(2.10)

whereV=thevolumeofthecup (ml)andM=thefoamweightof
thesample(g).
The foam stiffnesswasmeasuredwithapenetrometer,type:
HumboldtMF-6Co.USA.Themeasuredeviceeitherwasacone-shaped
body (angle=45°)itsweightamountingto24gramsorastainlesssteelplate ( <p =4cm)havingaweightof55.6grams.The
penetration depth was measured 10 seconds after the test was
started.
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PRELIMINARY STUDY ON THE MICROSTRUCTORE OF A TOPPING EMULSION INRELATIONTOITSPHYSICALPROPERTIES.

3.1 INTRODUCTION

As has been indicated in the introduction, in the food
industry technologists have tried to produce whippable imitation
products for several good reasons.However, scientific literature
on the whipping characteristics of these products is scarce. The
main reason for thisprobably isthat research work inthis area
has been done in industrial laboratories and therefore these
studies have not been published. Another reason may be that
scientists were notvery interested inthephysical properties of
theserathercomplicated systems.Indeed, itwill appear fromthis
chapter that a number of intriguing physical phenomena in these
systems occur which can only be explained partly. Yet, understanding ofthesephenomenamaybeofgreat importance inorderto
beabletomanipulateproductpropertiesatwill.
The physical properties of dairy cream have been thoroughly
investigated. Mulder and Walstra (1974) reviewed the whipping
properties of cream. Especially the importance of clumping of fat
globules in order to obtain the desired solid properties of the
product during whipping is emphasized by these authors. Furthermore, a satisfying mechanism for foam formation and bubble
stabilizationduringwhippingofcream isproposed.
Since 1970 different formulations for imitation whipping
creams, subject to consumer requirements, have been produced,
usingknowledge ofthephysicalpropertiesofdairy cream. Inthis
respectonemaythinkoftoppingpowders,frozen imitationcreams,
frozenwhipped toppingsandUHT-treated products.Imitation cream,
artificial cream and whipped topping are in fact different names
to describe similar types of products. These systems usually
contain the basic ingredients vegetable fats, proteins, and
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emulsifiers.They areproduced eitheraspowdersorasdispersions
inliquidstate.
Of recent years, changes in food presentation and distributioncoupledwiththe improvements intechnology havealsowidened
the application areas of whipping cream. This has induced the
production of dairy cream, containing stabilizing additives like
emulsifiers and gums (see e.g. Flack, 1985). Furthermore the
formulation and manufacture of a spray-dried dairy cream has been
published by Kieseker etal (1979). Obviously theseproducts have
been developed on the basis of the knowledge obtained from the
productionofwhippedtoppings.
It is not possible to investigate all the physical properties of these toppings and newly developed creams. It is clear,
however, that these products have one property in common. Foam
firmness and stability requires the presence of a network structure intheproduct.Inwhipped toppings often structure promoting
emulsifiersareused forthisaim.Themechanism ofthis structure
formation isnotunderstood.
Andreasen (1973) has briefly studied structure formation in
whipped topping. The emulsions that he used for his experiments
mainly contained vegetable fat,milk proteins and emulsifiers. He
investigated therelationbetween structure formationandthetype
of emulsifier, used in the formulation. These emulsifiers,
studied, may be divided into two major groups. The first group
consists of three so-called a-tending emulsifiers, being acetic
esters of monoglycerides (ACTM ) , lactic acid esters of monoglycerides (GLP ) and propylene glycol monopalmitate (PGMP) .
The second group consists of polyglycerol esters of fatty acid
( PGE ) and glycerol monostearate (GMS ), both showing mesomorphic behaviour with water.Mesomorphism of amphiphiles will be
discussed in chapter 4. In the work of Andreasen the relation
between structure formation and the presence of a-tending
emulsifiers in a topping emulsion, containing a relatively low
amount of dispersed phase, isclearly demonstrated. The mechanism
ofthistypeof structure formation isnotunderstood.
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a-tending emulsifiers are not only applied in whipped toppings. For instance, Wootton et al. (1967) have demonstrated the
marked effectofa-tending emulsifiers onthe incorporation ofair
incakebattersystems.AccordingtoWoottontheseemulsifiers are
only active below their melting point. In batters their function
isnotrelatedtostructure formation,buttheseadditives seemto
improvebubblestability,though itisnotexplainedwhat ismeant
by this improved stability. This isthe second important physical
property of a-tending emulsifiers. Again this stabilizing
mechanism is not well understood. According to Wootton, it seems
obvious that the a-crystal modification of the emulsifier is
linkedwith foamstability.
Nielsen (1976) discussed the function of emulsifiers in icecream. He clearly demonstrated the positive influence of the
presence of small amounts of monoglycerides in ice-cream on the
occurrence of particle aggregation and churning effects.There is
no literature available on the use of a-tending emulsifiers in
ice-cream. It seems contradictory that monoglycerides do promote
fat globule aggregation and clumping in ice-cream, while this
aggregation effect does not occur in toppings, according to
Andreasen (1981). The reason for this contradiction may be
explained as follows. It is generally accepted that mechanical
clumping is of great importance in ice-cream. This process is
probably facilitated, when only relatively small amounts of
monoglycerides are present inthe o/w-interfaceof theparticles.
From this short overview itclearly appearsthatthe role of
a-tending emulsifiers in whippable emulsions and foams is not
understood well, despite their wide application. We decided to
start a preliminary study on the structural properties of an
emulsion, containing an a-tending emulsifier and to relate these
properties to the whipping behaviour of this emulsion. We used
glycerol lacto palmitate (GLP ) as example of such an a-tending
emulsifier inourexperiments.Thereason forthischoicewasthat
in literature GLP proved to be a very good example of a-tending
behaviour

in relation to excellent whipping properties.
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Furthermore, it isprobably oneofthemostapplied emulsifiers in
this food area.As a starting point for thispreliminary study we
decided to investigate the physical properties of a topping,
similartothetypeAndreasen (1973)studied.
Ifthewhippingpropertiesofatopping are investigated, one
should first start pointing out all the requirements an ideal
whippable product should meet. Knowing all these requirements a
proper study of the properties of the topping emulsion can be
made. An ideal whipped topping should have the following
properties:
a)

The product must behave like a liquid during whipping and
like a solid after whipping. This means that a certain kind
of reversible structure should be present in the product,
sinceduringwhippingphysicalbondsmustbebrokenand after
whippingthesebondsshould recoverwithin severalminutes.

b)

Under normal whipping conditions the product should have a

c)

Drainage of liquid from the foam after whipping is not

sufficient overrunandasmallbubblesizedistribution.
allowed.
d)

Coalescence and disproportionation of bubbles may not occur
in the whipped product. Disproportionation is a destabilization process of a foam, caused by gas diffusion of smaller
bubbles towards the larger ones. The driving force behind
thisprocess istheaimofasystemtoreachthelowest state
of surface free energy. The process eventually leads to the
loss of the smaller bubbles (see e.g. Ronteltap, 1989 and
Prins, 1987 ).
In this chapter the results ofthese preliminary experiments

will be represented and the whipping properties of the emulsion,
under study, will be compared with the requirements mentioned
above.Attheendofthischapteraspeculativehypothesis forthe
microstructure ofthe fatparticlenetworkwillbe formulated from
theseresults.
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3.2 RESULTSAND DISCUSSION.
3.2.1

The structure properties of a whippable emulsion
containingglycerol lactopalmitate.

To enable us to evaluate our results obtained for GLP containing toppings, the emulsions that have been investigated by
Andreasen (1974) are discussed first. The composition of these
topping emulsions is shown in table 3.1. The emulsions were prepared as follows.The ingredientsweremixed at80°C. Subsequently
this mixture was homogenized at 80°C at a valve pressure of 20
MPa. After preparation the emulsions were cooled down to 5°C and
theywere stored atthistemperature for 16hours.Then evaluation
of their structure properties was done by using microscopy,
rheologyandwhippingtests.

Table 3.1 :The composition of the topping samples used by Andreasen (1973) in his
experiments.
COMPOSITION OF IMITATION CREAM OF ANDREASEN

25% fat phase (15-35%)

0-16% emulsifier
100-84% fat (hardened palm kernel oil)

75% water phase (85-65%)

2.0% sodium caseinate
10.0% sucrose
0.1% sodiurnalginate
87.9% water

From ordinary microscopy itappeared that inthe case of the
stored emulsions containing a-tending emulsifiers, aggregation of
the fat globules had occurred. The intensity of this process was
largelydeterminedby theamountofemulsifier,added.Thisaggregation process increased theviscosity of the storedproductmarkedly.However, itwasdoubtfulwhethertheexactresultsofthese
rheological experiments at high shear rates are very reliable
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becauseofthepossible occurrenceofslip.
The results of these rheological experiments are represented
in figure 3.1. Considering the whipping properties of these
structured emulsions, itappeared that a dosage of about 4-16% of
an a-tending emulsifier on fat basis was necessary to obtain a
foamwith acertainextentof firmness.Thisamountwas subjectto
the type of a-tending emulsifier, used inthe recipe.An explanation for the reason, why a relatively large amount of an a-tending emulsifier is necessary in these products,was not proposed
byAndreasen.
apparent viscosity/(Pas)
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Figure 3.1 :The influence of the emulsifier dosage on the apparent viscosity of the
topping emulsions studied by Andreasen. The viscosity was measured with a
Haake, Rotovisco at a shear rate of 147 Cs )at 5°C.

All samples showed a decrease in overrun with an increasing
dosage of emulsifier, though at larger emulsifier concentrations
toppings containing non-structure inducing emulsifiers showed an
increase inoverrun.Thisdecreasemay be caused by two different
reasons. The firstreasonmay be the film destabilizing effect of
spreading particles asdescribed by Prins (1987). The presence of
emulsifiers, like monoglycerides, strongly increases the potency
of particles for film rupture. The second reason probably is the
increase inviscosity ofthe emulsion dueto structure formation.
Another important property of topping emulsions which has
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never been discussed before in literature, is the fact that the
particles in topping emulsions are very small compared to the
particlespresent inwhipping cream. Inthecaseofwhipping cream
ithasbeenknown foralongtimethathomogenization considerably
impairs whipping properties, particularly in the case of low-fat
cream. Probably the tendency for clumping of the dispersed
particles is too low according to Mulder and Walstra (1974). In
homogenized cream thisproblem may be solved by the production of
a cream, containing suitable sized homogenization clusters (1520jitm)accordingtoGrafandMüller (1965).
Suppose that partial coalescence is the mechanism that
explains structure formation in toppings containing an a-tending
emulsifier. Then the contradiction between whipping cream and
toppings, containing small particles, can only be understood if
partial coalescence occurs much easier in the latter systems.
Another explanation would of course be that the aggregation
process is caused by a different binding mechanism of the fat
particles.
The influence of the physical state of the fatphase on the
whipping properties of emulsions, containing different concentrations of ACTM,has alsobeen investigated by Andreasen (1973).
Itclearlyappeared fromtheseexperimentsthatcrystallization of
the fat phase was necessary to obtain products with a desired
degree of firmness. However, it was also demonstrated that fat
particle aggregation appeared in all systems, including those
which contained 94% liquid oil and 6% ACTM in the crystalline
state. Thus, crystallization of the fatphasedoes not seem to be
a prerequisite for the occurrence of particle aggregation. If
partial coalescence would be themechanism thatwould explain the
aggregation of the liquid particles, the crystallized emulsifier
itself should cause this process.At least it can be stated that
crystallization of the emulsifier is of importance for the
occurrence of structure formation. The products containing liquid
oil showed a poor overrun, probably caused by spreading of both
ACTM and liquid oil (seee.g. Prins,1987) .
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The differences in whipping behaviour between the toppings
with the three a-tending emulsifiers studied by Andreasen, have
not been explained by him. In chapter 5 of this thesis some
speculationswillbemade inordertoexplainthesedifferences.
Ourpreliminaryexperimentsweredonewithemulsionsthathad
a lower dispersed phase concentration than the topping emulsions
ofAndreasen.We loweredthisconcentration inordertobeableto
observe greater differences in structure properties between the
emulsions.Theseresultsareratherqualitative,butatthisstage
we were only interested in tracing large effects. Nevertheless,
these experiments were quite important, because from the results
we obtained the basic knowledge, necessary for further study of
these systems. In thispreliminary study the following properties
ofGLPcontaining emulsionshavebeen investigated :
1)

aggregationof fatparticlesbothbyvisual observations ona
macroscopic scaleandbymeansofmicroscopy.

2)

The Adam's consistometer for a rather qualitative judgement
on the occurrence of structure formation (see section
2.2.7.1) .

3)

The whipping properties of these systems, including the
determination of a value for the overrun and foam stiffness
respectively, according to the methods described in section
2.2.10.

In these preliminary experiments on topping emulsions we briefly
studied three importantvariables,thatmight have a large influence on the physical properties of the whippable emulsion. These
variables were GLP concentration, protein concentration and
particlesize.
3.2.1.1

The influence ofGLPconcentration.

The samples wereprepared asdescribed in section 2.2.1. The
composition of the samples is represented in table 3.2. The GLP
concentration was varied between 0% and 40%GLP on fat basis. It
appeared that gelation of these systems at 4°C only occurred at
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relatively high GLP concentration on fat basis ([GLP]> 30%) .
This seems contradictory to the results of Andreasen, since he
already observed large effects at aGLP concentration of about 4%
on fat basis. Obviously, this must have been caused by the
relatively low dispersed phase concentration that we used in our
experiments (see chapter 6).When our emulsions were stored at
20°Cforaperiod of 16hoursafterhavingbeenkeptat4'Cduring
2 hours,extensive structure formation alsooccurred in emulsions
containing about 15%GLPonfatbasis.
Table 3.2 :The composition of the studied GLP containing topping emulsion.

COMPOSITION OF IMITATION CREAM STUDIED IN THIS THESIS

8% dispersed phase

70-100 %HCNO
0- 30 % GLP

9 2 % water phase

86.7 % démineraiized water
4.0 % corn syrup
1.2 % sodium caseinate
0.1 % sodium alginate

From microscopic investigations on these emulsions we learnt
that inallemulsionsaggregation oftheparticlesoccurs,evenif
the emulsions are just stored at room temperature. Since the GLP
free emulsion also showed particle aggregation, this obviously
meansthatGLP isnot involved inthisprocess.Whenthe emulsions
aredilutedwithwater,theseaggregatesredisperse immediately.
Since the viscosity of the emulsion does not seem to have
increased afterpreparation,the interactionbetweentheparticles
probably is of a rather weak nature. No rheological measurements
have been performed in order to characterize this type of aggregation. An explanation for this type of particle aggregation in
GLP freeemulsionsmaybethatamolecular exclusion effect occurs
by the presence of both caseinate and alginate molecules. This
causes flocculation of the dispersed particles. A comparable
effect has been observed by several investigators in skim milk
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( e.g. compareHansen, 1982andGrindrod andNickerson, 1968) .
Real structure formation only occurred in emulsions that
contained a relatively high GLP level on total fat basis. The
particle aggregates, formed in these gelatinized emulsions could
no longer be redispersed by dilutionwithwater. Furthermore, the
aggregatesweremuch largerandalwaysvisiblewiththenakedeye.
If such a structured emulsion was heated, coalescence of the
aggregated particles occurred at the temperature, where the gel
properties were lost. This was checked by means of light
microscopy.
The coalescence sensitivity of aggregated particles containing fat crystals as a result of an increase in temperature
towards themelting point ofthe fat ischaracteristic of partial
coalescence (see e.g. van Boekel, 1980 and Meisen, 1987 ).The
twodifferentaggregation typesarerepresented infigure3.2.
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+ H20
NOCHANGE
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£ *&&•
1 % « $ 2. AGGREGATES FORMED AS A
AlVV.»
RESULT OF THE PRESENCE OF GLP
T> 25 °C
PARTIAL COALESCENCE

Figure 3.2:Different types of particle aggregation, occurring intheemulsionsinvestigated.
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In table 3.3 the results are shown oftheAdam's consistometer test onthe systems containing different amounts of GLP. From
the results ofthis experiment itmay be concluded that about13%
GLP is necessary in order to obtain a large amount of structure
formation in these systems. The firmness of the structure
gradually increased atlargerGLPconcentrations.Fromthe results
of a study onthewhipping properties ofthese emulsions, several
importantconclusionsmaybedrawn.
Table 3.3 :The structure properties of topping emulsions as a function of the GLP
concentration, determined with the Adam's consistometer (section 2.2.7.1).
The concentration is represented as a percentage on fat basis.

GLP concentration

Adam's consistometer

%w/w on totai fat basis

value

0.0 X

>> 14 (creamed system)

5.0 %

>> 14 (creamed system)

10.0 %

>> 14 (creamed system)

13.0 %

>> 14 (partly creamed system)

15.0 %

>> 14 (not creamed)

17.0 %
20.0 %
25.0 %
33.0•/.

10
10
9
6.5

The overrun constantly reached a higher level at an increasing GLP concentration. GLP free emulsions could not be
whipped at all (see figure 3.3 ) .Furthermore, the average
bubble size of the whipped product decreased at higher GLP
levels. At larger GLP concentrations the bubbles had diameters, rangingbetween 20 ßmand 300 ßm. Thusthebubbleswere
hardlyvisiblewiththenakedeye.
Microscopic study revealed that coalescence occurred during
whipping of the GLP free emulsion. At increasing GLP levels
theeffectofparticle coalescence constantly decreased.Ata
level exceeding about 15% on fat basis,the aggregated particles seemed to remain stable during the whipping process.
However, if the temperature would rise above 25°C, coales-

cencealsooccurred inthesesystems.
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Figure 3.3 :Whipping properties of the topping emulsion at different GLP concentrations on fat basis at 20°C.

*

All the whipped emulsions showed serum separation within a
few hours. However, if the gels were stiffer, the bubbles
usually became smaller during whipping and the amount of
drained liquid decreased too. Serum separation occurs, when
the liquid can not be incorporated mechanically in the gel
network. The amount of serum, separated after a certain
period, is closely related to the irregular nature of the
structure, present in the whipped emulsion. This structure
consists of large particle aggregates,which are only partly
boundtoeachother.

*

About 15%GLP on fat basis is necessary to obtain increased
foam stiffness as can be observed in figure 3.3. This is in
good agreement with the experimental results obtained from
the Adam's consistometer test on these topping emulsions
( seetable 3.3 ).
From these rather rough experiments itmay be concluded that

GLP indeed plays a very important role in the formation of a
network structure in these whippable emulsions. The structure
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elementsofthenetworkarethe fatparticles.
The effect of the temperature rise from 4°C to 20°C which
caused the occurrence of structure formation in the emulsions
containing more than about 13% GLP on fat basis has not been
discussed in this paragraph. However it seems obvious that crystallization phenomena play an important role in the mechanism of
structure formation. The influence of thecrystallization of both
the fat phase and the emulsifier on structure formation and
structure firmnesswillbetreated inchapter 5and 6.
The function ofsodiumcaseinate inwhipped topping.

3.2.1.2

Because it isunknownwhatthe influence of sodium caseinate
is on structure formation and whipping properties of topping
emulsions,wedecidedtostudythisparameterbriefly.Weusedthe
same emulsion as described in paragraph 3.2.1.1. The GLP concentration inthisexperimentwas20%onfatbasis,whereastheother
componentshadthesameconcentration asdescribed intheprevious
paragraph.

Table 3.4 :The influence of sodium caseinate on the structure and whipping properties
of the topping emulsion described in paragraph 3.2.1.1. The GLP concentration was 20%on fat basis.
SODIUM CASEINATE CONCENTRATION
METHOD
0.4 %

Adam's consisto-

>> 14 cm

0.8%

>14cm

1.2%

10cm

meter test
Overrun
Pénétrâtion

428 %
> 40 mm

356%

365%

18mm

7mm

depth

Intable3.4 the resultsofthisexperimentareshown.Itwas
notpossibletoprepareacaseinate freetopping emulsion,because
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of the large instability of this specific system. This indicates
thatsodiumcaseinate indeedhasan important functionas emulsion
stabilizer at high temperatures. The pH of the emulsion, containing 1.2% sodium caseinate is about 6.9. Thus the caseinate
moleculesarenegatively charged.Therefore,coalescence stability
of the emulsion is probably obtained both by electrostatic and
stericrepulsion.
The reason for the factthatno strong increase inviscosity
occurred in the samples containing 0.4% and 0.8% sodium caseinate
probably was the coalescence instability of these emulsions.
However, from the whipping experiments it may be concluded that
the foam stiffness increases at higher sodium caseinate levels.
This indicates that structure formation had also occurred in the
topping emulsion containing 0.8% sodium caseinate. Furthermore,
the overrun decreased athigherprotein levels,which may also be
relatedtoan increase inviscosity ofthewhippable emulsion.
It may be concluded from this experiment that the sodium
caseinate must have an important function as emulsion stabilizer.
However, it isnot clearwhat the function of sodium caseinate is
in the mechanism of structure formation. Krog (1977) suggested
that proteins have to desorb from the o/w-interface of the fat
particles prior to aggregation and that the presence of small
molecular surfactants at the o/w-interface may promote this
desorptionprocess.Whendesorptiontakesplacetheparticleswill
loose their stability against flocculation or coalescence. If
partial coalescence isthemechanismthatexplainsthe aggregation
instability of the particles, desorption of the protein will
certainly facilitate this process, but it is not necessary. For,
if crystals are large enough to pierce the thin liquid film
between two particles, approaching each other, clumping may also
occur. Intheparagraph 3.2.2 thedesorption ofcaseinate fromthe
interface ofparticleswillbediscussed indetail.
A second important function ofthe caseinate may be that the
protein is involved in foam stabilization during and after the
whipping process of a-tending emulsifier containing emulsions.
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However,noexperimental evidence forthishypothesiscanbe found
in literature. Itmaybe clear that caseinatemolecules alone are
not able to stabilize the air bubbles of a whipped emulsion. A
foam obtained from a whipped sodium caseinate solution is very
unstable, since such a foam isdestroyed by theprocess of bubble
disproportionation withina fewminutes (seechapter7) .
It is known that solid particles are able to stabilize air
bubblesbymeansofPickering stabilization (seee.g. Darlingand
Birkett, 1987 or Menon and Wasan, 1988 ). Bubble stabilization
will be obtained, when these solid particles have the proper
orientation atthea/w-surface andwhenthey formanetworkatthe
interface. Perhaps the same mechanism is applicable to a-tending
emulsifier containing toppings. Furthermore, if the particle
network itself is inmechanical contactwith the a/w-interface,a
positive influence on bubble stabilization is expected. Finally,
the a-tending emulsifiers themselves may have important bubble
stabilizing properties (e.g. Wootton, 1967 )by the formation of
a crystalline emulsifier film,thenatureofwhich isunknown.
The stability of air bubbles in whipped toppings will be
treated further in chapter 7 of this thesis. However, from this
shortconsideration itmaybeconcluded thattheexact functionof
the protein in the investigated topping emulsion is largely
unknown.
3.2.1.3

The influenceofthehomogenizationpressure.

Since there are good reasons to believe that the network in
topping emulsions consists of aggregated fat particles, it is
interesting to study the influence of the particle size on the
firmness of the structure inboth emulsions and whippedproducts.
An ideal particle network of monodisperse spheres has a network
modulus which is independent of the particle size (e.g. van
Vliet, 1976 and Papenhuyzen, 1970 ).If the network structure in
ourtopping emulsionswould alsobeofthis idealnature,wewould
findthesame independenceofparticle sizeandnetworkstrength.
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Unfortunately we have notbeen abletodetermine the average
particle size in topping emulsions. Spectroturbidimetry as
developed by Walstra (1965 or 1968) could not be applied, since
theexperimental curvesobtained foremulsionsthatcontained only
3% GLP on fat basis could not be matched with the theoretical
curves (Birtantie, 1985 ). We can not explain this discrepancy.
Furthermore, the Coulter Counter can onlybe applied to emulsions
with relatively largeparticle diameter.We have onlymade use of
light microscopy in order to get an indication of the particle
size. However,very smallparticles (d<0.5 /im)can notbeobservedwiththistechnique.

Table 3.5:Theinfluence ofthehomogenization pressure onthestructure andwhipping
properties oftheinvestigated topping emulsion.

Valvepressure(MPa)

10.0

Adam'sconsistometertest

10cm

Overrun
Pénétrâtion
depth

5.0

2.5

1.0

7cm

13cm

> 14cm

363%

403%

395%

418%

7mm

4mm

27mm

>40mm

In table 3.5 the results ofthisexperiment are represented.
The emulsions which had a formulation as described in paragraph
3.2.1.1. with a GLP concentration of 20% on fat basis were prepared at four different homogenization pressures. It is obvious
that the homogenization pressure strongly influences both structure and whipping properties of the topping emulsion. A topping
emulsion containing smaller particles showed better structure
properties than the system with larger particles. This also influences the firmness of the whipped product in a positive way.
Only the emulsion prepared atthehighest homogenization pressure
showedadecrease inthesegoodproperties.Presumably thiseffect
is caused to a large extent by the very irregular nature of the
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partiele network. Microscopy seemed to reveal that emulsions
containing larger particles formed larger and more compact
aggregates. If this is true, less structure elements would be
present forstructure formation intheemulsion.
Furthermore, itshouldnotbeexcluded thatsmallerparticles
are more deformed, caused by crystallization of the fat phase
( see section 6.4 ). This may strongly effect the size of the
contact area of the aggregated particles and thereby the strength
of the bonds between aggregated particles. Itwill be clear that
the influence of the particle size on the rheological properties
of structured emulsions is rather complicated. This aspect is
brieflydiscussed inchapter6.
3.2.2

Structure formation infatfreeGIJ?dispersions.
In paragraph 3.2.1 it has been shown that GLP plays an

important role as a structure promoting agent inwhippable emulsions. Furthermore it appeared that a rather large quantity of
this component on fat basis is necessary in order to obtain the
desired structure formation intheemulsion.
With equation 3.1 it can be roughly estimated at what GLP
weight fractionthe saturation adsorption ofamonomolecularlayer
of GLP molecules at the o/w-interface of the droplets will be
exceeded.
[GLP]
E

31P =

_

\ •dy,• /Of.t
3-1

=

[GLP]sat

6 .T„ .KL,.1000

In this equation Eg( is the ratio of the GLP concentration and
the GLP concentration at saturation adsorption, \ is the weight
fraction of GLP on total fat basis, d^ is the volume/surface
average diameter of the fat particle,/O f a t isthe density of the
fatphase,r„ isthe saturation adsorption inmol/m2 andM w isthe
molecularweight oftheemulsifier.
The first assumption we will make is that all the GLP
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molecules are equally surface active. The second assumption is
that GLP is insoluble both in the oil and water phase at room
temperature.Thesetwosuppositionsareonlypartlycorrect,since
GLP consists of a mixture of mono- di- and triglycerides.
Furthermore, r„ is not known, but at a first approximation its
value will be estimated to be 10*10"6 mol/m2 which is a normal
value for a low-molecularweight emulsifier. Themolecular weight
ofGLPcanofcoursenotbegiven.Asanestimation forthisvalue
the molecular weight of mono-lactylated glycerol monopalmitate
withMy= 402hasbeenused.
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F i g u r e 3.A :The ratio of the GLP c o n c e n t r a t i o n and its s a t u r a t i o n a d s o r p t i o n c o n c e n t r a t i o n as a function of the weight f r a c t i o n of GLP on total fat basis at
variable diameters.

In figure 3.4 the calculated excess ratio E GLP is shown asa
functionoftheGLPweight fractionon fatbasis.Fromthis figure
it may be concluded that at a weight fraction of about 20% the
adsorption saturation concentration indeed is exceeded with a
factor varying between 2 and 8, dependent on the droplet size. A
comparableconclusionhasbeendrawnby Darling and Birkett (1987)
for the maximum number ofmonolayers of acetylated monoglycerides
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present at the o/w-interface of toppings under practical conditions.
In the previous paragraph it has been shown that at a homogenization pressure of 5MPa instead of 10MPa structure formationwasmorepronounced.Thusatan increase inparticle sizethe
excess ratio Egt may have increased which sustains the idea that
a relatively high GLP/fat ratio may have a positive influence on
structure formation inawhippableemulsion.
Obviously, there must be an important reason, why this
relatively high emulsifier concentration exerts such an important
influence onthe structurepropertiesofthewhippableemulsion.A
possible explanation may be that the formation of multilayered
structuresattheo/w-interface oftheparticles isofimportance.
Several investigators have pointed to the importance of the
presence of mesomorphic phases at the o/w-interface of emulsion
dropletsasastabilizing factor forthesesystems (e.g. Friberg,
1971 and Krog, 1977 ). On the other hand, it has already been
stated in thegeneral introduction that,according to Krog (1977)
and Andreasen (1973), GLP can not form such mesomorphic phases
withwater.
However, from the results of our preliminary experiments we
got the strong feeling that some kind of gel structure, of which
the nature was unknown, is formed at the o/w-interface of the
particles. GLP or a fraction of the GLP molecules would be
involved in the formation of this structure. With this gel
structuretheparticlesarestucktoeachother.
Ifthishypothesis isright,itshouldbepossibletoprepare
gels containing only GLP andwater.However, since GLP is insoluble in water, we decided to test this hypothesis with mixtures
consisting of GLP, sodium caseinate and water. The sodium
caseinate wasadded as emulsifying agent forthe GLP droplets. It
appeared that, when melted GLP was thoroughly mixed with a 2%
sodium caseinate solution at 70°C, gelation occurred at a GLP
concentration of about 10% after cooling the dispersion to room
temperature. Microscopy showed that a network of aggregated
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particles was formed during this gelation process. Since GLP is
insoluble inwater,this structurepresumably has tobe a network
ofGLPparticles.HeatingthisGLPgeltoatemperatureabove45°C
leadsto irreversible lossof thisgel.Bymeans ofmicroscopy it
was found that coalescence of the particles had occurred.
Therefore, this gel seemed to behave in the same way as the GLP
containing emulsionsdescribed inthepreviousparagraph.
Having gathered this important knowledge we decided to
investigate these structure forming properties of GLP further on
gels containing smaller particles. We prepared emulsions with a
GLP concentration of 3% and both the sodium caseinate and the
sodium chloride concentration were varied. The influence of the
NaCl concentration was studied, because we also wanted to get an
indication of the fact, whether electrostatic repulsion plays an
importantrole inthisparticleaggregation andgelationprocess.

Table 3.6 :The influence of the sodium c a s e i n a t e and sodium c h l o r i d e c o n c e n t r a t i o n on
s t r u c t u r e formation in3 % GLP e m u l s i o n s .

SODIUM CASEINATE CONCENTRATION
[NaCl]

0.02%

0.2%

2.0%

pH=6.1

pH=6.7

mMol
pH=5.6

0.0
0.5
1.0
5.0

flocculation

flocculation

gelation

flocculation

flocculation

gelation

gelation

flocculation

gelation

gelation

flocculation

gelation

gelation

gelation

10.0

flocculation

25.0

precipitation

gelation

gelation

50.0

precipitation

gelation

gelation

The systems were prepared as described in 2.2.1. Different
amounts of dry sodium chloride were added to the hot emulsions
after homogenization. In table 3.6 the results of these experiments have been represented. The following conclusions can be
drawn fromtheseresults:
1)

Structure formation may occur at all caseinate concentra-
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tions, butthe extent ofthisprocess largely depends onthe
sodium chloride concentration.
2)

Theemulsionwithaconcentrationof0.02%caseinate formeda
precipitate instead of a gel at NaCl concentrations higher
than about 10 mMol. This is caused by the fact that the GLP
particles are susceptible to droplet coalescence at high
temperatures at this rather lowcaseinate concentration. The
reason forthiswillbeexplainedbelow.
If the saturation adsorption concentration of sodium casei-

nate at the o/w-interface is2mg/m2, itcanbecalculated thatat
a dyS = 0.5*10"6m and atavolume fraction of 0.03 theconcentration forsaturation adsorptionwouldhavetobeabout 0.07%.Thus,
for saturation adsorption the concentration of sodium caseinate
canbetoo low inthe0.02%caseinatecontainingemulsions.
In order to be able to understand the function of sodium
caseinate as a stabilizing agent of the GLP particles in these
systems in a better way, we briefly studied depletion of the
protein inthegelatinized systems.Wedetermined that inthecase
of the system containing 0.2% sodium caseinate the amount of
protein adsorbed attheo/w-interface wasabout0.15 mg/m2, ifthe
dygwould be 0.5*10"6m. Since a sodium caseinate concentration of
0.2% ishigh enough to cover the total particle interface with a
surface concentration of 5.7 mg/m2 it can be concluded that the
amount ofprotein adsorbed at theparticle interface isvery low.
Although the total interface oftheparticles inaggregated state
issmallerthanthetotal interfaceofthenon-aggregated globular
particles, we think that this effect does not explain this large
discrepancy. Furthermoretheparticlesarecertainly not spherical
aswillbeshown inchapter 6.
Thedifference ingelationbehaviourbetweenemulsionswitha
varying sodium caseinateconcentration isprobablyby largecaused
by pH differences. The pH of the emulsion containing about 0.02%
sodiumcaseinateamounted to5.6,whereasthepHofthedispersion
with a sodium caseinate concentration of 2.0% had a pH of 6.7.
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Both caseinate molecules and free fatty acids, originating from
GLP, may give electrostatic repulsion of particles. This effect
stronglydependsonpHand saltconcentration.
If free fatty acidsplay an important role inthe stabilization of GLP particles athigh temperatures, it should be possible
to produce stable GLP dispersions, free of caseinate, at a relatively high pH. This hypothesis may be true, since GLP contains
about 0.3% free fatty acids.Furthermore GLP isquite susceptible
to hydrolysis at high temperatures, according to Schuster (1985),
soduringhomogenization free fattyacidsarelikelytobe formed.

Table 3.7 :The influence of the c o n c e n t r a t i o n of a sodium p h o s p h a t e buffer on structure formation in3 % GLP emulsions at different sodium c h l o r i d e c o n c e n t r a tio n s .

[NaCl]

PHOSPHATE BUFFER CONCENTRATION

2.5

(mMol)
25.0

mMol

0.25

0.0
2.5
5.0

flocculation

gelation

gelation

gelation

precipitation

gelation

gelation

precipitation

10.0

gel.ation

gelation

precipitation

15.0

gelation

gelation

precipitation

gelation

precipitation

25.0

precipitation

precipitation

Therefore, it was tried to prepare stable GLP emulsions in
phosphate buffers of different concentration atpH=7.0 containing
different amounts of sodium chloride. Intable 3.7 the results of
these experiments are represented. Itappeared that itwas indeed
possible to prepare fairly stable dispersions of 3% GLP. Most
systems quickly formed a gel after cooling down to room temperature on the condition that coalescence did not occur significantly. The high coalescence rateat a phosphate concentration of
25 mMol was probably caused by the relatively high salt concentration. For the same reason this effect may also be observed at
low phosphate buffer and high sodium chloride concentrations.
However, it is sure that thebuffer capacity isalso smaller ata
phosphate concentration of 0.25 mMol, since the pH of the 3% GLP
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emulsions had a value of 6.2 instead of 6.9 at the higher
phosphateconcentrâtion.
Finally, it may be concluded from these experiments on fat
free topping emulsions thatGLP itselfhasthe capability to form
particle gels. It seems that thepresence of a fatphase isnota
requirement for the formation of a particle network, since GLP
itself may be regarded as a supplier of particles. If this hypothesis is correct, we have defined a model system which may be
suitable foraneasier furtherstudy ofthemicro structureofthe
whippableemulsion.
The foaming behaviour of these gels has not been discussed
yet. However, the foam properties should also be comparable with
those of the vegetable fat containing whippable emulsions. These
propertieswillbediscussed inthenextparagraph.
3.2.3

Thereversiblewhippingpropertiesof fat freeGLPgels.
One of the disadvantageous properties of dairy cream is the

fact that during prolonged whipping the fat phase eventually
churns. Whipped topping, containing a relatively large amount of
glycerol lactopalmitatedoesnothavethisundesired property. If
such a topping emulsion iswhipped, the overrun becomes constant
after a few minutes and the foam firmness will only slightly
change, when whipping is continued. The model system defined in
thelastparagraph shouldbehave inasimilarway.
Therefore 5%GLPgels intheabsenceorpresence of2%sodium
caseinate were prepared and thewhipping propertieswere studied.
The GLP concentration was raised beyond the level of the systems
described in the previous paragraph in order to increase foam
firmness. It was not necessary to add NaCl to these systems,
becausegelationoccurred spontaneously atthisGLPconcentration.
Both overrun and penetration depth were determined as a function
of time. The results of these penetration tests can not be
compared with those of the systems described in paragraph 3.2,
since the penetration was determined with a cone shaped load
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insteadofadisc shaped one (seealso2.2.10) .
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depth(mm)
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Figure3.5 :Thewhipping properties of5%GLPgels in2.5mMot phosphate bufferor
in2%sodium caseinate.
• ••:Penetration depth , k à JL : Overrun
: Nacas
,
:Phosphate buffer.

The results of the whipping experiments are represented in
figure 3.5. It appeared that these 5% GLP gels had excellent
whipping properties. The presence of sodium caseinate certainly
influenced the overrunand firmness ofthe foam. However, it also
becameclearthatGLPalonemaybeagood foaming agent,whichwas
certainly surprising. In fact, from this experiment it was
understood that all basic physical properties of the investigated
whippable emulsion may be obtained with a dispersion which only
contains the a-tending emulsifier GLP and water. During whipping
of the GLP gels no churning effects were observed and it also
appeared that the particles did not coalesce. Furthermore both
overrun and foam firmness showed aconstantvalue after prolonged
whipping. This can only be explained by assuming that the
structure of aggregated GLP particles has reversible properties.
During whipping the bonds between the particle aggregates are
broken. These broken bonds should be restored, at least to some
extent, directly after whipping, since the product should have a
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sufficientyieldstress.
This reversible character was investigated further. It was
tried to deflocculate a diluted dispersion of aggregated GLP
particles by the addition of a 1% solution of the anionic
emulsifier sodium dodecyl sulfate. It turned out that this was
indeed possible. Mechanical agitation appeared to be useful for
this purpose, but it was not necessary to obtain deflocculation.
After addition of a sufficient amount of sodium chloride the
system flocculated again. The same effects of permanent deflocculation and salt induced flocculation were found in the case of
whippableemulsionsthatcontainedmorethan 15%GLPon fatbasis.
If partial coalescence would be the cause of particle
aggregation occurring in the GLP containing dispersions, this
deflocculation effect would be difficult to explain. It seems
obvious from this experiment that another particle binding
mechanism must be relevant to the system under consideration.
Flocculation of particles is caused by attractive van der Waals
forces. The DLVO theory learns that flocculation may occur in a
secondary or a primary minimum, subject to the level of the
repulsive forces that particles exert on each other. In our case
the particles are probably covered by a low level of adsorbed
caseinate molecules and molecules originating from the emulsifier
mixture like e.g. fatty acids, monoglycerides and diglycerides.
Thus the particles do not possess a large energy barrier against
aggregation in the primary minimum. If this is true, it can also
partly be understood that the structure of aggregated particles
hasareversiblewhipping character. Ifthephysical bondsbetween
the aggregated particles can be broken easily during whipping,
these bonds will be reformed by the occurrence of a fast flocculationreaction.
Furthermore, the deflocculation effect may be explained as
follows. Sodium dodecyl sulfate may adsorb and spread over the
interfaceofaggregated particles,causing electrostatic repulsion
betweenthoseaggregated particles.Ifthe levelof repulsionwill
be high enough, the particles will separate. By the addition of
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salt the repulsion will be diminished and the particles will
flocculateagain.
The DLVO theory may also be applied to the structure of
aggregated particles that contain amultilayered gel structure in
the o/w-interface of the fat particles, as described in the
previous paragraph. However, this flocculation model is not
complete, since it does not explain why the aggregated GLP
particles or fat particles do not coalesce or sinter. If the
particles are totally crystallized, coalescence can not occur.
Sintering of the crystals, however, seems to be possible.
Andreasen did show that particles which only contained a small
fraction of crystallized fattogetherwith a sufficient amount of
an a-tending emulsifierwould also form rather stableaggregates.
Underconditions,wherenootherrepulsive forceexists,onewould
expect these aggregated particles to coalesce. Thus, forthestabilization oftheaggregated particlesanotherrepulsive force,of
which the nature is still unexplained, isnecessary. Inchapter5
thenatureofthisrepulsion forcewillbediscussed further.

3.3 WORKING HYPOTHESIS FOR THE REVERSIBLE STRUCTURE FORMATION IN
GLPCONTAININGEMULSIONS.

Despite the incompleteness of the model presented in the
previous paragraph wewanted to formulate aworking hypothesis on
the reversible structure formation of aggregated fatparticles in
GLP containing emulsions. The work described in this thesis will
bebased onthishypothesis.
1)

Above a GLP concentration of about 10% on fat basis aggregated particles are flocculated at ambient temperature.
Partial coalescence is of no real importance in the process
ofstructure formation inthesewhippableemulsions.

2)

The flocculation of the fat particles is caused by the
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formation of some kind of gel phase of GLP molecules at the
o/w-interfaceoftheparticles.
3)

Crystallization of GLP or of components of GLP plays an
important role inthe formation of thegel structure present
attheo/w-interface oftheparticles.

4)

Sodium caseinate may have an important influence as a
stabilizer of the particles in a whippable emulsion at high
temperatures. If so, it should desorb from the o/w-interface
prior to flocculation. Probably the whipping properties of
these emulsions are primarily determined by the presence of
GLP.

3.4 SUMMARY.

In this chapter preliminary experiments with the aim to
elucidatethemicrostructure ofGLPcontainingwhippable emulsions
were discussed. Itclearly appeared that thepresence of a rather
large amount of this emulsifier is closely related to structure
formation and gelation phenomena inthese kind of systems. Strong
evidence has been obtained forthehypothesis that this structure
consistsof flocculated particles.Partial coalescence orclumping
isprobably ofminor importance.
Furthermore in this chapter it has been shown that a model
system only containing GLP and water showed the same physical
behaviour as the investigated topping emulsion. Thismodel system
will be used throughout this thesis. However, mostly sodium
caseinate will be added to this system as a stabilizing agent of
thesamplesathightemperatures.
It is speculated that GLPmay be involved inparticle aggregation by theway of the formation of agel structure atthe o/winterface of the particles. With this structure the particles
probably sticktogether.Thenatureofthisspecificgel structure
isstillunknownandwillbesubjectto furtherstudy.
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4

A STUDY ON THE GEL STRUCTURE OF GLP CONTAINING EMULSIONS BY
MEANSOFX-RAYANDNEUTRON DIFFRACTION.

4.1 INTRODUCTION
Inthepreviouschapter ithasbeenpostulated thatGLP forms
some kind of gelphase at the o/w-interface of fatparticles ina
whippable topping. However, the nature of this gel phase is not
known. Inthis chapter thepossible existence of such a gel phase
willbe studied.
It is obvious that crystallization phenomena of the GLP
emulsifier mixture should play an important role inthe formation
of such a gel structure.Andreasen (1981) and Krog (1977) indicatedthatGLPordifferenta-tendingemulsifiersareableto forma
rigid a-crystalline film ata soybean o/w-interface. However, the
molecular structure of such an interfacial crystalline phase has
neverbeen investigated properly.
Boyd et al. (1974) claimed that GLP does not show strong
interfacial visco-elastic behaviour at room temperature in contrast to emulsifiers that are able to form mesomorphic phases.
From the results of both interfacial rheological experiments and
x-ray diffraction they concluded that GLP is not able to form
multilayered structures at the o/w-interface. This seems rather
contradictory totheobservations ofAndreasen andKrog,mentioned
above.Noexplanation forthisdiscrepancy isgiven.
In graph 4.1 the crystallizationcurve forGLP as determined
by DSC is shown at a cooling rate of 2°C/min. Inthis experiment
it is demonstrated that at room temperature a large fraction of
GLP crystallizes. This may indicate that the GLP particle gels,
described in chapter 3,probably also consist of crystallized GLP
molecules. As the gel phase, the existence of which we want to
prove, presumably isof crystalline nature,we will discuss lipid
polymorphism first.
Mono-, di- and triglycerides show a different polymorphic
behaviour. Lutton (1972) hasbriefly reviewed the possibly occur-
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ringpolymorphic formsforthemajor lipid structures.Thetriglycerides show at leastthree different crystal modifications being
a, ß' and ß. These three polymorphic forms are mentioned in sequence of increasing thermodynamic stability. From x-ray diffraction studies short spacings can be obtained which are indicative
of the lateral packing of the hydrocarbon chains. The different
polymorphic formscanbecharacterized by asubcell structure.The
subcell dimensions for the lateral packing of hydrocarbon chains
in lipids have been extensively reviewed by Abrahamsson et al.
(1978). Thesedimensionswill notbe discussed here.Wewill confine ourselves to note that a is characterized by a hexagonal
chain packing structure, ß ' by an orthorombic subcell with perpendicular positioned hydrocarbon chains and ß by a triclinic
subcellwithparallelpositionedchains.

EXO dH/dt

Figure 4.1:Thecrystallization curve forGLP determined with DSCata cooling rate
of 2°C/minute.

In the crystal lattice the hydrocarbon chains may be
tilted, which indicates a relative displacement of the molecules
inthedirection ofthechainaxes.However, inthecaseoftheapolymorphic form it isknown thatthehydrocarbon chains areperpendicularlypositioned towardstheendplaneofthemethyl groups
ofthehydrocarbon chains (seealsotable4.8) .
In table4.1themost relevant short spacings of these three
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polymorphic formsaregiven forglyceroltristearateasan example
of a triglyceride. These values will be used for comparison with
ourresultsofx-ray diffraction onbothGLPand triglycerides.If
the polarity of the lipids increases, like in the case of monoglycerides, new polymorphic forms may be encountered. In this
respect the reversible solid-solid a to sub a may be mentioned.
Tilting of the crystallized chains occurs more pronounced, since
thebulkyendgroupswithtwohydroxylicgroupsrequiretilting of
thechainsforreasonsofspace filling,eveninthecaseofthe a
form.

Table4.1 :Literaturevaluesfortheshortspacingsof themost important polymorphic
forms of lipids containing saturated hydrocarbon chains. For explanation
ofthesymbols seesection2.2.4.

lipidtype

a
hexag onal

ß'
orthorombic

4.15a VS

4.20bs
3.80 vs

ß
triclinic

Reference

triglycerides
glycerol
tristearate

monoglycerides
1-monopalmitin
or1-monostearin

sub a
4.14vs
3.92m
3.75m
3.56m

a

4.64u
4.18vs
3.81w

ß'
4.14
3.87
3.65
3.30

4.60a vs
3.89 s
3.69 s

Lutton (1945a)
Simpson (1982b)

ß
vs
vw
w
u

4.55
4.37
3.86
3.74

Chapman (1962)
s
S

u

In our case the a-polymorphic form must be of great importance, sinceGLP isana-tendingemulsifier.However,knowledgeof
the other polymorphic forms will prove to be useful,because GLP
is always used in the presence of large amounts of crystallized
fat which is likely to produce other polymorphic forms. Furthermore, GLP itself is a mixture of mono-, di- and triglycerides,
which are able to form different polymorphic forms as a result of
fractionated crystallization.
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Since GLP contains a relatively large amount of mono- and
diglycerides itmay notbeexcluded thatlyotropicphasebehaviour
of emulsifier molecules plays an important role in the formation
of some kind of gel phase at the o/w-interface of the fatparticles. Therefore, we will first give a short introduction to this
theme.
4.2 THEPHASEBEHAVIOUROFSURFACTANTS INTHEPRESENCEOFWATER.
In the last twenty years a lot of research has been done on
thephasebehaviour ofemulsifiers inthepresenceofwater. Itis
well established that many surface active agents show lyotropic
mesomorphism, when they are brought into contact with water.
Emulsifiers that are dissolved in water above the Krafft temperature may form both micellar solutions or liquid crystalline
phases. The Krafft temperature or Krafft point is a specific
temperature below which micelles are insoluble. Thus, below this
temperature, the monomer solubility is too small for micelle
formation.
Tiddy (1980) has written a comprehensive review on lyotropic
phase behaviour of water/emulsifier mixtures. There are three
well-established classes of liquid crystalline phases,namely the
lamellar, hexagonal and cubic phase.All LC-phases have in common
that they consist of multilayered emulsifier/water structures and
thatthehydrocarbon chainsoftheseemulsifiersare inthe liquid
state. In the lamellar phase the surfactants are arranged in
bilayers, separated by waterlayers. The hexagonal phase consists
of rod-shaped micelles of indefinite length. The micelles are
packed in an hexagonal array. Dependent on the type of hexagonal
phase (normal hexagonal or reversed hexagonal ) ,thewatermolecules or the hydrocarbon chains of the surfactant may form the
continuous phase in this mesomorphic structure. The structure of
the cubic phase has not been well-established yet. According to
Tiddy (1980), at least two types of cubic structures have been
found. One proposed structure includes normal micelles packed in
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some type of cubic array, the other one consists of bicontinuous
structuresasdescribed bye.g. Scriven (1976).
In many systems a lamellar structure with crystallized
hydrocarbon chains is formed below the temperature of the LCphase. This structure is usually termed as "the gel-phase". The
state has been thoroughly analyzed byVincent and Skoulios (1966)
inthecaseofpotassium stéarate.Thegelphasemay existbothin
the mono- or bilayer form as has been visualized in figure 4.2.
Gel phases always possess a lamellar structure. Gel phases are
often metastable. Polymorphic transitions may occur, leading to
expulsion of water and subsequent loss of surface active properties.
Since we areprimarily interested inthe formation of phases
with crystallized hydrocarbon chains, these gel phases may be of
relevancetooursituation.Knowledgeoflyotropicmesomorphismof
amphiphiles is of great importance for practical purposes. For
instance, inthecaseofbiological systemsthephasebehaviourof
phospholipids has been thoroughly studied. Luzatti (1968) and
Williams and Chapman (1970) have reviewed the phase behaviour of
these phospholipids in the presence of water. With regard to
foodstuffs many surfactants that show lyotropic mesomorphism are
applied. Krog and Lauridsen (1976) and Krog (1974) have reviewed
the phase behaviour of the most important food emulsifiers. In
this introduction on phase behaviour of surfactants we will
briefly discuss mesomorphism ofmonoglycerides inthe presence of
water, since thisclass of amphiphiliccomponents ismost related
toa-tendingemulsifiers.Lutton (1965)proved that monoglycerides
may form all the liquid crystalline phases that have been described above,subjecttothetemperature,hydrocarbon chain length
( C12-C22 )an<^t^lee m u l s i f i e r / w a t e r ratio.
The most commonly used industrial monoglycerides in foodstuffs are glycerol monopalmitate and glycerol monostearate.
Therefore, as an example of mesomorphism in monoglycerides, we
will discuss the phase diagram of 1-monopalmitin/watersystems as
determined by Krog and Larsson (1968).If a sample of this emul-
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sifier isheated inthepresence of about 30%water,nothing will
happen until the temperature is raised to about 60°C. Then the
lamellar phase or the neat phase is formed. At this temperature
the hydrocarbon chains are in the liquid state. If this LC-phase
iscooled,agelphasemaybe formedwithahydrated bilipid layer
structure,asshown infigure4.2.C. Larsson (1964) foundthatthe
chains of the lipid molecules are tilted about 54° towards the
water layer plane. The lateral packing of the chains can be describedby ahexagonal subcelland isusuallytermed a accordingto
Larsson (1967a), which isthesamesubcellas found forthea-form
oftriglycerides.
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Figure 4.2:Theschematic structure of three possible lamellar gelphases formed by
surfactants in contact with water below thecrystallization temperature
of their hydrocarbon chains.

This gel phase of the monoglycerides is metastable and
eventually transforms into anhydrous /3-crystals and water. This
process is preceded by the formation of a-crystals and water.
Often the dispersion of microcrystals inwater is referred to as
coagel.Monoglycerideswith achain lengthshorterthanC 1 4 donot
form agel structure,but on cooling they directly crystallize in
thewater free/3-form.
The water layerthickness ofthe lamellargel phase ofmonoglyceridesundernormal conditionsdoesnotexceed 20Â (Larsson,
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b

1967 ).In the presence of excess water a dispersion is formed.
The particles in this dispersion consist of concentric bilipid
layers of monoglyceride molecules alternating with thin shells of
water.
Ashasbeen indicated inthepreviouschaptera-tendingemulsifiers do not show lyotropicmesomorphism according to forexample Schuster (1985), Boyd (1974) and Andreasen (1973). Therefore
itmay seem rather contradictory to expect the formation of agel
phase as in the case of monoglycerides in a-tending emulsifier
containing emulsions. However, there are some striking similarities inthephysicalbehaviour ofourGLPgelsandthatofthegel
phases of monoglycerides. It is known that the a-gel phase of a
10%glycerol monostearate dispersion has excellent whipping properties, such as ahigh overrun and an acceptable firmness of the
foam (Krog, 1977 ). If polymorphic changes to the ß-polymorphic
form occur, thesegood foam properties are completely lost.Thus,
the whipping behaviour ofthea-gelphase of thedispersion state
of monoglycerides is in good agreement with the fact that the acrystalline form of a-tending emulsifiers isrelated to good foam
properties. Furthermore,thedispersion stateofmonoglycerides in
the presence of excess water as described by Larsson (1967b) is,
toacertainextent,comparablewithourGLPgels.
On the other hand, the GLP molecules or a fraction of the
molecules may well form a rigid a-crystalline film at the o/winterface. Such a rigid crystalline film could stabilize aggregated particles against coalescence. When this hypothetical
mechanism would account for the stability of the GLP gels, we do
nothave to explain the question,why a gel phase would be formed
inasystem thatdoesnotshow lyotropic mesomorphism.
The proper technique to study lipid polymorphism and mesomorphic behaviour is a combination of small and wide angle X-ray
diffraction (SAXD and WAXD ). Furthermore, neutron diffraction
hasprovedtobeauseful technique forstructural analysisofgel
phases and LC-phases ofphospholipids (see e.g. :Büldt et al.,
1979 ; Zaccai et al. , 1979 ;or Worchester and Franks, 1976) .
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Polarizationmicroscopy isalsoused extensively forthedetection
of mesomorphic phases. For a detailed review on lyotropic mesomorphism and microscopy may be referred to Hartshorne (1974). In
the phase study presented in this chapter we have applied x-ray
diffraction,neutrondiffraction andmicroscopicalmethods.
4.3 RESULTSAND DISCUSSION
4.3.1

TheswellingpropertiesofGLP.
As indicated inthe introduction,Larsson (1967b)showed that

theswellingpropertiesofthephasesofmonoglycerides incontact
with excess water are limited. However, industrially prepared
monoglycerides always contain free fatty acids. Krog and Borup
(1973) indicated that, when these free fatty acids are neutralized,theswelling capacitycanbegreatly increased.

Figure 4.3 :Photograph showing swelling of crystallized GLP at room temperature due
to the addition of SDS to the water phase.
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Thesameeffect isobserved,when ionicsurfactantsareadded
to these systems.This swelling process seems to be in agreement
with our observation inchapter 3thatparticle aggregates of GLP
gels become deflocculated by the addition of a sufficient amount
ofsodiumdodecylsulfate.
If crystallized GLP is brought into contact with water, no
macroscopical swelling isobserved. However,when SDS isadded to
the water phase, swelling occurs gradually (see figure 4.3 ) .If
this effect is only typical for gel phases, we would have an
argumentthatGLPmay indeed formagelphaseatthe o/w-interface
of the particles. However, itmay not be excluded that solubilization of emulsifier molecules, adsorbed at the o/w-interface,
takes place, followed by deflocculation due to electrostatic
repulsionofSDSmolecules.Suchaneffectcould alsooccur inthe
case of a particle gel consisting of flocculated, water-free acrystals.
It may be that with microscopy we have observed swelling of
GLP as a result of hydration. In figure 4.4 some photographs are
shown of amicroscopical sample of liquid GLP droplets in contact
with water. This sample was cooled down from 50°C to room temperature.Atatemperature ofabout42°Cmany ofthe largerdroplets
showed rupture phenomena at the o/w-interface. This was followed
bytheexpulsion of liquid dropsofemulsifier.
The expulsion effect may be explained as follows. Crystallizationphenomena startattheo/w-interface,wherearigid crystalline film isformed. Ifwaterpenetrates intothedroplets,the
pressure inside the droplets will increase. If the pressure
exceeds the maximum value which can be counterbalanced by the
crystallized interface, fracture ofthis film is likely to occur,
followed by the expulsion of the interior liquid fraction of the
particle.
When smaller crystallized particles (d~2£im)are observed
with the polarization microscope between crossed polars, it is
obvious that the particles show strong birefringence effects in
the formofaMalthezercross (see figure4.4) .
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T = 49.0°C

T = 39.5°C

T = 43.5°C

37.5'C

T = 41.0°C

T = 20.0-C

figure 4.4 :Microscopical observations on the rupture behaviour of crystalLizing GLP
droplets in contact with water during cooling to room temperature.

Therefore the crystallized particles may contain spherically
multilayered structureswith regularradial repetition ashasbeen
seen in the case of liquid crystals (e.g. Hartshorne, 1974 ).
This birefringence effect sustains the idea ofthe formation ofa
multilayered crystalline filmaroundtheGLPdroplets.However,it
does not give conclusive information on the formation of swollen
GLP layers at the oil water interface.Walstra (1967) studied the
crystalhabitof fatglobules inmilkandbutter.He distinguished
fourtypesofcrystallization behaviour fromtheappearance ofthe
particles between crossed niçois. These four types are shown in
figure 4.5. Inthecase oftheO type,either crystals are absent
or they are too small to be observed. The N type particles
( needle-type )contain smallorlargecrystalneedles.TheLtype
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( layer-type) particle shows the same birefringence effect as
particles containing layers of liquid crystals. The M type
(mixed-type)isamixtureoftheNandLtype.Walstraassumed
that the L-type particles are made up of tangentially oriented
needlesandthecrystalneedlesareprobablyorientedintheo/winterface.

0 type Ntype Ltype Mtype

Figure 4.5:Four possible crystallization types observed byWalstra inmilk fatglobules with polarization microscopy.

According to Van Boekel (1980) the L and M type are frequently associated with the occurrence of partial coalescence.
Thus, this may suggest that the particles in the GLP gels are
bound asa result of partial coalescence.Therefore ourmicroscopical observations indicating the formation of agelphaseat
the o/w-interfaceof fatparticles iscertainly notconclusive.
However, it canbeconcluded fromthe resultspresented inthis
paragraph, that some additional qualitative results have been
obtained which may sustain the idea that swelling of GLP asa
resultoftheuptakeofwatermayoccurbelowthemeltingpointof
theemulsifier.
4.3.2

X-raydiffractiononwater-freeandwatercontainingGLP
samples.
The first series of x-ray diffraction experiments we will
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discusswereperformedonwater-freeGLPsamplesandonGLPparticle gels, containing 15%ofthisa-tendingemulsifier ina2%
sodium caseinate solution.Thesegelswereprepared asdescribed
insection2.2.1.Thewater-freeGLPsamplewasbroughtinmelted
state inthe sampleholderandwaskept atroomtemperaturefor
onedaypriortothediffractionmeasurements.
Intable4.2theresultsofbothWAXDandSAXDmeasurements
are represented. Both samples show an interference maximum at
about 4.13À.The meaning of thisvalue isthat the hydrocarbon
chainsare indeed crystallized inthea-polymorphicformcharacterizedbyahexagonalsubcellasdescribedbyLarsson (1967a).In
thecaseofthegelsampleswealso foundaweakreflectioncorrespondingtoaspacingof4.62Â.Thisprobablymeansthatpartof
theGLPgelsampleisalsocrystallizedinthe/3-modification.

Table 4.2 :X-ray diffraction maxima for water-free GLP samples and 15%GLP gels in 2%
sodium caseinate at room temperature. C Detection with the photographic
technique ) .

WATER FREE GLP sample
d (Â)#
WAXD

SAXD

4.14

very strong

15% GLP
d (Ä) ( N=5

GEL sample
)

Intensity

4.13 ± 0.01

very strong

4.62 ± 0.01

weak

12.3

weak

13.4

weak

15.7 ± 0.3

very weak

17.0

weak

21.1 ± 0.3

very weak

27.0

very weak

32.1

very weak

45.2
52.5
67.8

135
#

Intensity

31.5 ± 0.5

mediurn

extremely strong
very strong
strong

63.2 t 0.2

incomparable

strong

The spectrum of almost any sample was measured twice and the results
represented in the tables of this chapter represent the mean value of these
two measurements, unless mentioned otherwise.

It should be emphasized thatthese two samplesdiffer fromeach
otherintworespects.Firstofallthegelsamplecontainswater
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which might influence thecrystal modification of the emulsifier,
because hydration of specific emulsifier components may induce
fractionated crystallization. The second important distinction is
thatthegel samplecontainsvery smallGLPparticles,asaresult
of homogenization. Inthenextchapter the results of DSCexperiments will show that the crystallization of GLP is indeed influencedbythe interfacial areaofthesamples.
The reflection values 45.2Â and 52.5À found for the waterfree GLP sample presumably represent long spacings of tilted
bilipid layers. Krog and Borup (1973) mentioned a value of 54.9Â
forthebilipid layerthicknessofthenon-aqueousa-crystalmodification of distilled glycerol monostearate. The reflection of
about 135Â in the case of the dry sample we can not explain.
Perhaps, as a result of fractionated crystallization part of the
emulsifier molecules form a lattice cell containing more than two
molecules as in the case of a bilipid layer. The reflection of
67.8Âcouldthen representasecond ordervalueofthisspacing.
From the results of table 4.2 we cancertainly conclude that
the gel sample with 15% GLP contains a lamellar structure: The
SAXD reflection maximum of about 63Â (N m e a s u r e m e n t - S = 5)
represents the long spacing of dry or hydrated crystallized bilipid layers. The other intensity maxima have spacing ratios 1/2
to 1/3 to 1/4 compared to the spacing of 63.2Â, which is indicative of the presence of such a lamellar structure in the gel
sample.
The question, whether these bilipid layers are hydrated or
not can only be solved, if the value of the long spacing of the
bilipid layers of crystallized GLP particles in a dehydrated gel
sample isknown.Thereforewedecided toperform x-ray diffraction
on spray-dried GLP emulsions, since with these samples we could
exclude apossibleeffectofparticle sizedifferences.
Thepowderswereprepared asdescribed insection 2.2.1.2.In
this way adry GLPpowderwas obtained containing particles smallerthan about 0.5 ßm indiameter.This powderwas stored atroom
temperature for several weeks in order to realize complete crys-
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tallization of the emulsifier particles and to obtain an "equilibriumstate".
In table 4.3 the resultsof x-ray diffraction experiments on
this powder sample are represented. Furthermore, results are
included for a sample whichwas firstdried against Si0 2 , because
the spray-dried powder sample contained about 3% water. In this
table the values of the detected reflections are compared with
thoseobtained forthebulkGLPsample (seealsotable4.2) .

Table4.3 :Comparison of X-ray diffraction measurements on spray-dried and bulk GLP
samples intheabsenceofwater(Photographicdetection).

spray-driedGLP
powder

SiOjdried
GLP-powder

d(Ä)

d (Â)

d (Â)

4.13 (vs)

4.13 (vs)
4.61 (w)
14.2 (w)

4.10 (vs)
4.57 (w)
13.9 (w)

bulkGLP

UAXD

17.0 (w)
27.3 (eu)
32.1 (m)
SAXD

45.2
52.7
67.8
135

(es)
(vs)
(vs)
(m)

56.1 (s)

54.8 (s)

It is clearthathomogenization of GLPhasa large influence
on the crystallization behaviour of the emulsifier, as detectable
with this technique. The x-ray diffraction pattern for the homogenized powder sample shows large similarity with the gel sample
containing 15% GLP. The inexplicable high values found in the
spectrum ofthedry,bulkGLPsamplearenotrecovered inthecase
of the powder sample. Furthermore,the short spacings are in good
agreement with those obtained for the 15% GLP gel sample. The
value of 4.61Âmay be indicative ofthe occurrence of polymorphic
changes or of fractionated crystallization inthecaseof samples
with large surface area. Forcomparison, awide angle spectrum of
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thespray-driedGLPpowderisshowninfigure4.6asdetectedwith
apowderdiffractometer(seesection2.2.4).

OCrVKÂ

25.0

30.0
28 / H

Figure 4.6:A wide angle x-ray diffraction spectrum forthespray-dried GLP powder
determined with apowder diffractometer atroom temperature.

It is not clear, whether the powder sample has a lamellar
structure,sincewehavenotfoundreflectionsofsecondorthird
order,thoughthevalueof14.2Âmaybe indicativeofthefourth
order.However,alongspacingofabout55Àmay fitinwellwith
the thickness of adrybilipid layerofGLPmolecules.Complete
hydrationwouldthenleadtoalongspacingofabout63À,ashas
beenfoundinthecaseofthegelsamplesoftable4.2.
We investigatedthisassumptionfurtherbymeansofahydration experimentwith this spray-driedGLPpowdersample.Tothis
endthepowderwasbrought intocontactwithdémineraiizedwater
atroomtemperature.Afterabout24hoursweperformedsmallangle
x-ray diffraction onbothdryandwetsamplesusingtheposition
sensitivedetection (PSD)method. Forcomparison aGLP-gelwas
alsostudiedwiththistechnique.
In figure 4.7 the SAXD curves of these three samples are
represented.Figure4.7.Ashowsasingle,sharpBraggpeakofthe
20% GLPgel.Afterdesmearing (section2.2.5 )avalueof61.9Â
isfoundforthislongspacingwhichislowerthanthevaluefound
with the photographic technique. Furthermore, the spectrum does
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notshowasecondorthirdordermaximum,thoughthefourthorder
maximum may be present (d=15.6Â ). From the two diffraction
spectrainfigure4.7.Band4.7.Citisobviousthathydrationhas
indeedoccurred atroomtemperature.However,thespectrumofthe
wetsamplealsoindicatesthatpartoftheGLPisnothydratedat
thistemperature,whichiscontradictorytothespectrumshownin
figure4.7.A.
I/(%)

61.9A

I/(%)
100T

a5À

26/(deg)
Figure 4.7 :SAXD curves obtained at 20°C for a 20%GLP gel and for a dry and hydrated
spray-dried GLP powders. The results were obtained with the position
sensitive detector ( section 2.2.5. ) Both smeared and desmeared curves
are represented.
A :20% GLP gel in3.33% sodium caseinate solution.
B :Dry, spray-dried GLP powder sample.
C :Hydrated, spray-dried GLP powder sample containing 6 7 %water.

The shift of the longspacing towardsadesmeared valueof
about 63.5Âinthepresenceofwater islargerthanthevalueof
thelongspacingfoundinthecaseofthe20%GLPgelsamplebeing
61.9À.Thedesmeared value forthelong spacing ofthedrybilipidlayerismuchsmallerthanthevalueobtainedbythephotographictechnique.Forthedrypowdersamplewe foundavalueof
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about50Âafterdesmearing,whereasthevalueofthesmeared curve
was about 55Â. This lower value may be related to the applied
desmearing technique. The signal for the dry sample was quite
broad,compared tothesignalobtained forthehydratedgelphases
thus markedly effecting the calculation ofthe exactvalue of the
longspacing forthedrybilipid layer.
The fact that hydration may occur below the crystallization
temperature of the emulsifier sample isofgreat importance. This
observation means that an a-crystallinegel phase can actually be
formed in systems which do not show lyotropic mesomorphic behaviour. It is known that heating of ^-crystals of cetostearylalcohol in the presence of water may lead to the formation of a
stable a-hydrate according to e.g. Junginger et al. (1979)and de
Vringer (1987).Thishydrationprocessoccursabout20°Cbelowthe
melting point of this gel phase. Furthermore, it is well known
that /3-crystals of monoglycerides like GMS have the ability to
form an a-gelphase justbelow the Krafftpoint,when these crystals are heated in the presence of water. Obviously, water can
penetrate intothecrystal latticeoftheseamphiphiles.
From the results of this paragraph itmay be concluded that
an a-gelphasemay be formed inGLPparticle gels and thathydration in factmay occurwell below the crystallization temperature
of the hydrocarbon chains of the emulsifier. At this moment the
exact values for the dry and hydrated bilipid layers can not be
given, because the applied detection methods show different
values.
4.3.3

The influence ofNaCl on the swelling properties of the
a-gelphaseofGLP.
The long-term stability of the a-gelphase of monoglycerides

orotheremulsifiers inaqueoussystems isofgreat importance for
a successful application of these additives in foods, when they
are used in the gel state (Krog, 1977 ).From literature it is
known that the presence of small amounts of fatty acids may
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strongly increase the swelling capacity of both mesomorphic and
gelphasesofmonoglyceridesorphospholipids (seee.g.Krogand
Borup, 1973).This swelling leads to a strong increase inthe
stabilityofthegelphase.Theswellingcapacitydependsbothon
thepHandthesaltconcentration.
We studied thepossible influence of the free fattyacids,
whichareusuallypresent inGLP ina relatively lowamount,on
thestate of swelling oftheGLPbilipid layers in15%GLPparticle gels containing 2%sodium caseinate.Tothisendweadded
dry sodium chloride to the GLP dispersionsdirectly afterhomogenization. The pH of these gels amounted to a value of about
6.10.Intable4.4theresultsofthesex-raydiffractionmeasurementsarerepresented.

Table 4.4 :The influence of added NaCl on the long spacing of hydrated GLP gels containing 15% emulsifier and

2% sodium caseinate. Long spacings were

obtained from the photographic detection method.

[NaCl]

WAXD

SAXD

0 mM

5 mM

10mM

50 mM

d (Ä)

d (Â)

d (Â)

d (A)

4.13 vs

4.14 vs

4.14 vs

4.14 vs

4.62 w

4.61 w

4.62 u

4.62 w

15.9

w

15.6

w

15.9

u

15.7

21.3

vw

21.0

vw

21.0

vw

21.3

vw

31.5

m

32.2

m

31.5

m

31.5

m

63.3

vs

63.1

vs

63.3

vs

62.0

vs

u

Thespacingsofthegelphasewerenotinfluencedmarkedlyat
sodiumchloridelevelslowerthan50mMol.Ifwecomparethelong
spacingswiththoseobtainedbyKrogandBorup (1973)forneutralizedGMSgelsamples,wecanseethattheseresultsareingood
agreement. They showed thatboththe lamellarphaseand thegel
phaseofneutralizedGMSareverysensitivetolowlevelsofsodiumchloridewhichisexpressedintable4.5.
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Table 4.5 :The influence of the NaCt concentration on the swelling capacity of neutralized distilled GMS/water systems containing 70%water as determined by
Krog and Borup (1973).

Concentrâtion

Lamellar phase, 60°C

a-Gel ph ase, 25°C

of added NaCl
d (Â)

du (Â)

90.0

191.2

136.3

87.9

190.0

135.1

125.0

86.9

64.2

17.1 mMol

126.0

87.9

64.5

49.6 mMol

123.0

84.9

62.9

68.4 mMol

61.8

23.7

63.7

244.0 mMol

56.1

18.0

61.5

9.3
9.6
8.0
8.8
6.6

d (Â)

dw (Â)*

0.0 mMol

128.1

1.7mMol

126.0

6.8 mMol

Thickness of hydrated bilipid layer.
Water layer thickness.

Especially the a-gelphase showsthiseffect.Krog and Borup have
prepared these neutralized systems by the addition of NaOH. We
estimated that for neutralization they must have used about 10
mMolNaOH.Thus,thesesystemsalready contained 10mMolof sodium
ions,which isaboutthe sameconcentration aswehad inourgels,
originating fromtheadded sodiumcaseinate.WedonotknowthepH
of Krog's neutralized gels, but presumably the pH of his systems
exceeded thevalueof7.0.
Compared with Krog1s results it seems that the lamellar gel
phase of GLP behaves likewise to the gel phase of GMS in the
presence of similar amounts of sodium chloride. The fact that he
found a large swelling effect ofthe gel phase atvery low sodium
chloride concentration is probably caused by the high pH of his
samples. Extreme swelling ofthe gel phase ofGLP under practical
conditions will therefore never occur, which is of great importanceforitsapplication inwhippableemulsions.

4.3.4

Neutrondiffraction onGIPcontaining samples.
Neutron diffraction has proved to be a very useful tech-
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nique for structure analysis of mesomorphic and gel phases of
surfactants during the lasttwodecades (seee.g. Worchesterand
Franks, 1976 orBüldt et al. ,1979 ) .The reason forthis isthe
great difference between the neutron coherent scattering amplitudes of hydrogen and deuterium. This difference is also greater
than the coherent scattering amplitudes for other atoms found in
surfactants. In principal, this relatively great difference makes
it possible to locate water molecules within the structure of a
multilayer, which of course offersvery vital information on the
structure ofthemultilayer.
Since we wanted to obtain more knowledge on the hydration
properties of GLP, we decided to perform neutron diffraction on
three different types of GLP samples which were hydrated with
variable amounts of D 2 0.The first series of sampleswas prepared
from the GLP-powder asdescribed insection 2.2.1.2and they were
hydrated at room temperature. The second series of diffraction
experiments was performed with a freeze-dried GLPpowder, free of
any other additional component. Thepreparation of this sample is
described in section 2.2.1.3. This freeze-dried powder samplewas
also hydrated with D 2 0 at room temperature. The third series of
samples consisted of GLP gels, which were obtained by heating
variable amounts ofD 2 0and GLP to atemperature of about 60°Cin
sealed bottles and subsequently cooling them down to ambient
temperature under vigorous mixing. The differences between the
three samples were thus related to composition, average particle
sizeandtemperature atwhichthesampleswerewettedwith D 2 0.
In figure 4.8 the combined neutron diffraction spectra of a
D20-free and a 30% D 2 0 containing freeze-dried GLP sample are
represented. The Q-value (Â - 1 )represents the momentum transfer
which isrelated tothelongspacingd inthe followingway:
2-ÏÏ

Q =

(4.1 )
d

The cross section on the Y-axis is defined as the probability of
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scatteringofanincidentneutronintounitsolidangle.Thecross
section iscorrected forsamplebackgroundbysubstractionofan
emptycanrunanditisnormalized forthesampledensity.Asone
cansee,theaccuracyofthetwodiffractionpeaks,indicatedby
the vertical lines in the spectra is quite satisfying. It is
obviousfromthesetwospectra,thattheGLPbilayersswellinthe
presence ofwater,because Q decreases from approximately 0.112
(À"1 )toavalueof0.096(Â - 1).

cross section/(cm" )
4020

010

0.20

Figure A.S :Neutron diffraction spectra for dry and hydrated GLP-parti d e s at ambient
temperature.
A :Freeze-dried GLP-powder containing 100%GLP C section 2.2.1.3 ) .
B :The same GLP sample, containing 30% (w/w) deuterium oxide.

It isvery remarkable that at low Q-values the scattering
crosssection increasessodramatically.Fromaphysicalpointof
view thiscrosssectionshouldberelatedtothedistributionof
inhomogeneity in scattering power of the sample, arising from
differences in constitution of different particles, from
differences in size and shapeofparticles and/or fromvoidsin
betweenparticles (forfurtherinformation,seechapter6).
Infigure4.9 theresultsofneutrondiffractionexperiments
with the three typesofgelsarerepresented.This figureshows
themeasuredlongspacingofthea-gelphaseofGLPasafunction
oftheD20concentration inweightpercentages.Fromthisfigure
itisobviousthatthevaluesforthelongspacingsofthefully
hydrated gel phases depend on the type of sample examined. The
differencesarenotduetoexperimentalerror,becausethisfigure
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clearly showsthatthevaluesofthe long spacing forsampleBand
C arequiteconstantathighD 2 0concentrations.

60
80 100
D 2 0]/(w/w%)
Figure 4.9 :The long spacing of the three different types of GLP samples as function
of the weight percentage deuterium oxide as determined with neutron
diffraction at ambient temperature.
A :Spray dried GLP-powder containing 60%GLP ( section 2.2.1.2) .
B :Freeze dried GLP-powder containing 100%GLP (section 2.2.1.3) .
C :Melted GLP.

Our explanation for this effect is that fractionation of
components at the interface of the particles probably causes
differences in the composition of the gel phase which, in turn,
may cause differences in the value of the long spacing at the
point of maximum hydration. Gels that were prepared by hydrating
powder samples at room temperature significantly showed higher
values for the long spacings of the completely hydrated samples.
The value of 63.5Â for the long spacing of sample C at maximum
swelling conditions agreeswell with thevalue found forthe gels
with x-ray diffraction with the photographic technique. In the
next chapter the results will be shown of crystallization and
melting properties of GLP samples in the absence and presence of
waterasdetectedwithDSC.
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Besides figure4.9nicelydemonstratesthecompetition effect
between GLP and the relatively strong hydrophilic protein and
sugar fraction for hydration by the added D2O. If we compare the
value of the long spacing of this sample at high D 2 0 level with
the one obtained from x-ray diffraction with the PSD-method
( figure 4 . 7 ) ,we must conclude that the latter method gives a
significant lower value for the long spacing. Again this may be
related tothe accuracy ofthe desmearing method applied in x-ray
diffraction.
From the results of this specific paragraph in combination
with the results of x-ray diffraction itmay indeed be concluded
that GUP forms an a-gel phase at a temperature well below the
melting temperature of the emulsifier mixture in the presence of
water. Besidesneutrondiffractionhas indicated thatthevalueof
the hydrated long spacing of the a-gel phase seems to depend on
the way a sample is prepared. A model for the structure of this
gel phase will be presented in the general discussion at the end
ofthischapter.
4.3.5

X-ray diffraction on emulsions with a variable fat to
GLPratioatroom temperature.
It is of course important to know that GLP may form an a-

crystalline gel phase inthe presence ofwater. However, it isof
still greater importance to know whether the same effect occurs
when GLP is present in an oil or fat phase. Therefore, we have
performed x-ray diffraction experiments on gelatinized emulsions
with variable GLP to fat ratios. With this technique we also
briefly studied the crystallization of water free GLP/fat mixtures.
In table 4.6 the results of x-ray diffraction measurements
performed on these lipid mixtures are represented. Prior to these
measurements the sampleswere stored at 4°C ina refrigerator. It
canbeobserved thathardened coconutoil (HCNO ) ,just likeGLP,
showsacomplicated x-ray diffractionpattern.Fat crystallization
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probably occurred both in the a and /0'-polymorphic form as it
appeared fromthemeasured shortspacingsof3.81Âand 4.17Â (for
comparison seetable 4.2 ) .The spacing at4.17Âcouldbe amixed
reflection of the a- and ß'-polymorphic form. Probably the values
of 34.3Â and 37.6À are representative for long spacings of crystallized triglycerides, though tilting must have occurred then.
Furthermore, it could not be excluded that the spacing of 121.8Â
is indicative of the existence of a subcell that contains more
lipid molecules. However, since the diffraction patterns in the
smallangleregion,representative ofthe longspacings,found for
these fat/GLP mixtures, are too complicated to be explained, we
will onlyconsidertheshortspacings.
Table4.6 :WAXD and SAXD measurements on dry GLP/HCNOmixtures at room temperature.
Detection wasperformedwith thephotographic method.

WAXD

HCNOfat

100%GLP
0%fat

80%GLP
20%fat

60%GLP
40%fat

d(Â)

d (Â)

d (Â)

d (Â)

3.81 (s)
4.13 (vs)

3.81 (m)
4.13 (vs)

3.81 (m)
4.12 (s)

4.61 (m)
14.0 (m)
16.6 (ew)

4.62 (w)
14.0 (m)

35.5 (m)

34.9 (m)

53.5 (m)

52.6 (s)

4.17 (m)
4.29 (w)
11.9 (ew)

SAXD

34.3 (vs)
37.6 (m)

13.4
17.0
27.0
32.1

(w)
(w)
(vw)
(vw)

45.2 (es)
52.5 (vs)
67.8 (m)

106
121.8 (m)
age

34days

135

(vw)

105

(vw)

(m)
36days

62days

Mixtures of GLP and HCNO seem to crystallize at least partly
in the a-polymorphic form, which may be expected from the atending character of GLP. Probably a part of the molecules is
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crystallized inthe/3'-form,sincethespacing 3.81 isalso found.
This may be indicative of the occurrence of fractionated crystallization, which would be expected to come about in these complicatedmixtures.
Table 4.7 :WAXD and SAXO measurements onemulsions with avariable fat toGLP ratio
at room temperature inorder toprove theformation of ana-gel phase in
thesesystems.Detectionwasperformedwith thephotographicmethod.

100%GLPa
0%fat

80%GLPa
20%fat

60%GLPa
40%fat

d(A)

d (Â)

d(Â)

d(Â)

d (A)

4.13 (vs)

3.81 (ew)
4.13 (vs)

4.13 (vs)

3.82 (m)
4.15 (vs)

4.62 (w)
15.7 (vw)
21.1 (vw)
31.5 (m)

4.61 (w>
16.0 (w)
21.3 (vw)
32.1 (s)

3.82 (s)
4.15 (vs)
4.30 (w)
4.62 (w)
15.6 (vw)
22.6 (w)
35.6 (s>

63.2 (s)

63.7 (vw)

WAXD

4.63 (w)
15.5 (ew)
22.2 (ew)

SAXD

exposure
time
sampleage

30%GLPb
70%fat

50%GLPb
50%fat

24(hrs)

4.64 (w)
15.4 (w)
20.8 (vw)
35.5 (s)
48.8 (w)

49.3 (w)
64.6 (ew)
130.0 (m)

72(hrs)

72(hrs)

90(hrs)

90(hrs)

10days

52days

13days

12days

a :Emulsionscontaining 15%dispersed phase,
b :Emulsionscontaining 40%dispersedphase.

Inour case it ismore important toknowwhathappens inthe
presence ofwater. Intable 4.7 the results are shown of diffraction measurements performed on gels with a variable GLP to fat
ratio. This table shows that only in the case of a rather high
GLP/fat ratiothe longspacing indicative ofthea-gelphase could
be detected. At lower GLP/fat ratios it can be observed from the
shortspacingsthat fractionated crystallizationmayhave occurred
inthe samples.Both short spacings indicative of thea-polymorph
and /S'-form are represented inthediffraction pattern. The short
spacing of4.15Â maybeamixed reflection ofthe 4.13Â spacing of
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the gel phase and the 4.20Â spacing of the ß'-polymorph. The reflectionof 35.5Âcouldprobablymean fractionated crystallization
ofthe fatsample itself (seealsotable4.6) .
Summarizing, itcanbeconcluded thattheexistence oftheengel phase could not be shown in emulsions with a relatively high
fat/GLP ratio. However, it is not known how many bilipid layers
are in fact necessary to obtain a reflection that will be strong
enough to be detectable. In this respect it is good to realize
that,because of the size oftheparticles,thenumber of stacked
bilipid layers is strongly restricted. For instance, in the case
of a whippable emulsion, which has a 30%GLP to fat ratio and a
mean particle diameter of about 0.5 /im, the maximum number of
repetitive stacked bilipid layers in the interface would be
about 3 (see figure 3.4 ) .Besides, if it is assumed that only
about 50%ofthetotal GLP fraction formspart ofthisgelphase,
we would only have 1or two bilipid layers. Ifthis istrue then
it can be imagined, that even at a relative GLP concentration of
60% the detection of the long spacing may become impossible.
Therefore, it may not be excluded that the a-gel phase may be
present at the interface of fat particles in the case of relatively lowGLP/fatratios.

4.4 GENERALDISCUSSION.
Normally oneshould investigatethetotalphasediagram ofan
amphiphile, before itmay be concluded at what temperature or at
whatconcentration acertainphaseexists.However, inthecaseof
GLP/water mixtures such an attempt would not be successful for
several reasons. First of all,GLP has a very complicated compositionwhichpreventsanequilibrium state forcrystallized GLPin
the presence of water to be obtained within acceptable time. A
second important reason isthealmostcomplete insolubility ofGLP
inwater.Thestructuralparameters ofthegelphasemay therefore
strongly depend onthe total interfacial area of the system. Furthermore, great differences inpH or salt contentwill beencoun-
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tered between systems with low and high water concentrations,
which makes preparation of samples with comparable particle size
impossible.
One possibleway totackle this specific problemwould be to
produce spray-dried powder samples and subsequently to hydrate
these powders at different temperatures and at different water
activities below the melting point of the hydrocarbon chains of
the lipid mixture. However, this phase diagram would then become
dependentonthesizeoftheemulsifierparticles,asshown inthe
paragraph where the results of the neutron diffraction measurements at room temperature were represented. Therefore we have not
performed such a time-consuming study. In chapter 5we will show
some x-ray diffraction results dealing with the temperature influenceonthe formation and stability ofthea-gelphase of GLP.
From those results itwill be attempted to compose a hypothetical
phase diagram for the gel phase of GLP, despite all the problems
thathavejustbeendescribed.
From the results shown in this chapter it may be concluded
without doubt that GLP isableto form a stable a-gelphasebelow
the melting temperature of itshydrocarbon chains.The structural
parameters of this gel phase have not been discussed yet. It is
not known which part of the molecules of the GLP mixture are
structure elements of this gel phase. It may be clear from the
introductory part of thischapter that themonoglyceride fraction
alone is not able to produce a stable a-gel phase. Therefore it
seems obvious that diglycerides, like glyceroldipalmitate and
glycerol lactopalmitate or perhaps even a triglyceride, like
glycerol dilactopalmitate, should play an important role in the
formationand stabilization ofthea-gelphase.
Mixtures of saturated lipids usually crystallize in the apolymorphic formbeforetransition tothe ß' or/3-polymorphicform
occurs. Thesetransitions to themore stable form can be strongly
delayed or even stopped, when the lipid mixture isvery complex.
Furthermore, it can also be expected that bulky head groups may
prevent the occurrence of polymorphic transitions. On the other
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hand,tilting ofthehydrocarbonchainsmayaccomplishthespace
filling requirements of the lattice structure. This actually
occurs inthecaseofmonoglycerides.Thestabilityofthea-gel
phaseofGLPmaythusberelatedbothtoacomplexcompositionof
theemulsifiermixtureinthegelphaseandtothepresenceofthe
bulkylactateestersinthewaterlayer.
Wewillnowtrytoproposeapossiblestructuremodelforthe
a-gelphaseofGLP,amodelwhichwillstillbequitespeculative.
Intable4.8longspacingsfordifferentcrystalmodificationsof
some relevant triglycerides and 1-monoglycerides are given. It
obviouslyappearsfromthistablethatthe1-monoglyceridesshould
have tilted chains in all three differentpolymorphic forms.In
thecaseofthea-gelphaseofthemonoglyceridesthetiltangle
equalsavalueof54'accordingtoLarsson (1967).

Table 4.8 :Literature values for the long spacings of the different polymorphic forms
of some triglycerides and 1-monoglycerides according to Chapman (1962).

a

ß'

ß

tripalmitin

45.6

42.6

40.6

tristearin

50.6

47.2

45.0

1-monopaImitin

(45.6)

45.8

45.8

1-monostearin

(? )

50.0

50.0

long spacings (Â)

Wehavefoundthatthelongspacingforthedrybilipidlayer
ofGLPprobably has avaluebetween 50Âand 56Â,subjecttothe
applied detection method, but probably the secondvalue ismore
reliable. Suppose,the gel phase contains bothmono-anddiglycerides. Then, as a rough approximation, the estimated average
length of amolecule,present inthebilipid layer,couldequal
the length of one glycerol monostearate molecule. With a tilt
angle for the a-gelphase ofGMSof 54° thevalue forthelong
spacing ofthisdrybilipid layerwiththehydrocarbonchainsin
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perpendicularpositiontowardstheendplaneofthelatticewould
beabout 62Â.Thismeansthatthehydrocarbon chains inthegel
phaseofGLPshouldbetiltedwithoutdoubt.Furthermore,aphysicalreasonfortiltingmaybethatthelacticacidesters,which
areprobablypresent aspolarhead groups inthegelphase,requiretilting ofthehydrocarbon chains forgeometricalreasons.
The value for the tilt angle of the gel structure can not be
given,becausewedonot knowthecomposition ofthegelphase.
However, fromtheresultsoftheneutrondiffractionexperiments
we can estimate,whetherhydration leadsto an increase inthis
angle.
If itisassumed thatthetiltangle ofthegelphasedoes
notchangeasaresultofhydration,thevolumefractionofwater
at maximum swelling condition can be calculated, with equation
4.2:
d

'GLP
V

(GLP + D20)max

d

a

(4.2)

a+w

where Vçjjp represents the volume of one dry bilipid layerand
(GLP+ D20)max t h e volume of the samebilipid layeratmaximum
swelling condition. The factors da and d a + w represent the long
spacings of the dryandhydrated gelphase,respectively. Tobe
able to calculate the D20concentration in weight percentages,
equation4.2hastobeconvertedintoformula4.3:

V

d

MGLP
M

MGLP+ D20*/°GLP

a

d

a+w

/°D20
InthisequationMGLPrepresentsthemassoftheGLPbilipidlayer
and MDJO the mass of the water molecules at maximum swelling
condition./ O Q L P isthedensityoftheemulsifiermixturewhichis
about 1020kg/m3 at 20°C and / ° D 2 0 ^ S the density ofdeuterium
oxideatthesametemperaturewhichisapproximately1110kg/m3.

(4.3)
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From neutron diffraction as well as x-ray diffraction measurements itappeared thatd a= 55-56Â. Inthecaseofthe freezedried GLP sample, applying neutron diffraction, we found a value
for d a + w equal to approximately 65.2Â and for the gel sample,
hydrated abovethetransitionpointoftheemulsifier,avalue for
d a + w equal to 63.4Â. From equation 4.3 it then follows that the
two different gel phases would be completely hydrated at a E^O
concentration of about 15%and 12%respectively. On the basis of
these calculations one might be inclined to conclude from figure
4.9 that the tilt angle is independent from the water concentration. However, itshould again be emphasized that it isnot known
which part of the total emulsifier mixture actually becomes
hydrated inthepresenceofwater. Ifitissupposed thatonly50%
ofthemixture ishydrated, the tilt anglehasto changesignificantly. Yetwe think that ifthe tilt angle increases this effect
willbeofminor importance.

d=63Â

Figure 4.10 :A schematic molecular model for the a-gel phase of glycerol lacto palmitate hydrated above the crystallization temperature of the emulsifier.

Figure 4.10 represents a schematic molecular structure for
the a-gel phase of GLP, which was hydrated above the transition
point of the emulsifier. Inthismodel it isassumed that thedry
bilipid layer thickness amounts to a value of 55Â. If the dry
bilipid layer thickness is correct, the water layer thickness of
the gel phase would only be 8Â or 9Â. This probably is the
maximum swelling thickness of the bilipid layer in the case of
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gelswhichareobtained forGLPsamplesthatarebrought incontactwithwater atatemperature abovethetransition point.In
the case of spray-dried GLP samples,which are wetted at room
temperature,thevalueforthiswaterlayerthicknessprobablyis
a fewAngstromslarger.However,whenspeakingofthewaterlayer
thickness of the gel phase of GLP one should realize that the
layer,inwhichwatermoleculescanbefound,ismuchthicker,say
15-20Â.
4.5 SUMMARY
Inthischaptertheexistenceofana-gelphase inparticle
gelscontainingGLPandwaterhasbeenshownwithbothx-raydiffractionandneutrondiffractionstudies.Thisgelphaseconsists
of hydrated bilipid layersofamphiphilicmolecules,originating
from thetotalGLPfraction.Thehydrocarbonchainsoftheseamphiphilesarecrystallized inthea-polymorphic form.Atmaximum
swelling condition the gel phase has a hydrated bilipid layer
thickness of about 63-65Â which isdependent onthehistoryof
thesamplepriortowetting.
This a-gel phase of GLP ispresumably present at the o/winterfaceofthefatparticlesataGLP/fatratiohigherthan20%,
subjecttothesizeoftheparticles,inwhippabletoppings.The
a-gelphase isprobablyalsoresponsibleforthereversiblewhippingbehaviour ofGLPcontainingemulsions.However,wewerenot
able to detect the presence of this gel phase in emulsions
containing lessthan80%GLPondispersedphasebasis.Thiscould
havebeencaused by the factthatthenumber of stackedbilipid
layersistoosmalltobedetectable.
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5

TEMPERATURE DEPENDENT PHASE BEHAVIOUR OFTHE GELPHASEOF aTENDING EMULSIFIERS.

5.1 GENERALINTRODUCTION.
In the previous chapter ithas been shown that GLP forms an
a-gel phase below the crystallization temperature of its hydrocarbonchains.Allexperimentswereperformed atroomtemperature.
In this chapter a study will be presented on the temperature at
which the gel phase of GLP arises and in addition, its melting
properties will be investigated. Furthermore,the phase behaviour
of an acetylated monoglyceride (ACTM ) sample, being an example
of another a-tending emulsifier, will be shown. We have briefly
studied the properties of this commercial emulsifier in order to
learn whether the formation of an a-gel phase is a common phenomenon inthesecomplicated amphiphilicsystems.
The proper technique todetect phase transitions ina system
likemixturesofana-tending emulsifier andwater isdifferential
scanning calorimetry. Additional information onthe occurrence of
fractionated crystallization may be obtained from these measurements. Fractionated crystallization ofGLP fromanoilphasewould
sustain the hypothesis that GLP isable to form ana-gelphaseat
theo/w-interfaceof fatparticlesinwhippableemulsions.
5.2 RESULTSAND DISCUSSION
5.2.1

DSC-measurements on dry and hydrated a-tending emulsifiers.
In figure 5.1 crystallization curves fordry GLP samples are

represented as measured with DSC at two different cooling rates.
When the crystallization of GLP ismeasured at a cooling rate of
2°C/minute, itisobserved thatcrystallization startsat 39°Cand
that two peaks are found at 38°C and 34*C respectively. At a
cooling rate of 0.2°C/minute crystallization starts at a higher
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temperature. It seems likely that at this cooling rate fractionated crystallization occurs, resulting in the formation of two
relatively large fractions near the initial temperature of
crystallization. The results of SAXD experiments, represented in
table4.2,also indicated thepossibleoccurrenceof fractionation
during crystallization. It is important to realize that a differenttemperaturehistory ofthesamplemay result inadifferent
crystallization behaviour, since this might cause differences in
composition of the a-gel phase or even the occurrence of polymorphictransitions inthisphase.

EXO dH/dt

Figure 5.1 :Crystallization curves of dry GLP at two different cooling rates.
C

-— ) : Cooling rate = 2.0°C/minute.

C -- - ) : Cooling rate = 0.2°C/minute.

In table 5.1 the crystallization heat isrepresented forthe
curves of figure 5.1. It can be stated that this heat effect
amounts to about 110 J/g, though this value is not quite accurate. DSC is not a very reliable method for calculation of the
total heat flow, because the position of the base line in the
cooling curves isquiteuncertain.Yettheheatvalueofabout 110
J/g will be used as a reference value for the crystallization of
GLP from oil-emulsifier mixtures. Furthermore, this table indicates that the two fractionated peaks represent about 45%of the
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totalheatcontentofthea-polymorphicformofGLP.Inthischapter itwill be shownthatthisamount isfrequentlyencountered
whencrystallizationoccursinGLP/oilmixtures.
Table 5.1 :Heat of crystallization for GLP at two different cooling rates.

Cooling-

important

rate

fractions

Total heat of crystallization (J/g)

2°C/min

-

102 J/g (40-10-C)

2°C/min

-

113 J/g ( 4 0 - 1 V C )

0.2°C/min

19 J/g (41.0-39.2

C)

30 J/g (39.2-37.0

C)+

89 J/g (41-30'C)

49 J/g (45%)

EXO dH/dt

EXO dH/dt

30

20
T/(°C)

Figure 5.2 :The influence of water on the crystallization behaviour of a-tending
emulsifiers as measured with DSC at a cooling rate of 2°C/min.
Fig 5.2A = GLP ; Fig 5.2B = ACTM.
C

)= water-free emulsifier.

(

)= emulsifier droplet in contact with a droplet of water.

Infigure5.2theresultsareshownofthecoolingcurvesof
GLP and ACTM in the presence and absence ofwater atacooling
rate of 2°C/minute. From these cooling curves it appears that
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water causes a significant raise in the initial crystallization
temperature of the emulsifier samples. Sodium caseinate does not
influence this effect,because a comparable temperature shift was
found intheabsenceorpresenceofthisprotein.

EXO dH/dt

EXO dH/dt

A

T/(°C)
Figure 5.3 :The influence of homogenization on the cooling thermograms of two a-tending emulsifiers determined by DSC at a cooling rate of 2°C/min.
Fig 5.3A = GLP ; Fig 5.3B = ACTM.
(

)= droplet of water against a droplet of emulsifier.

(

)= 87.emulsion in 2% Nacas, homogenized at 10 MPa.

( -•—•- )= The same emulsion, but spray-dried.

As expressed in figure 5.3,homogenization doesnot markedly
influencethetemperatureatwhichcrystallization starts.Only at
a very high homogenization pressure of 20 Mpa we found that the
temperature at which crystallization starts is suppressed to a
valueof 38°Cwhichwasdetermined atacooling rateof 0.2°C/min.
Moreover,thethermograms ofthewater-free,spray-dried emulsions
showed that the initial crystallization temperature strongly decreases. Inthis specific case itwas observed that a small fraction of GLP crystallizes over a broad temperature range at a
relatively high temperature. This may be due to initial crystallization in the relatively large particles present in the emulsifierpowder,aneffectwhich isalso suggested byvandenTempel
(1968).
The temperature shifts occurring in the cooling curves are
important observations, because they mean that homogeneous
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nucleation isnotthemechanism thatcauses initiationofcrystallization intheemulsifiermixtures.Skoda &vandenTempel (1963)
and Phipps (1964) showed that in finely dispersed triglyceride
emulsionshomogeneous nucleation islikelytooccurbecause ofthe
shortage or absence of catalytic impurities, which could act as
heterogeneous nuclei.Skoda &van denTempel (1963) and Walstra &
Beresteyn (1975) pointed to the factthatmonoglycerides strongly
increase the initial temperature of crystallization of the triglycerides.Theseauthorsexplained thiseffectby suggesting that
micelles of monoglycerides, present in the oil droplets,may act
as catalytic impurities. Another possible explanationmay be that
nucleation is promoted by mono- and diglycerides adsorbed at the
o/w-interface according to Skoda &van den Tempel (1963) and van
den Tempel (1967), because these amphiphilesare already oriented
ina favourableposition forcrystallization attheinterface.
In the case of the a-tending emulsifiers the mono- and diglycerides may also play an important role in the initiation of
the crystallization of the complete mixture of glycerides. It is
also possible, however,that thea-gelphase fraction itself initiates crystallization ofthe samples atthe o/w-interface of the
particles.
In table 5.2 it is shownthat neither homogenization nor the
presenceofwatersignificantly changethemeasured heateffect in
the temperature range of 20-50"C at a cooling rate of 2°C/min.
This also is a strong indication for the occurrence of heterogeneous nucleation inthemajority ofthe emulsifier particles,because otherwise the measured heat effects in this temperature
range shouldhavebeen significantly lower.
The influence of water on the phase behaviour of a-tending
emulsifiers was further studied by means of heating experiments.
In order to exclude possible effects of difference in particle
size between dry and wet samples we decided to study this
behaviour onspray-dried emulsifierpowders (seesection 2.2.1) .
The emulsifier was completely crystallized before the powder was
brought intocontactwithwater.
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Table 5.2:The influence of homogenization on the heat of crystallization of some
GLP-samples atacooling rate of 2°C/minute.

Sample

Total heat ofcrystallization

Droplets
GLP/water

107J/g ( « - 2 T O

GLP/Nacas

83J/g (43-17°C)

Emulsions
50% GLPin
10% Nacas

92J/g (43-16-C)
(Sorvall)

107.GLPin
1%Nacas

110J/g (43-16°C>
(SorvalI)

Infigure5.4theseheatingthermogramsareshown inthe case
of aGLP and anACTMpowderproduced at ahomogenization pressure
of 10Mpa. It is obvious that the melting curves ofbothemulsifiersareshifted a fewdegreestowardsahighertemperature,when
theemulsifierparticlesarebrought intocontactwithwater.This
experiment strongly indicates hydration of a-tending emulsifiers
belowthecrystallization temperature ofthehydrocarbon chainsof
the amphiphiles. Such an effect was expected to occur since in
chapter 4 ithad already been shownthat aGLP-powder forms an agelphaseatroomtemperaturewhen itisdispersed inwater.
The heating curves suggest that a large part of the emulsifiermolecules participates inthehydration process,because the
shift observed almost accounts for the complete melting curve.
This effect was not expected to occur so explicitly. If the gel
phase would be a part of the total emulsifier sample, it would
havebeen likelythatthemeltingpeakofthehydrated emulsifier,
in comparison with the dry sample, would have been broader or
would even have been split up in two peaks. Instead the endothermic heat peaks of the hydrated samples are significantly
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sharper than those of the dry samples which may be indicative of
better fitting of molecules with the bulky head groups into the
crystal latticeofthea-gelphase.
endodH/df

Figure 5.4 :Heating curves of completely crystallized dry and wet spray-dried emulsifier powders. Fig 5.4A = GLP ; Fig 5.4B = ACTM.
C

— )Dry emulsifier powder.

(

)5 0 %Powder + 5 0 %water.

(

)25%powder + 75%water.

Table 5.3 : The influence of water on the heat of melting of GLP particles in spraydried powders. The rate of heating was 1°C/minute.

Sample

100 % powder

Total heat of melting

116 J/g C26-57°C)

0 % water
50 % powder

125 J/g (31-55°C)

50 % water
25 % powder

105 J/g (31-55°C>

75 % water

Table5.3representsthemeasured endothermicheateffectsas
a resultofmeltingofGLP.Fromthese results itcanbe concluded
that themelting enthalpy ofGLP isabout 115J/g which isjusta
little higher than the heat effect we measured in the cooling
experiments. This means that the total GLP mixture crystallizes
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almost completely during cooling down at a rate of 2°C/min to a
temperatureof 20°C. Forcomparisonthemelting enthalpy oftheapolymorphic form of eguimolar mixtures of cetyl- and stearylalcohol has a value of 128 J/g according to de Vringer (1987),
which is inacceptable agreement with our results.Therefore,hydration occurs inthe completely crystallized state of the chains
ofana-tending emulsifier.
5.2.2

X-ray diffraction on dry and hydrated a-tending emulsifiersasa functionoftemperature.
In this paragraph the results will be presented of tempe-

rature dependent x-ray diffraction experiments carried out on the
two a-tending emulsifiers studied. In fig 5.4 we showed that the
main GLP fraction of thehyurcittidsamplehasmelted at atemperatureofabout 46°C. In fig5.5 a fewmicrographs (800x )arere-
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Figure 5.5 :Micrographs (800x ) of the gel structure of aggregated Ù L P particies n
sequence of increasing temperature.
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presented of the microscopical appearance of the structure of a
20% GLP-gel in a 3.3% sodium caseinate solution in sequence of
increasing temperature. These micrographs clearly indicate that
theaggregated particlescoalesceatatemperature ofabout46°C.
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Figure 5.6 :X-ray diffraction curves of hydrated spray-dried GLP powders at increasing temperature. The results were obtained with the PSD.
C—
(

) :Smeared curve.
— ) :Desmeared curve.

In figure 5.6 the SAXD curves of the hydrated GLP powder at
different temperatures are shown. These curves are not corrected
in such a way that the peak heights can be compared with each
other. The intensity of the SAXD reflections decreases at increasingtemperature.Thesecurves indicatethatpartial hydration
of theparticles has occurred at room temperature (see also section 4.6 ). The long spacing of 62Â gradually disappears at increasingtemperature,indicatingthatthea-gelphasemeltsovera
wide temperature range. Furthermore, this experiment gives evidence forthe assertion that GLP does not showmesomorphism above
the melting temperature of its hydrocarbon chains.When dehydration occurs and the particles are flocculated in a primary
minimum, the liquid particles are no longer stabilized against
coalescence.Partial coalescenceasamodel fortheaggregation of
theGLPparticleswouldgiveacomparableeffectthough (e.g. van
Boekel, 1980 ) .At 46°Cthe longspacingofthe lamellargelphase
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could indeed hardly be detected anymore which correlates nicely
with the microscopical observation of droplet coalescence at this
temperature.
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Figure 5.7 :X-ray diffraction measurements on dry and hydrated ACTM spray-dried powder samples and on a 20%ACTM-gel at increasing temperature.
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)Smeared curve.
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In figure 5.7 and table 5.4 the results of x-ray diffraction
measurements performed at different temperatures with the dry and
hydrated ACTM samples are shown. Also the result of a SAXD curve
ofa 20%ACTMgel,prepared atahomogenization pressure of 10MPa
followed by subsequent cooling to room temperature, is included.
These results strongly differ from those obtained for GLP. It
appeared that the long spacing ofthedry emulsifier sample had a
value of about 31.5Â, whereas the value of the hydrated sample
amounted toabout 33.7Â.Martin &Lutton (1972)reported thatpure
l-acetyl-3-mono-glycerides, when crystallized in the a-modification, form monolayer crystal structures. For instance, the long
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spacing ofcrystallized,pure,l-acetyl-3-glyceryl palmitatehasa
value of 30.2Â according to these authors. This value fits in
fairly well with the long spacing of 31.5Â that we found forthe
dry ACTM powder sample. Besides,Vincent and Skoulios (1966) and
Luzatti (1968) reported the existence of a monolayer type gel
phase inthecaseoflongchainpotassium fattyacids.
Table 5.4:The values for detected spacings of dry and hydrated ACTM samples at
different temperatures with the PSD.

Sample

Temperature

Important longspa cings(A)

20% ACTMgel

20.0'C

49.0

33.6

16.9

dryACTM
powder

20.0°C
39.0°C
41.5°C
43.5°C

48.9
50.1
49.2
51.9

31.8s
31.5m
31.5w

16.0
15.8

hydratedACTM
powder
(70% water)

20.0°C
41.0-C
43.5°C
46.0°C

51.0
40.8
48.8

33.6s
33.8m
34.1m

16.8

----

Analogous to the results of GLP we found that hydration
increasesthetemperatureatwhichthe longspacing of 33.7Âcould
stillbe detected, which isalso a strong indication of this spacing, representing a hydrated crystal structure. In contrast to
GLPgels,theACTMgelswerenotstable.Thesamplesshowed strong
shear-thinning behaviour. Microscopy revealed that the aggregated
particles themselves are unstable. Apparently, a network of sintered crystals seemed to be formed. Partial coalescence may be
excluded, since the particles are completely crystallized before
they come into contact with water. Perhaps ACTM forms the socalled coagel state, which is often encountered in the case of
amphiphiles that show polymorphism (e.g. Vincent and Skoulios,
1966 and Larsson, 1967 ).Furthermore, particle aggregates could
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notbedisaggregated with SDS,incontrast towhat had been found
with the GLP gels. After a few days a weak macroscopical gel was
formed inthese samples,though,presumably caused by swelling of
the hydrated crystals as a result of the uptake of SDS molecules
inthecrystal latticeofACTM.
Themainconclusion ofthisparagraph isthathydration ofextending emulsifiers occurs below the melting temperature of the
hydrocarbon chainsoftheemulsifiers.Toacertainextentthis is
in contrast with literature concerning lyotropic mesomorphism,
because it is often stated that hydration occurs near the cloud
point of the amphiphiles. See for instance Häuser (1984) in the
caseofphospholipids and Krog and Lauridsen (1976) inthecaseof
monoglycerides.
5.2.3

DSC-measurements on samples containing both GLP and an
oilorfatphase.
InthisparagraphtheresultsofDSC-measurements onmixtures

of GLP and an oil or fat phase will be shown. X-ray diffraction
experiments, represented inchapter 4, could not prove that anagel phase is formed in emulsified GLP/oil mixtures with a mean
particle size of about 0.5^m and a GLP/fat ratio lower than 0.8.
Therefore, we tried to obtain evidence for this hypothesis with
DSCmeasurements.
Thecrystallizationbehaviour ofGLP/oilmixtureswas studied
with five different oils or fats. These samples were in sequence
of increasing melting point :Medium chain length triglycerides
( MCT-oil ),Soy bean oil (SBO ) ,Hardened coconut oil (HCNO ),
Hardened palm oil (HPO ) ,andtripalmitin (GTP) .
In figure 5.8 the crystallization curves of the three fat
samplesarerepresented atacooling rateof2°C/mintogetherwith
thecooling curve forGLP. Inthe case of SBO and MCTnocrystallization effects could be detected in the studied temperature
range. GTP showstwo peaks,probably caused by an occurring polymorphictransitionduring cooling.GLPhasacrystallization curve
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situated betweenthoseofGTPandHPO inthecooling diagram.

EXOdH/dt

Figure 5.8 : DSC cooling thermograms of the three different fats and GLP used in the
study on the formation of an a-gel phase in GLP/oit mixtures. The cooling
rate = 2°C/minute.
(

)= HPO ; (

)= GTP ; (- . - . - )= HCNO (+ * + ) = GLP.

In figure 5.9 thecooling curvesof 15%GLP solutions inthe
mentioned oilphasesarerepresented. Fromnowondistinctionwill
be made between oils that have a higher or lower crystallization
temperaturethanGLP.Ifwe firstconsidertheresultsofthemixturescomposed ofGLP and a fatphasewith a lower meltingpoint,
it is obvious that crystallization starts between the initial
crystallization temperature of GLP and of the oil phase itself.
Here wemay have an indication forthe occurrence of fractionated
crystallization ofGLP components from the oilphase. Inthe case
of the GLP/SBO mixture the initial crystallization temperature is
highest. Thismay be a result ofthe relatively low solubility of
the saturated GLP glycerides inthe largely unsaturated oil fraction of the SBO sample. All three samples show two small initial
peaks, which may indicate the occurrence of fractionated crystallizationoftheGLP fractionitself.
Inthecaseof fatsthathaveahighermeltingpointthanGLP
theoverallpicture isdifferent.Thesamplesstudied showasmall
decrease in the initial crystallization temperature of the total
fat phase. This may be caused by a reduced amount of catalytic
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impurities, present inthe oil/emulsifiermixture,which thenresults in delayed crystal formation. However, GLP molecules may
also retard the incorporation of triglycerides into the crystal
lattice. This latter hypothesis assumes the occurrence of fractionated crystallization oftriglycerides fromthetotaloil/emulsifier mixture. The confirmation of this hypothesis can not be
obtained from these thermograms. However, it seems obvious that
thehighmelting fatsstartcrystallization,certainly inthecase
ofGTPandthatthepolarmoleculespresent intheGLPmixtureare
probably not involved innucleation.

EXOdH/dt

Figure 5.9 :Cooling thermograms of 15%GLP solutions in the 5 different oil samples.
The cooling rate = 2°C/min.
(

)Cooling curve of the fat phase.

C

)Cooling curve of a solution of 15%GLP in an oil phase.

As we have shown that the crystallization temperature ofGLP
ismarkedly influenced by thepresence ofwater,we also tried to
provesuchaneffect inthecaseofoil-emulsifiermixtures.Again
wewilldistinguishbetween fatswith a lowerandahighermelting
point than GLP. Furthermore, the possible influence of the particle size will be included, since exhaustion of the more polar
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components of thetotal GLP fraction by interfacial adsorption is
likelytooccur.
In figure5.10 theresultsarerepresented ofDSC experiments
with 15%GLPinoil solutions incontactwithwaterincludingboth
bulk droplet experiments and emulsions. From the course of these
curvesthe following conclusionscanbedrawn:
1)

As has been found in the case of GLP, the presence of water
increases the initial crystallization temperature of the
oil/emulsifier mixture. The experiment with the HCNO sample
probably shows that part of the total GLP fraction crystallizes separately from the total oil/emulsifier mixture. The
large bulk fat peak is not influenced by the presence of
water, whereas the small initial peak is shifted towards a
higher temperature as would be expected, when hydration
occurs.
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Figure 5.10 :The influence of water on the c r y s t a l l i z a t i o n of GLP from 1 5 %GLP inoil
s o l u t i o n s . The cooling rate = 2 ° C / m i n .
(

) :W a t e r - f r e e e m u l s i f i e r / o i I m i x t u r e ( 1 5 % G L P ) .

( — • — • — ) :Droplet of emulsifier/oiI m i x t u r e against water d r o p l e t .
(

) :The same sample emulsified in a 1 0 %Nacas s o l u t i o n with a
sorvall mixer at a 1:1 ratio.
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Table 5.5:Thecrystallization heat ofGLP/oiI samples inthepresence andabsenceof
water. Results were obtained from thecurves offig 5.10.

Sample

Important fraction
Valuescalculated onGLPbasis

Total heat ofcrystallizationonGLPbasis

HCToil/15«GLP
Water-free
sample

49J/g (37%)(22.0-13.0°C)

133J/g (22to -9°0

Againstdropletofwater

48J/g (44%)(30.0-16.2-C)

108J/g (30to -3°C)

Emulsion (50%)
(+10%Nacas)
SorvalI

17J/g (17%)(29.0-21.5°C)
34J/g (34%)(21.5-11.0'C)+

100J/g (40to-10-C)

51J/g (51%)(29.0-11.0°C>
SovbeanOÏI/15XGLP
Water-free
sample

25J/g (20%)(28.0-23.0"O
55J/g (42%)(23.0-15.0°O +

131 J/g (28to -4-C)

80J/g (62%)(28.0-15.0°C)
Againstdropletofwater

40J/g (43%)(36.0-17.5°O

93J/g (36 to 0"O

Emulsion (50%)
(+10%Nacas)
SorvalI

17J/g (19%)(34.0-28.5-O
26J/g (30%)(28.5-22.5-0+

88J/g (34 to 0°O

43J/g (49%)(34.0-22.5-C)
Coconut fat/15%GLP
GLP-free
HCNO

3 J/g (3%)(23.0-20.0-C)
81J/g (72%)(20.0-10.0-C)+

113J/g (24 to 0°O

84J/g (75%)(23.0-10.0-C)
Water-free
sample

13J/g (11%)(27.0-18.5-C)
(87J/g onGLP basis).

120J/g (27 to 0°C)

Emulsion (50%)
(+10%Nacas)
Sorvalt

1.0 J/g (3%)(33.5-27.0-C)
3.2 J/g (11%)(27.0-19.0-C)+

29J/g (34 to 0°C)

4.2 J/g (14%)(33.5-19.0-C)
(28J/g onGLP basis).
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2)

Compared totheresultsofthedroplet experiments,emulsification lowers the temperature at which initial heat effects
as a result of crystallization are detected. However, this
temperature is still higher than the temperature inthe case
ofthewater-freeemulsifier/oilsamples.

3)

The cooling curves seem to indicate the formation of tworelatively large fractions during crystallization whichmay be
due to fractionated crystallization of components of the
totalGLP.
This also appears from the measured heat effects, as

represented in table 5.5, though these values are less accurate
than those obtained for pure GLP, since the amount of emulsifier
in the oil fraction is only 15%. In the case of the water-free
emulsifier/oil and the droplet experiments the measured heat
values may indicate that the complete GLP fraction crystallizes
priortotheoil fraction inwhich itwasdissolved,becausethese
valuesarecomparablewiththeenthalpicvalueof 110J/g obtained
for GLP itself. Furthermore, the heat effects in the case of the
emulsions containing SBO or MCT as solvent for GLP are in good
agreementwiththeresultsobtained forthedropletexperiments.
Inallthecasesstudied itwas foundthatatrelatively high
temperatures the cooling curves contained two exothermic peaks,
corresponding to a fraction of 40-60% of the total GLP sample.
Perhaps these two peaks represent crystallization of the a-gel
phase active components, though evidence for this hypothesis can
notbegiven.Fractionation islikelytooccurbecause itdoesnot
seem very likely that the complete fraction of lactylated
components will be incorporated in the lattice of the gel phase
both forstericandhydrophilicityreasons.
The result of the emulsified HCNO sample is rather contrary
to the results of the non-homogenized samples, because only a
relatively small part of the total emulsifier/oil fraction crystallizes during cooling to 0°C.We are not able to give asatisfyingexplanation forthisspecific effect.Withoutdoubt,HCNO is
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the best solvent for GLP molecules of the three studied samples,
but still we would not have expected that a good solvent would
retard or prevent the formation of a gel phase during cooling,
sincehydration seemstobethemost favourable energeticstate.

EXO dH/dt
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Figure 5.11 : DSC m e a s u r e m e n t s showing the influence of water on the c r y s t a l l i z a t i o n
of 1 5 %GLP solutions in HPO.The cooling rate = 2"C/min.
(

) water-free 1 5 %GLP solution inHPO.

(—• — • — ) droplet experiment.
(-

) emulsion prepared with the sorvall m i x e r .

In figure 5.11 theresultsarerepresented ofcomparableDSCexperiments with fats that have a higher melting point than GLP.
Aswouldhavebeenexpected,waterhashardly any influence onthe
initiationofcrystallization oftheemulsifier/oilmixtures.Systems emulsified with the sorvall apparatus show a small decrease
in temperature at which the beginning of crystallization can be
detected. This may be the result of a shortage of nuclei in the
droplets necessary for the crystallization of the fatphase.When
this kind of systems is homogenized at a pressure of 10MPa, it
becomes clear that GLP or at least a fraction ofGLP crystallizes
priortothe fatphase inwhich itwasdissolved.Asanexampleof
thiseffect,thecooling curvesof 10%HPOemulsions containing2%
sodium caseinate are represented in the presence and absence of
GLP in figure 5.12. It isobvious that fatcrystallization starts
at a far lower temperature for a finely dispersed GLP-free HPO
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emulsionthan inthecaseoftheGLPcontaining sample.
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Figure 5.12 :The effect of homogenization on the crystallization curves of 10% fat
phase containing GLP-free HPO emulsions and the same HPO emulsions
containing

17% GLP on dispersed phase basis. The emulsions also

contained 2% sodium caseinate. The cooling rate was 2°C/minute.
(

)HPO emulsion (Sorvall prepared ) .

(

)HPO emulsion ( prepared at a pressure of 10 MPa ) .

(—•—•—)17%GLP/HPO emulsion ( Sorvall prepared ) .
( + + + ) 17%GLP/HPO emulsion (prepared at a pressure of 10 MPa ) .

As shown in figure 5.4, the melting curves of spray-dried
emulsifiers shift to a higher temperature,when the samples are
heated in thepresence ofwater. Inthe case of samples thatcontain a large amount of fat in combination with GLP this is not
found,becausetheendothermalpeakofthemelting fatphase overshadows the melting peak of the a-tending emulsifier. Therefore,
we prepared a spray-dried topping powder that contained 80% SBO
and 20% GLP on dispersed phase basis according to the procedure
described in section 2.2.1.2. This powder sample was stored at
room temperature during aperiod of oneweek after which DSCmeasurementswereperformed.
In figure 5.13 themelting curvesofbothadrypowder sample
and a samplewhich was dispersed inwater at room temperature are
represented. These curves clearly show that in the case of the
wetted sample the complete melting curve is shifted towards a
higher temperature. This can only be explained by assuming that
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hydration ofGLPhasoccurred, resulting inthe formationofanagel phase. This gel phase melts at a lower temperature than the
pure GLP gel phase. Thus the melting properties of the gel phase
are influenced by the presence of an oil or fat phase which of
coursemaybeexpected tooccur.

dH/dt/endo

T/(°C:
Figure 5.13:Themelting curves ofspray-dried topping powders containing 2 0 %GLP and
80% SBOondispersed phase basis intheabsence andpresence of water.
C
) :Drypowder sample.
(
) :50%powder +50%H2O (Thedispersion wasprepared at 20°C) .

Finally, it may be concluded from all the obtained results
described in this paragraph that GLP or a fraction of GLP most
probably formsana-gelphase,whencrystallization occurs inmixtures of an oil phase and GLP in the presence of water. In the
next paragraph the mechanism of this gel phase formation will be
discussed.
5.2.4

Generaldiscussion.
The results of this chapter, obtained from combined DSC and

SAXD measurements, provide strong evidence forthe formation ofa
hydrated crystalline phase below the crystallization temperature
ofa-tendingemulsifiers,likeGLPandACTM.Thepresenceofwater
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markedly influences both the crystallization and melting propertiesoftheseemulsifiers.
Themeltingtemperature oftheemulsifiers isshifted towards
a higher temperature, when they are brought into contact with
water. Such aneffect hasbeen observed with several other amphiphile/water mixtures. For instance Lawrence et al. (1967) showed
that water increases the melting point of long chain alcohols,
crystallized in the a-modification, for about three degrees. De
Vringer (1987) foundacomparabletemperatureeffect forequimolar
mixtures of cetyl- and stearylalcohol and for polyoxyethyleen
glyceryl monostearate (PGM 2u ) •0 n the other hand, the melting
temperatureofmonoglycerides (e.g. Krogand Lauridsen, 1976 )or
phospholipids likelecithin (e.g.Häuser, 1984 )decreases inthe
presenceofwater.
Up to now proper phase studies performed at temperatures,
where chain crystallization occurs are rather scarce. Kodami and
Seki (1983) have shown that several long chain amphiphiles, like
phospholipids or potassium stéarate, show stepwise chain melting
as a result of hydration at increasing water content and they
discovered areversiblecoageltogeltransition inthesesystems,
however, a molecular interpretation is not given for these effects. It is not known whether this reversible gel to coagel
transition is a generally occurring phenomenon with amphiphiles.
In this respect it may be noted that Krog and Lauridsen (1976)
indicated thatmonoglycerides alsoshowareversiblecoagel togel
transition, since /3-crystals hydrate a few degrees below the
melting temperature of the hydrocarbon chains, leading to the
formationofana-gelphase.
It is obvious that the melting temperature of crystallized
chains of an amphiphile depends,not only onthewater concentrationandhydrocarbon chain length,butespecially onthenatureof
the polar head group. Hydration of the head group may cause both
an increase or a decrease in the melting temperature of the
chains, dependent on the fact whether hydration leads to an increase or a decrease in the lattice energy of the crystalline
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amphiphile. In the case of the studied a-tendingemulsifiersboth
a decrease in stericheadgroup repulsionbetweenmolecules inopposite layers and formation of hydrogen bonds may play an importantrole intheraise inthemeltingpoint.
Inthepreviouschapter itwasmaintained thataproperphase
diagram ofGLP/watermixtures cannot be given. Yet,on the basis
of the results obtained from combined SAXD and DSCmeasurements,
wewill trytodefinephasediagrams forthetwostudied a-tending
emulsifiers GLP and ACTM. Fromthe experimental results represented inchapter4and 5itmaybeconcluded thatGLP isvery stable
in the a-crystalline modification. The two spray-dried a-tending
emulsifiers, which were stored either at 4°C or at room temperature foraperiod longerthan 6months,provedtobestable inthe
a-modification. When these sampleswerebrought intocontact with
water at room temperature, hydration, though not completely,
occurred within 12 hours as observed with SAXD. The intensity of
the reflection of the long spacing of the gel phase of theextending emulsifiersgradually decreased at increasing temperature.
Presumably,this indicatesthatduring chainmeltingthegel phase
progressively dissolves in themelted fraction ofthe emulsifier.
Therefore, an exact melting point of the a-gel phase cannot be
given. However, both from x-ray diffraction and DSC it can be
concluded that the terminal melting points of the completely
hydrated gel phase of GLP and ACTM are roughly 46°C and 44°C,
respectively. It is doubtful whether in the case of the hydrated
ACTM phasethe term a-gelphase isallowed tobeused. Perhaps it
is better to refer to this system as hydrated crystals or as a
coagelphase,likethetypedescribed byKodamaand Seki (1983).
The a-gel phase of GLP is also very stable at 4°C. Over a
period of onemonth no coarsening of the aggregated particles was
ever observed and the spacing of 63Â did not disappear nor could
we detect the formation of different polymorphic form with SAXD.
This is a very important observation, since itmakes GLP tobe a
versatile agent for industrial application as an inducer of longterm stable aggregation of fat particles in emulsions. From the
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results of this chapter concerning hydration ofACTM wemustconclude that this a-tending emulsifier is not a good stabilizer of
aggregated particles. This assumption is in good agreement with
the observation made by Andreasen (1973), that ACTM-containing
topping emulsions do not show a gradual increase inviscosity of
topping emulsions at relatively high emulsifier concentrations
( see also figure 3.1 ) .Furthermore, Wilton and Friberg (1971)
showed that polymorphic transitions in an a-gel phase stabilized
o/w-emulsion ofGMS in soybean oil caused acomplete breakdown of
this emulsion. The same effectwas indicated by Fukushima andcoworkers (1976) for emulsions stabilized by cetylalcohol or by
stearylalcohol. They also showed thatmixtures ofthese twoalcohols could stabilize these emulsions and polymorphic transitions
werenotobserved.
Thus these results seem to indicate that the formation of
mixed crystals is favourable forthe stability of the a-gelphase
of an amphiphile. Other scientists also reported such an effect
likethestabilization ofthegelphaseofmonoglyceridesby small
amountsof fattyacids (Krogand Borup,1973 )orby theaddition
oflecithin (KurtandBroxholm, 1968 ) .Crystallization intheamodification is a prerequisite for the formation of gel phases,
thoughthereason forthis isnotknown.Besides,Krogand Lauridsen (1976) assert that emulsifiers,which are non-polymorphic and
stable inthe a-modification,may form gelswithwaterwhich show
a long-term stability (e.g. : sodium stearoyl lactylate, tetraglycerol monostearate and polysorbates ) .Therefore, it is clear
that a-tending emulsifiers,which arebelieved to be non-polymorphic as a result of mixed crystal formation, are potential gel
phase formingamphiphiles.The stability ofthea-polymorphicform
of GLP or ACTM is probably determined for an important part by
steric repulsion of the bulky head groups of the lactylated and
acetylated components respectively. Hydration of the head groups
mayprovide anadditional stabilizingeffect.
In figure 5.14 twostill ratherspeculativephasediagramsof
mixtures ofwaterandthestudied a-tending emulsifiers arerepre-
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sented. The low water concentration region has not been studied
intensively. We have to add that these diagramsmay depend on the
particle size, since fractionation of specific components at the
o/w-interface may cause differences in crystallization behaviour
and inthetemperature atwhichthesampleswerebrought intocontact with water. Furthermore, the melting line, indicated as T m ,
maynotberegarded asthecloudpoint,sincecompletephaseseparation will occur above the melting temperature of the emulsifiers.
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Figure 5.14 :The phase diagrams of the a-tending emulsifiers GLP and ACTM and water
in the temperature range of 4-60*C. The T m -line indicates the melting
temperature of the a-modification of the emuLsifier.

Thecrystallization temperature ofallthesamples containing
the a-tending emulsifierGLP orACTM is increased inthe presence
of water, as indicated in section 5.2.1. One way to achieve such
aneffect isbythepresenceofmicellesofmono-and diglycerides
in the liquid emulsifier sample,which could act as heterogeneous
nuclei, according to e.g. Skoda and van den Tempel (1963).
However, another possible mechanism may well be interfacial
nucleation, since water may orient polar amphiphiles at the o/winterface. Besides, the low curvature of the oil-water interface
ismore favourable for initiation ofcrystallization thanthehigh
curvature of spherical micelles, though the extent of this
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specific effect probably is of minor importance. Especially, the
DSC experiments between contacting droplets of an a-tending
emulsifier and water suggest the occurrence of such a nucleation
process. Interfacial nucleation could be regarded asan important
prerequisite for the formation of the a-gelphase of the emulsifier mixture at the interface of the fat particles. For, if the
aggregated fatparticlesaresupposedtobe stabilizedby ana-gel
phase,thisphaseshouldbepresentattheinterface.
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T > 4 5C
oildroplet
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oildropletorfatparticle

Figure 5.15:Model of the temperature dependent a-gel phase formation at theo/winterface of fat particles in an emulsion which contains both sodium
caseinate and GLP.

In this interfacial nucleation process inprincipal manypolar amphiphilic components should play a role. For, if an inter-
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facial gel phase, consisting of only monoglycerides in the first
bilayer, would be formed, we would have a situation as in a
topping emulsion containing monoglycerides. It has already been
stated that these emulsifiers do not cause extensive fat particle
aggregation. The relative stability of GMS containing topping
emulsionsmaybeexplained eitherby specific interactionsbetween
this specific a-gel phase and the present proteins according to
Barfod and Krog (1987) or by possibly occurring polymorphic
transitions in thisgel phase leading to increased interaction of
theproteinswith lipidmoleculespresentattheinterface.
In the case ofGLPcontaining topping emulsions we suggesta
temperature dependent model as shown in figure 5.15. At atemperature exceeding the melting point of the amphiphile mixture the
emulsion is stabilized by the proteins that are usually present
and perhaps by the relatively more hydrophilic components of the
added emulsifier. Below themelting point ofthe emulsifier anagelphaseisformedattheo/w-interface,thestabilizing proteins
desorb from the interface and subsequently spontaneous flocculationoccurs.
The particles donot coalesce because of the stabilizingrepulsive hydration force exerted by the hydrated emulsifier molecules. Aggregated particles coalesce when the gel phase melts,
because the stabilizing repulsive hydration forcewill be lost at
this temperature. Therefore, these emulsions show irreversible
behaviour during a temperature cycle around the crystallization
temperature.
The lasttenyearsabetter insight intohydration forceshas
been obtained. Israelachvili (1985) has written a comprehensive
reviewonthenatureandonhowtomeasurethese forces.Hydration
forces are only active over a very short range of at most about
40Â. If electrostatic repulsion is of no importance, thus in the
case of neutral amphiphiles or ionics athigh salt levels,amphiphilesmay form mesomorphic structures as a result of thevan der
Waals attraction force. If no other repulsive force would exist,
the van der Waals interaction would eventually cause complete
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phase séparation, but the repulsive solvation forces will stabilize these structures. In this respect it is significant to mention that Parsegian and co-workers (1979) and Lis and Parsegian
(1982) have shown that hydration forces form a strong barrier to
both bilayer aggregation and fusion of phospholipid membranes.
Their measurements indicated that the repulsive hydration force
roughlydecaysexponentiallywithaconstantdecay factorofabout
2.5Â. The gel phase of GLP is probably also stabilized by such a
repulsivehydration force.ThevanderWaalsattractioncausesthe
emulsifieror fatparticlestobe flocculated inarelatively deep
energyminimum,becauseofthe shortrangerepulsive natureofthe
hydrated bilipid layer. However, this energy minimum is not so
deep that the particles can not be disaggregated by the shear
forces exerted during a whipping process. Thus, the gel phase is
closely involved in the reversible whipping properties of GLP
containing topping emulsions. In the next chapter order of
magnitude calculations will be presented on the strength of both
interparticlebondsand onthemodulusofparticlegels.
5.3 SUMMARY
In this chapter it has been shown by means of DSC and SAXD
thata-tendingemulsifiers likeGLPorACTM arehydrated below the
crystallization temperatureoftheirhydrocarbon chains.GLP forms
ahydrated bilipid layerstructure,whereasACTM formsamonolayer
typehydrated structure.
Thea-gelphaseofGLP isvery stable.Thea-polymorphicform
probably isthe only crystal polymorph that is formed inthe temperature range of 0-45°C and the addition of a sufficient amount
ofwater leadstogradualhydration ofthesea-crystals.Abovethe
melting temperature ofthegelphasedehydration occurs.Waterobviously has lattice structure inducing properties, sinceboth the
crystallization and melting temperature of the a-tending emulsifiers issignificantly raised inthepresence ofwater.
When GLP is dissolved into an oil or fat phase above its
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melting point, itcrystallizes separately from the oil phase.The
presenceofwaterstronglypromotesthisprocess.Probably nucleation starts at the oil-water interface itself, though itmay not
be excluded that micelles of amore polar nature can also act as
heterogeneousnuclei.
This knowledge is highly relevant for a better physical
understanding ofthissystem, since itwaspostulated inchapter3
thatthea-gelphaseofGLPprobably sticks fatparticles together
in a whipped topping to form large particle aggregates with
reversibleproperties.
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6

VISCO-ELASTIC PROPERTIES AND FRACTURE BEHAVIOUR OF GELATINIZEDEMULSIONSCONTAININGGLP.

6.1 INTRODUCTION.
In the two previous chapters it has been shown that theextending emulsifier GLP forms an a-gel phase below the melting
pointofthehydrocarbon chainsoftheemulsifiermolecules inthe
presence of water. It was postulated that this a-gel phase is
formed at the o/w-interface of the fat particles in which the
emulsifier was dissolved. Within this hypothesis it is thought
that the fat particles in the whipped emulsion are tightly bound
toeachotherwiththisgelphase.
Inchapter 3ithasbeenshownthatduringprolonged whipping
of a topping emulsion containing a relatively high amount ofGLP,
the overrun and foam stiffness do not change significantly. This
implies that the network ofparticle aggregates,present inthese
emulsions should be ableto restore itself afterdisturbance leading to fracture or yielding of this network. Such a continuous
restorationofanetwork afterdisturbancecanonlybeunderstood,
if breaking and formation ofbondsbetween the structure elements
isreversiblewithinacertaintimescale.
Thisreversiblebehaviour shouldberelatedtospecificrheological properties of such a particle network. In this chapter a
rheological studyonthisreversibility ispresented. The shapeof
the individual particles and the microstructure of the particle
network has been investigated too, because these parameters may
largely influence the rheological and fracture behaviour of particle gels. In the last paragraph of this chapter some order of
magnitude calculations for the stiffness of these gels will be
shown.
6.2 RHEOLOGICALANDFRACTURE PROPERTIES OFVISCO-ELASTICGELS.
Relevant literature on the rheological and fracture proper-
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ties of visco-elastic foodstuffs isvery scarce. In this chapter
much usewasmade of thecomprehensive thesis of Luvten (1988) on
this specific subject. Though this thesis has been written for
cheese, being an example of such a visco-elastic product, this
workobviouslyhasamoregeneral applicability.
According to Reiner (1971 ) a descriptive definition for
rheology is the science which studies the deformation of a material as a result of an applied stress (force/unit area )at a
certain time scale. By the term time scale one should understand
the period of time at which a force is exerted on the studied
material. In the context of this definition materials may be
divided into three, distinct groups i.e. elastic, viscous and
visco-elasticmaterials.
The first twogroups consist ofmaterials ofwhich the ratio
between stress and strain (or strain rate ) is time scale independent. An ideal elastic orHookeanmaterial will deform fast to
a certaindeformation asaresultoftheexerted stress.When this
applied stress istakenaway,thematerialwill readily regain its
original shape. Thus all the elastic or stored strain energy is
released. In the case of linear viscous or Newtonian liquids the
ratio between stress and deformation rate is constant and is
called theviscosity (Ns/m2 ) .Inthe case of aviscous material
alltheadded energywillbedissipated,meaning thattheshapeof
the material after the moment of stress removal is completely
retained afterithasbeentakenaway.
Visco-elastic materials show both kinds of properties, but
the extent depends on the time scale of the experiment. At relatively short time scalesthematerial will behave inamore elastic way, whereas at long time scales viscous effects become of
major importance. On a microscopical level this can be explained
as follows. At a relatively short time scale many bonds will
contribute to the structure of a material and during deformation
elastic energy may be stored in them. However, eventually at
relatively large time scalesbondsmay break spontaneously due to
heat movement, resulting inaprocess of energy dissipation. Ina
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stressed material broken bondsdo not reform aselectly butpreferentially inastressfreestate.Thisprocessresultsinviscousflowandthusinpermanentdeformation.Theamountofenergy
dissipation at a certain deformation rate is reflected in the
valueoftheviscosity.
Rheological experiments can be accomplished in many ways.
Theyallhaveincommonthatboththestressandthedeformation
ordeformation rateofthematerial ismeasuredduringacertain
period of time. The rheological experiments done in thisstudy
wereuniaxialcompressiontestsbetweentwoflatplates,performed
with a tensile and compression testing instrument (see chapter
2).Therefore the formulas for stress and strain used inthis
chapterwilldirectlyrefertothistypeoftest.
Thestress a (N/m2 )inasampleisdefinedasthe forceF
exertedonitperunitareaA:
F
a =

(6.1)

In the case of an uniaxial compression test the stress isnot
constantduringdeformation,becausesampledeformationcausesan
enlargement of the total loaded sample surface.Thustheactual
stress should be calculated from the new surface area whichof
coursewilldependonthesamplestrain.Ifitisassumedthatthe
volume of a cylindrical test piece remainsconstant,whichwill
probably be not too far from reality, the stress-bearing area
A{-(m 2 )equals:

At =

H 0A 0

where
H 0 = Initialheightofthesample (m )
AQ = Initialstressbearingarea (m 2)
H-f- = Sampleheightattimeist
(m )

(6.2)
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To comparerheological experimentsa size independentmeasurehasbeendefined forthedeformation ofa samplewhich is
calledthestrain.AccordingtoWhorlow (1980)thestrainmaybe
regarded asthedeformation relativetotheoriginaldimensions
of a material as the original distance between the considered
differentpointsapproachestozero.Forthedimensionlessstrain
thesigneisusuallytaken.Severalformulasexistforthecalculationofavalueforthestrainofadeformedsample (Peleg,
1977and1984).
At relatively small deformations the relative strain ina
samplemaybecalculatedasbeingtheCauchystraine c (-):
<SH
ec =

(6.3)

where 5h isthe change in sample height andH 0 isthe initial
height of the gel sample.However, at larger deformations the
Hencky,trueornaturalstraine n (-)isfrequentlyused:
Ht
e

dH

Ht
= In

h =

= In(1-e c)

(6.4

whereHf-isthesampleheightafteracertaindeformation.Since
e n takes into account any strainchange inadeformedmaterial
thisvalue isabetter representation forthe real strain ina
sample.ThustheHenckystraindefinitionwillbeusedinallour
realstressandstraincalculations.
ThecompressionrateV(jef (m/s)isdefinedas:
dH
Vdef =

(6.5)
dt

As the height of the sample decreases during compression,the
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relative rate of deformation according to the Hencky definition
will increase,when using a constant compression rate. Therefore
the Hencky strain rate e n (s - 1 ) will be used to express the
realdeformation rateofasample inacompressiontest:
de h
eh =

dH
=

dt

Vdef
=

H t dt

(6.6 )
Ht

Especially at relatively large compressive deformations the
strain rate may increase significantly, which may be of great
importance for the behaviour of time-dependent materials as it
willappearlater.
The formulae for e n and l nonlycount fortheoverall strain
and strain rate. However, the values for the three-dimensional
strainand strain-ratemay locallydifferfromtheoverallvalues
asaresultofe.g. frictionandbarreling (Luyten,1988andvan
Vliet etal. ,1989) .
The ratio between stress and strain is defined as the
modulus E (N/m 2 )of a material. For a linear elastic material
this ratio isconstant,butmostmaterials show non-linear behaviour at relatively large deformations accompanied by flow or
fracture phenomena. The initial slope ofthe stress-strain curve
maythenbeused asanacceptable estimation oftheYoungmodulus
attheconsidered ê n , iftheconseguences ofnon-linear behaviour
areabsentatthislevelofdeformation:
da

E=(

)e _ o

(6 - 7)

de
Knowing the shape of the stress-strain curve is of great
importance.For instance iftheslopeofthiscurve isdecreasing
this may be indicative of energy dissipation due to yielding or
local fracture insidethematerial according toCalzada andPeleg
(1978) and van Vliet et al. (1989). On the other hand if the
slope increases,thismaybe indicative oftheoccurrenceofdifferent structural changes like e.g. the straightening of coiled
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chains in a rubber-like material (Treloar, 1975 ) or non-homogeneousdeformation (vanVlietetal. ,1989) .
Visco-elasticity may strongly influence the rheological
behaviour ofamaterial:
1)

The stress required to obtain a certain strain level for a
sample decreases at longer time scales. Consequently the
amount of stored energy per unit volume decreases at adecreasing strainrate.

2)

The value of the modulus will decrease at longer time
scales.

3)

Partofthedeformation ispermanent.

Therefore it will not be surprising that visco-elasticity will
also largely influence the fracture properties of a gel sample.
For completely elastic materials the so-called LEFM theory
( Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics ) has been developed (see
e.g. Ewalds and Wanhill, 1984 ).This theory has been extended
for materials that show limited flow near a crack tip,which is
thepoint fromwhere fractureproceeds.Thistheory iscalled the
EPFMtheory (Elastic PlasticFractureMechanics ) .A start fora
qualitative theory on fracture ofvisco-elastic systems has been
givenby Luyten (1988)andvanVlietetal. (1989).Onaccountof
the importance of yielding and fracture in the case of our GLP
gels, which are visco-elastic (see further on ), we will now
briefly discuss the major features of fracture of visco-elastic
gels.
A material will fracture, when a crack, slit or different
kind of defect grows,ultimately resulting ina situation, where
the material falls apart.Materialswill start fracturing if the
internal cohesive or adhesive forces are not able to counterbalance the stress exerted locally. The fractured area will grow
spontaneously if the amount of strain energy which releases during fracture isat least equal tothe energy which is necessary
for the formation of new fractured area. Thus in fracture two
different stages may be distinguished namely fracture initiation
and fracturepropagation.
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Fracture always starts near defects, irihomogeneities or
slits. This is caused by the fact that the stress in the neighbourhood of defects is higher than the overall-stress in the
sample. This effect iscalled stressconcentration. The extent of
stress concentration depends both on the shape of an irregularity
and on the mechanical connections between rows of structure elements carrying the stress in a network of a certain material. If
such connections exist,the local stressatthe crack tipwill be
increasedmorethan far fromthistip.Thiseffect iscalled notch
sensitivity. A notch insensitive material contains only anegligiblenumberoftheseconnectionsornoneatall.
Whether fracturewillpropagatedepends onthepossibility of
energy transport to the newly-formed crack tip. This will only
occur inanotch sensitivematerial,whereenergymaybetransported perpendicularly to the stress trajectories. Therefore in the
case of a visco-elastic material we should consider the energy
balancenearthecracktip intheapplied stresstimescale.
For a LEFM material the following equation counts for the
specific fracture energyR s (J/m2 )for an elliptical crack ina
largeplate:
ir Of2 1

( 6.8 )
2E
where Of isthe overall stress at fracture, 1 isthe crack length
andE isthemodulusofthematerial.This formula isdeduced from
thebalancebetweentheenergy that isreleased during fractureof
a certain material and the energy which is necessary to form new
surfaces. It is actually the lower limit for spontaneous crack
growthofaLEFMmaterial (Luyten ,1988) .
The total amount of energy that has to be supplied to amaterialtoproduce a fracturesurfaceofoneunitlength isdefined
as thematerial toughnessR (J/m2 ) .Itsvalue obviously ismuch
largerthanR s forseveral reasons.Partofthesupplied energy is
stored inthematerial asstrainenergy andpartof itmaybeused
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forenergy dissipation,expressed asflow.Furthermore,fracture
surfacesareoftennotsmoothbutratherrough (Andrews,1980).
ForlimitedflowthefractureparametersmaybeestimatedbyEPFM,
whichassumesthatflowoccursjustinthevicinity ofthecrack
tip,becauseonlyinthisregiontheyieldstressofthematerial
isreached.EPFMmaynotbeusedanymore,whentheyieldstressof
thematerial ismuch lowerthanthe fracturestressand nottoo
much different from theoverall stressat fracture far fromthe
cracktipaccordingtovanVlietetal. (1989).Forthen,extensiveflowwilloccurinthematerialatrelativelylargestresses.
This flowprocesswillobviouslyconsumethegreaterpartofthe
energysupplied.Differentenergydissipationprocesses,occurring
atlargedeformations,maybeflowofliquidthroughthematrixor
relativemovement of structureelementscaused by internalfriction between those elements ( Luyten, 1988 and van Vliet et
al. ,1989)
Summarizing itcanbe concluded that apossible attacktowards a proper study of fracture parameters foravisco-elastic
materialmaybethedeterminationofthefollowingenergybalance
according to e.g. Atkins and Mai (1985),Luyten (1988) andvan
Vlietetal.(1989).

W = W'+W"+W f

(6.9)

where: w = Thetotalenergyinput
(J/m3 )
W'= Thestoredstrainenergy
(J/m3 )
W"= Theenergydissipationcomponent
(J/m3 )
Wf= Theenergyusedfortheformation (J/m3 )
ofnewfracturesurfaces

Inthis chapter wewill notelaborate equation 6.9, becausethe
compressionmeasurementsperformed,appearedtobeunsuitablefor
asemi-quantitativecalculationoftheindividualcomponents.However,foraqualitativeinterpretationoftheexperimentalresults
theconceptsunderlying6.9arecertainlyuseful.
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6.3 DISCUSSION ON METHODS FOR RHEOLOGICAL AND FRACTURE MEASUREMENTSONPARTICLEGELS.
There are various ways to deform a material in order to
gather knowledge about the rheological and fracture properties of
a visco-elastic material (e.g. Whorlow, 1980 and Luyten, 1988) .
In this study only uniaxial compression tests were applied. In
these tests a cylindrical test piece is deformed at a constant
compression rate between two plan parallel plates, whereby the
force is recorded as a function of time. Compression has a few
drawbackscompared toe.g. tension ifonewantstoget fundamental
information about fracture properties (Peleg, 1977 and 1984 or
Luyten 1988 ) .Themajordisadvantages are:
1)

Friction between the test pieceand theplatesmay result in
increased stress values. The extent of this effect strongly
depends on the sample height to diameter ratio (Chu and
Peleg, 1985andLuyten, 1988) .

2)

Values for crmax and e m a x found in compression are usually
higher than inthe case ofbending ortensionmethods (e.g.
Pollak and Peleg, 1980 and Luyten, 1988 ). This may imply
fracture or yielding processes to occur before omax or e m a x
is reached, which makes itdifficult todetermine the values
for these parameters. This effect is possibly caused by the
limited speed of crack growth, resulting in that it takes a
certain timebefore a crack starting inthe center of a samplecanbe seenattheoutside.

3)

Compression tests are unsuitable for the determination of a
material's notch-sensitivity. To this end bending tests or
especially tension tests are more suited. In the case of
these tests fracture stress and fracture propagation is
studied as a function of the length of a notch introduced
prior.
Wehavechosentoperform compressiontestsprimarily because
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of the relatively experimental simplicity. GLP gels are difficult
to handle, since local fracture or permanent sample deformation
occurs very easily, making tension and bending tests extremely
difficult to carry out. Cutting tests as described by Atkins and
Vincent (1984)mightprovetobeanelegantalternative forproper
study of thetoughness and the specific fracture energy ofviscoelasticgels.Thentheenergybalance 6.9 couldbe estimated.
Friction has influenced the resultsof our compression tests
to a certain extent, because during compression barreling was
observed. Consequently, values obtained for fracture stress and
strain may be too high. However, this effect was probably not of
great importance. Compression causes water to separate from the
gel samples,especially atlowvolume fractions ofdispersed phase
( 0 < 15%). This water may act as a lubricant, which gives a
reduction offriction.
Furthermore, it has already been stated that friction becomes of greater importance at relatively low height to diameter
ratios. We applied a value for this ratio equal to about 1.3. It
was not possible to increase this ratio towards a much higher
value,becausethepreparationofundamaged specimenswould become
toodifficult.

6.4 RESULTSAND DISCUSSION

6.4.1

ThemicrostructureofGLPparticlegels.
In chapter 3a few experimental resultson the whipping pro-

perties of 5% GLP gels in aqueous solutions containing 2% sodium
caseinate were shown. These whipping properties probably are
closely related to the formation of the a-gel phase of the GLP.
The microstructure of these gels and the structure of the
individual GLP particleswill alsobe ofgreat importance forthe
rheological properties of these GLP gels and their whipped
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products. In the present paragraph the microstructure of these
gelswillbetreatedintofurtherdetail.Inthenextparagraphwe
willpresentafewresultsofexperimentsdealingwithindividual
GLPparticleshapeestimation.

Figure 6.1 :A micrograph of the structure of a diluted 5% GLP gel in a 2 % sodium case'inate solution at a magnification of 1000x determined at ambient temperature.

Infigure6.1amicrographisshownofthegelstructureofa
dilutedsampleofa5%GLPgelina2%sodiumcaseinatesolution
atamagnificationoflOOOx.Presumablythegelstructureconsists
of flocculated GLP particles inacontinuouswaterphase.Itis
notknown,whetherpartofthea-gelphaseofGLPwillgointothe
water phase during gel phase formation. This effect, sometimes
referredtoastheso-calledLanzaprocess,canonlyoccurifthe
contactangleisverysmallwhichmightbethecaseforGLPparticlegels. However,we thinkthattheindividualparticleswill
remain intact during the interfacial crystallization processof
theGLPmolecules.Thisprocessthencausestheformationofcrystallineshellsaroundtheparticles (seesection4.3 ).Ofcourse
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swelling will cause a reduction in the attractive forces between
the bilipid layers of the gel phase, but presumably the van der
Waals forces will be strong enough to keep the bilipid layers
aggregated, if the distance between thebilipid layers is smaller
than 10Â (seesection 6.4) .
The micrograph represented in figure6.1also shows, despite
itslowmeasureofsharpness,thatthe individual crystallized GLP
particles are not spherical,but they seem to have a cylindrical
orplatelet-like geometry.Forgeometrical reasons itistobeexpected that the shape ofthe liquid GLP particleswill not remain
spherical during gel phase formation.The reason for this isthat
crystallization of theGLPmixture inthe form of lamellar structures of bilipid gel layers demands these particles to adopt a
flatstructure. Inthisrespectoneshould realizethattheformation of a multi-lamellar structure of crystalline bilipid layers
from the original sphere geometry would be the most favourable
energetic state fromathermodynamicpointofview.Ofcoursethis
is only valid when side effects ofthis gelphasewith respectto
the continuous water phase could be disregarded. Therefore crystallization of the particles should cause them to deform into
small cylinders or platelets. Buchheim et al. (1985) showed with
transmission electron microscopy that fatparticles which contain
a relatively high level of an a-tending emulsifier, like GMO
( glycerol monoöleate )or PGMS (propylene glycol monostearate)
also strongly deform in contact with water. They stated that the
fat particles ina topping powder change from spheres intoplateletswhenthepowderiswetted,especially inthecaseofGMO.
In figure 6.2 the result is shown of a SEM-micrograph for a
comparable GLP gel asdescribed justbefore. From thispicture it
also appears thatthe GLPparticlesbecome strongly deformed from
their originally spherical geometry into anisometric particles.
However, this photograph should be looked at with care, because
the applied cryo-technique may have caused the formation of water
crystals. Yet we think that this SEM-micrograph supplies circumstantial evidence forthe formationofanisometricparticlesbelow
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themeltingtemperatureofGLP.

Figure 6.2 :A SEM-micrograph of the gel structure of a 10% GLP particle gel in a 2%
sodium caseinate solution at two different magnifications.

Particle geometry changes of course should have a large influence on the rheological properties of whipped toppings, since
in the case of an increased contact area between the aggregated
particlesthephysicalbondsbetweentheparticleswillbecomeeffectively stronger. This effect should therefore be included in
ourmodel calculations forthemodulusoftheGLPparticlegels in
the lastpart of this chapter. Inthe nextparagraphwewill make
anattempt to estimate the shape of the GLPparticles by meansof
the resultsobtainedwithcapillary viscosimetry.
6.4.2

Estimation of the shape ofGLPparticles indiluted GLP
dispersions.
In order to be able to know the shape of GLP particles in

aqueousdispersionsweapplied capillaryviscosimetry. Tothisend
the viscosity of these dispersions should normally be measured in
a Couette-type apparatus, where the samples are placed in the
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annular gapbetween twoconcentric cylinders andwhere one of the
cylinders rotates at constant angular velocity. However, it is
doubtfulwhether inourcasethismethodwouldbe sensitive enough
to measure theviscosity at lowvolume fraction. Thereforewe applied capillary viscosimetry which usually gives accurate andreproducibleresults fortheviscosity ofthedispersion.
However, the great disadvantage of this method is that over
the cross-section of the capillary there is a gradient in shear
rate, which may strongly effecttheviscosity measurements inthe
case of dispersions of non-spherical particles. This may be explained as follows. At a low shear rate small, anisometric particles do not become oriented by the velocity gradient in the
liquid.Brownianmovementcausestheparticlestobe isotropically
distributed inthe liquid. At an increasing shear ratetheviscosityofthedispersiondecreasesasaresultof increased orientationoftheparticles.Sincetheviscosity ofadispersion ofnonspherical particles therefore depends on the shear rate of the
experiment, it may be clear that precise particle shape calculations from the viscosity obtained by this method are impossible.
Nevertheless we will represent some results of our measurements
and calculations, since we believe that still some relevant conclusionsmaybedrawn fromthem.
In the beginning of this century Einstein proved that the
viscosity of a diluted dispersion of rigid spherical particles
( <p <0.01 )maybecalculatedby:
ïïs
= Tl

r

=l+V>

(6.10)

no
where r)s is the viscosity of the dispersion, ng the viscosity of
the continuous phase of the dispersion and cpthe volume fraction
of dispersed particles. The ratio oftis andTigis defined as the
relativeviscosity Tjr. Inequation 6.10V representsa form factor
and inthe case of spherical particlesV isequal to 2.5.Forthe
situation ofnon-spherical particlesthis factorwillbelarqer.
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According to e.g. Blom (1986) by the so-called rotary Péclet
number, Pe r , anestimation canbemade ofthe ratio of hydrodynamic forces,which tend to orientthe particles inthe flow field,
and Brownianmotion.ThisPécletnumber isdefined as:

( 6.11)

Pér
2Dv.

wheref(s - 1)istheshearrateoftheflowfieldandD r (s _ 1)
isthe rotarydiffusionconstant.AthighPé r theparticleswill
becomeoriented intheflowfieldandatlowPer Brownianmotion
determinestheorientationoftheparticlesintheliquid.
AccordingtoBlometal.(1986)thediffusionrotaryconstant
forprolate ellipsoidal particles can be calculated bythe followingsetofequations:
kT • (R2a//+ aj_ )
( 6.12 )
16 irn. an a|_2.(R 2 + 1)
where

k =
T =

n=
a

x

TheconstantofBoltzmann
(J/K
Temperature
(K
Viscosity
(Pa-s
lengthofverticalsemi-axis
(m
lengthofhorizontalsemi-axis ( m

where
R

( 6.13 )
a

J_

*±

( 1- ß )

( 6.14 )

( R2ß - 1)

( 6.15 )
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andwhere
cosh 1R
R (R2 -1 ) 0 - 5

(R>1)

(6.16)

Figure 6.3 :The rotary d i f f u s i o n constant of prolate ellipsoidal p a r t i c l e s as a function of the axial ratio R, calculated with equation (6.12 ) ,where the
mean particle diameter was estimated to be 0.5/im.

By this set of equations the rotary diffusion constantfor
prolateellipsoidal particles canbecalculated asa functionof
theratioofthetwoaxesofsymmetry.Ifthemeanparticleradius
oftheliquidGLPparticlesisestimatedtobe0.25|xm,D rcanbe
calculatedasafunctionoftheaxialratio.Infigure6.3results
ofthesecalculationsarerepresented forparticledispersionsat
atemperatureof30°C.
According to Blom etal. (1986)themean shearrate inthe
capillaryoftheubbelohdecanbecalculatedbythefollowingformula:
aP
(6.17)
3L
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where a isthe radius ofthe capillary, P isthemeanhydrostatic
pressure and L isthe length ofthe capillary. From equation 6.17
it follows that in our case the mean shear rate would be about
1220s - 1 . Therefore Pe r for prolate ellipsoidal particles should
haveavaluewhichwould stronglyexceed thevalueof1.

20 2428
Per/(-)
Figure 6.4 :The intrinsic viscosity of prolate ellipsoidal particles as a function of
the rotary Péclet number calculated by Scheraga (1955) for several axial
ratios.
A : R = 1 , B : R = 5 , C : R = 1 0 , D : R = 1 6 , E : R = 2 0 .

Scheraga (1955) developed a theory which predicts the intrinsic viscosity [TI] (m 3 /kg ) of a diluted dispersion of nonsphericalparticlesasa functionoftherotary Pécletnumber.The
intrinsicviscosity isdefined as:

W

=

r^c.

nr

V*0
( 6.18 )

c

whereC (kg/m3 )istheconcentration ofthedispersedparticles.
In figure 6.4 the results of this theory for prolate ellipsoidal
particleshavebeenrepresented forseveral axialratios.
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First we will consider the data of our rheological experiments. In figure 6.5 atypical result isrepresented ofthedetermined relative viscosity as a function of the weight fraction of
GLP ina 0.1%sodium caseinate solution.Usuallya linear relation
was found in the concentration region up to about 0.4% GLP. At
higher emulsifier concentrations flocculation occurred whichmarkedly effected theviscosity.
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Figure 6.5 :Therelative viscosity ofGLPdispersions ina0.1%sodium caseinatesolution as a function of the GLP concentration determined by means of
capillary viscosimetry at 30°C andat 45°C. Theemulsions were prepared
at ahomogenization pressure of10MPa at70°C.

Infigure6.6theexperimentally determined formfactorsv of
theGLPparticledispersionsarerepresented asa function oftemperature. From this figure itappears thatV i s equal to 2.8 ata
temperature of 45°C. This can be expected, since the particles
should be spherical when the GLP mixture is in almost completely
melted state, which is the case at this temperature (see figure
5.4 ) .Below themelting temperature thevalueV strongly increases, probably as a result of two phenomena, firstly swelling
caused by hydration and secondly particle shape changes caused by
crystallization oftheemulsifier.
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In fact the form factorv as represented in figure6.6
should beregardedasanapparent formfactorV**.This iscaused
bythefactthattheeffectivevolumefractionofGLPincreasesas
a result of hydration. Therefore v should be corrected for
swellingofthedispersedparticles.

Figure 6.6 :The apparent form factor V

of GLP particle dispersions as a function of

temperature. A :experimental data ,B :theoretical line for spheres.

Iftheparticlesare supposedtobeprolateellipsoids,the
actualvalueofV canberoughlyestimatedwiththefollowingtwo
equations:
( 6.19)

T|r = 1+ V " f s<*>GLP
where
d

a+d w

( 6.20)

=(
and
fs = theswellingfactor
d a = thethicknessofthedrybilipidlayer
d w = thethicknessofthesamehydratedlayer

(-)
(m)
(m)
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At 30"C, thetemperatureatwhichthecrystallizationofGLPis
complete, we found for the apparent form factorV* a value of
13.4±1.2 (N=5).After correction for swelling, as indicated
abovewithfs«1.31,thevalueforVbecomes10.2at30°C.
Now the question is what would be the real value of the
rotary Péclet number for prolate ellipsoids inthe case ofour
experiments. If the axial ratio would be relatively large,say
larger than 20, Pé r would become much higher than 1000 (see
figure6.3 ).Thiswouldfitinnicelywiththeresultsoffigure
6.4, where one can seethat forhigh rotary Péclet numbers the
intrinsicviscosity goesdowntoavaluelowerthan 14.However,
wethinkthatsuchanaxialratioprobablyisnotrealistic.Both
the SEM-micrographs and the photographs obtained from light
microscopyprovideduswiththeideathattheparticleswouldhave
anaxialratiobetween5and10.
Theremaybe several reasonsfortheover-estimation ofthe
axial ratiowiththesecalculations.Firstofallithasalready
beenstatedthatthetypeofflow,usedtoestimatetheparticle
shape,isinprinciplewrong (seee.g.Simha,1940).Secondlywe
cannotestimateareliablevalueforDr,becausethesizedistribution of the particles isunknown.Thirdly theparticles,differinginsizeasaresultofthehomogenizationprocess,mayalso
havedifferent shapes,becauseonemayexpectthesmallerparticles to become deformed strongest. Finally it is not known,
whether the particles may be regarded as prolate ellipsoids,
althoughtheresultsofmicroscopy seemtopointtothistypeof
geometry.
Fromthe resultsofthe lasttwoparagraphs itmay beconcludedthatGLPparticleswhicharesmallerthan0.5/xmindiameterbecomedeformed fromtheiroriginal,sphericalshapeasaresultof interfacialcrystallizationphenomena.Theexactgeometry
oftheparticlesstillremainsunknown,butprobablytheparticles
adoptacylindricalstructure.
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6.4.3

Rheological and fracture properties of GLP containing
gels.
As indicated inthe introduction of this chapterwe arevery-

interested inthemechanismwhichexplainsthereversiblewhipping
behaviourofatoppingemulsion,which containsarelatively large
amount of GLP on fat basis. To obtain a better insight in this
behaviour, rheology cancertainly be ofhelp.However,the second
reason, just as important as the first one, is the fact that we
wanted to obtain circumstantial evidence for the hypothesis that
the a-gel phase of GLP determines the rheological and fracture
properties of emulsions containing at least 20%GLPon fatbasis.
We were in need of extra evidence, because the results of the
diffraction measurements, presented in chapter 4, conflicted with
thehypothesis.
Tothisendwe firststudiedthebehaviour ofgels containing
100% GLP on dispersed phase basis. To exclude possible effects,
caused by a variable dispersed phase concentration, experiments
wereperformed both inthe range of 8to 15%and at40%dispersed
phaseconcentration.Thesegelswereprepared asdescribed insection 2.2.1.1. Uniaxial compression testswereperformed oncylindrical specimens with atensile and compressional testing apparatus,asdescribed insection2.2.7.2.
In figure 6.7 stress-strain curves for 12%and 40%GLP gels
at variable deformation rate are represented. From these figures
it appears that thegels showvery time scale dependent rheological and fracturebehaviour. The shape ofthe stress-strain curves
can be characterized as follows. The curves start with a sharp
increase, followedbyamaximum andaprogressivedecrease athigh
v

def

or a

semi-plateau at low V^gf. We can draw the following

majorconclusions fromtheshapeofthesestress-straincurves.

1

GLPparticlegelsbehave likevisco-elasticmaterials.

2

All samplesyield after a small deformation (say about 5%)
and showplastic fracturebehaviour.
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and showplastic fracturebehaviour.
At a certain extentofdeformationthestress islower with
decreasing deformationrate.
The fracturestrain increaseswithdecreasing strainrate.

Vdef 50 mm/min.
Vdef 20mm/min.
Vdef 5 mm/min.
Vdef 2 mm/min.
Vdef 0.8mm/min

0 ~01
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Vdef 10 mm/min.
— Vdef Bmm/min.

Vdef 1 mm/min.

0

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8

Figure 6.7:Stress-strain curves fora 12%GLPgelina 2%sodium caseinate solution
CA)anda 407.GLPgel ina 5.33% sodium caseinate solution (B).Thesamples were stored at 20°C directly after preparation andthesamples were
allowed toageforaperiod of18-24hours prior totheexperiment.

These conclusionsarebased onthefollowing considerations.
The initial slope ofthecurves decreases at decreasing strain
rate, whichmaybeindicativeofvisco-elasticity.Thelinearre-
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stress-strain curve already starts to decrease at deformations
largerthanabout2%.Thisslopedecreasemaybecausedby initial
yielding phenomena (see e.g. van Vliet et al. , 1989 ) .One can
expect such rheological behaviour fora solid or semi-solidmaterial. When thegelsare deformed further, the stress increases up
to a maximum value.At still largerdeformations visible fracture
will eventually occur. The region of maximum stress to fracture
stress forms a relatively large part of the stress-strain curves
at low deformation rates.Especially inthis region plastic fracture occurs.At high compression ratesthegels relatively showa
morebrittle-like fracturebehaviour.
At a relatively highdeformation rate themaximum stress is
higherthanthe fracturestressobserved,but ingeneral itmaybe
stated that in all cases the fracture stress is smaller than the
maximum stress level.The reason for this effect canbe explained
as follows. The stress-strain curves were recalculated from the
measured force-time curves and these calculations were frequently
performed up to the point of maximum registered force. However,
thiswas not always correct.Very often itwas observed that just
before or right at the point of this force maximum vertical tension slits appeared on the outside of the gel specimens at low
v

def-

In

the case of high compression rates we could notmake an

accurate estimation of themoment atwhichmacroscopical fracture
did occur, because these samples often failed in shear. Thus it
may not be excluded that the final parts of the curves obtained
for sampleswhich were compressed athigh strain ratesareunrealistic.
Theoccurrenceofplastic flowcanexplainthedifferences in
the observed fracture strain levels. Qualitatively this can be
madeclearas follows.Duringtheplastic flowprocess microscopic
cracks will be formed which may heal again, because inherent to
visco-elasticmaterialsnewbondsmaybe formedbetweenthestructure elements, in this case bonds between both GLP particles and
particle aggregates (seee.g. Luyten, 1988andvanVliet etal.,
1989 ) .Ittakes time to form these newbonds.At ahighdéforma-
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tion ratetheprocess of restoration of new, stress-free bonds is
farmoreexceeded bytheeffectofstrain induced structurebreakdown, consequently efwillbe relatively small.At relatively low
deformation ratesthe effect of newbond formation becomes of importance. Thus as a result of the latter effect efwill increase
atdecreasing strainrate.
A second ordereffectmaybethat ittakestimeto fracturea
material, especially in the case of visco-elastic materials,because in the latter case both fracture initiation and fracture
propagation are hindered ordelayed whenmatrix flow occurs.Now,
ifthedeformation rate ishigh,the stresswill reach ahighlevel too, because the material will react more elastically. Subsequently the level of stored energy will also be large and this
amount of stored energy may be used for yielding and eventually
fracture processes. The growth of fracture surfaces will continue
relatively fast,ifmatrix flow isofminor importancewhich isto
be expected at high deformation rates. In the case of low deformationratesyieldingprocessesoccuratamuch lowerstress level
and consequently plastic flow may delay both fracture initiation
andpropagation.
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Figure 6.8 :The fracture stress and fracture strain as a function of the Hencky
strain rate for gels with variable GLP concentrations.
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B = Fracture strain versus e^
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In figure 6.8 both the fracture stressand fracturestrain
are represented as functionoftheHencky strain rate forthree
GLP gels at different emulsifier concentrations. These figures
againclearlyshowthetime-dependentfracturepropertiesofthese
gels. At higher GLP concentration we found that the fracture
strainwaslargeratcomparablestrainratelevels.Itmaywellbe
thatathigherGLPlevelstherelativelyhigherregularityofthe
gelnetwork increasesthepossibility ofmatrix flow.Thiswould
alsobeconsistentwiththeresultsfore f found forthe40%GLP
gel. At longer time scales we found an increase in fracture
strain,whereasatshortertimescalesthestrainlinetouchesthe
line of the 15%sample,because flow isexpected to occurmore
extensively at longer time scales.However,this explanation is
stillratherspeculative.
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Figure6.9 :Theapparent Young modulus as function of the initial Henckystrainrate
forGLPgelsatvariableGLPconcentration.
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In figure 6.9 apparent Young moduli for the GLP gels at
variableemulsifierconcentrationarerepresentedasafunctionof
the Hencky strain rate. In the case of solid or semi-solid
materialsthelinearregionofthestress-straincurvemaybevery
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small (e.g. smaller than e^ = 1 0 - 3 according to Papenhuijzen,
1970orKamphuis,1984 ) .Inthenextchapterwewillpresent some
data supporting such a small linear region for GLP containing
particle gels. Thus thecalculated modulusvalues should actually
be regarded as apparentmoduli,E*,since thewidth ofthe linear
region isprobably smallerthanthe erangeoverwhichE*hasbeen
calculated.
These curves show again thatGLPgels exhibit time-dependent
rheological behaviour. The slopeN of the logE* versus log è n
plot seems to be rather constant. In the case of the 8% and 15%
gels we found a value for N of 0.26 and in the case of the40%
samples of about 0.33. However, the latter N-value is not very
reliable, since in this case compression experiments were only
performed inarelatively small rangeofstrainrates.
TheN-value isoftenused forrheological characterization of
a material. A completely elastic material should give a N-value
equal to zero. The higher this value will be the more viscous a
material is. Luyten (1988) found an average N-value of 0.17 for
several types of Gouda cheese, which is regarded to be a viscoelastic material. Furthermore, she reported avalue of N equal to
0.06 forwhipped cream,obtainedbycalculations from experimental
data of Dickie and Kokini (1982). Whipped cream is believed to
behave likearatherelastic foodstuff,becauseofthepresenceof
a continuousnetwork ofpartially coalesced fatglobules.Thusthe
relatively high N-value observed for GLP gels is consistent with
our hypothesis of GLP gels to consist of a reversible network of
flocculated fat particles and probably not of a network of partiallycoalesced fatparticles.
Comparable results can be obtained from the slope of a plot
ofthe logarithm of the stressversus the logarithm of the Hencky
strain rate.Theseresultsarerepresented infigure 6.10 forboth
a 15%GLPgel and a 40%GLP gel at several levelsofdeformation.
Thevalueoftheslope forthe 15%gel sampleamountstoN= 0.21,
whereas the value for the 40%gel sample amounts to N= 0.25 at
deformations larger than 2%, values that are somewhat lower than
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theslopeoftheLogE*-loge nplots.Thusthelinearregionis
atleastsmallerthanthe2%deformationlevel.TheseN-valuesare
fairly constant in the increasing part of the stress-strain
curves. Only at the maximum stress level the slope decreases
slightly.
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By means of cycle compression tests we tried to study the
reversible properties of theGLP gels further.Forthispurpose

1.0x10"
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gels were deformed up to a certain strain level after which the
applied stress was released at the same deformation rate. After
four minutes the gels were compressed again. In figure 6.11 the
results of such an experiment are shown for a 40%GLPgel at two
different strains e.g. at e n= 1% and 10% respectively. In the
latter case it was found that permanent deformation had occurred
after each compression cycle. Therefore each time a new initial
sampleheightwasused inourcalculations.
The results of this experiment were rather surprising,especially at e^= 0.01. Wewould have expected reversible properties
to be found, meaning that the height of the stress-strain curve
would remainthesameoratmostwould notdecreasetoomuch.However, we found that cycle compression in the apparent linear region led to an increase in height of the stress-strain curve. In
our opinion this effect can only be explained by assuming that
even a small deformation of thematerial results into a change of
the microscopical structure of a GLP gel. In this respect one
might think of stretching and compression of chains, causing additional particles or particle aggregates to form new bonds and
thustobecomemechanically effectiveasstructureelementsofthe
gel network or resulting in an increase in the contact area between the aggregated particles. Consequently the actual linear
region indeedcanonlyexistatverysmalldeformations.
If we consider the same cycle experiment, yet performed at
larger e^, it can be concluded that the gels show reversible behaviour in the applied time scale of about four minutes. This
conclusion isbased onthe factthat the samples do not returnto
their original geometry when the stress is released, yet, all
curveshaveapproximately thesameshape.
Especially from figure 6.12 it appears that GLP gels show
reversiblebehaviour inthetime scaleconsidered. Ifthe complete
stress-strain curve of a gel which had undergone 4 compression
cycles at a constant e n of 0.1 is compared with curves obtained
for the two gels that had not been deformed earlier, it appears
thatthesedifferentcurvesdonotdiffersignificantly.
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Figure 6.12 :The influence of cycle compression on the shape of stress-strain curves
of 4 0 %GLP gels at a Hencky strain rate of 3.7*10" 3 s" 1 .
A : The complete stress-strain curve for a 4 0 % GLP gel which had undergone 4 compression cycles at e^ = 0.1.
B : The real stress-strain curve shown for two 4 0 %GLP gels.

Qualitatively this reversible behaviour can be explained as
follows. In the case of GLP gels, yielding processes start to
occur at deformationslargerthanabout 5%.At thesedeformations
a gel starts flowing. If the stress is released, it is observed
that the sample has a new shape, which is caused by these flow
phenomena. When the sample is compressed again, it will start
flowing at approximately the same yield stress. Finally it is
observed that thematerial fracturesatthesame ef, aswould have
been found ifthe samplewasdeformed directly up to €f. Summarizing itseemsreasonabletoconcludethatGLPgelshave reversible
properties inthetimescalethatwe studied.
6.4.4. The influence of sodium caseinate on the rheological and
fracturepropertiesof 10%GLPgels.
In chapter 3 and 5 it has been stated that the caseinate
molecules should desorb from the interface of the fat particles
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belowthecrystallizationtemperature ofGLP. Ifthisassumption
wouldbetrue,thepresenceorabsenceofcaseinateinthesegels
would not be of any influence on the rheological and fracture
propertiesoftheGLPgels.Totestthisweperformedcompression
experimentswith 10%gelsprepared in2.0mMolphosphatebuffers,
pH=6.8 and in2%sodiumcaseinatesolutionshavingacomparable
pHvalue.
Itappeared tobeverydifficulttopreparethesetwotypes
ofemulsionswithcomparableaverageparticlesize.Itwouldhave
beenbettertohomogenizebothsamplesinthephosphatebufferand
toaddacaseinatesolutiontooneoftheseemulsionsafterwards.
However,thismethod appeared tobeunsuccessful,becausestable
emulsions inphosphatebuffercouldonlybepreparedatamaximum
GLPcontentofabout5%.Asanindicationfortheinstabilityofa
10%GLPcontaining emulsionprepared inphosphatebuffer,thepH
ofthegelreducedtoavalueof4.8comingfrom6.8.Thiscaused
theoccurrenceofcoalescenceinthisemulsionatahightemperature (see section 3.2.2 ).Dilution of the emulsion with the
phosphatebufferora 20%sodiumcaseinatesolutioncausedthese
gelstobecometooweaktohandleproperly.
Thereforewedecided tocompare therheological resultsobtainedfor10%GLPgelspreparedina2%sodiumcaseinatesolution
withthoseobtained forthesamegelsbutprepared ina2.0mMol
phosphatebuffer.WerealizethatinthiscasethesizeoftheGLP
particlesinthephosphatebufferwillbesomewhatlargerthanthe
sizeofparticlesinthecaseinatesolution.
Infigure6.13theresultsfortheYoungmodulusofthesetwo
geltypesarerepresentedasafunctionoftheHenckystrainrate.
Fromthisfigureitappearsthatthemodulusofthephosphatebuffergels issomewhat lowerthanthemodulus ofthe samplespreparedinthesodiumcaseinatesolutionatthesamestrainrate.In
our opinion the larger averageparticle sizeofthe formergels
can be related tothisdifference.Thenetwork ofthesesamples
probably ismore inhomogeneousasaresultofthisdifferencein
particlesize.
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Figure 6.13 :The Young modulus as function of the Hencky strain rate for 10%GLP gels
with a different continuous phase composition.
= Gel in 2.0% sodium caseinate solution.
= Gel in 2.0 mMol phosphate buffer.

TheslopeofthelogE*versus log 1^plotsisrather similar
namely N ~ 0.29 for both systems,which is an important observation, because this clearly points towards the fact that the characterofthephysicalbondscouldbethesame inbothcases.
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Figure 6.15:TheTheological and fracture properties of15%GLPgels in2.0%sodium
caseinate solutions prepared atvariable homogenization pressures.
A

Young modulus asfunction oftheHencky strain rate.

B

Fracture stress asfunction oftheHencky strain rate.

C

Fracture strain asfunction oftheHencky strain rate.

Homogenization pressure:

10 MPa.

1 MPa.

The ideaoflarger inhomogeneityofthegelstructureinthe
phosphate buffer isnotcompletely consistent withtheresultsof
the fracturepropertiesforthesegels.Infigure6.14itisshown
that thefracture stress ismuch lower inthecase ofthegels
prepared inphosphate buffer,whichisingood agreement withthe
above mentioned explanation. However, the fracture strain is
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larger forthesegels,whichwasratherunexpected. Perhaps inthe
case of the gels prepared in phosphate buffer formation of new
bonds between particles and particle aggregates occurs faster,
because these particles are not partly stabilized by adsorbed
caseinate molecules ( see e.g. chapter 7 ) . However, this
explanation still isratherspeculative.
In this respect itmay be relevant toregard the rheological
and fracture properties of 15% GLP gels prepared at variable
homogenization pressures in 2% sodium caseinate solutions which
are represented in figure 6.15. Therewe can see that themodulus
and the fracture stress decrease at increasing particle size,
whereas the fracture strain does not change significantly within
the limitofdetection.
Though there are differences between the results of the
rheological and fracture properties of gels prepared in 2 mMol
phosphate buffer or in 2% sodium caseinatebuffer,we still think
it is reasonable to conclude that the gel network properties are
mainly determined by GLP. The presence of sodium caseinate is of
minor importance fortherheological behaviour ofthesegelswhich
appears strongest fromthetimedependentbehaviour ofthesegels.
6.4.5.

TheInfluenceofanoilorfatphase.

Inthisparagraph the influenceofanoilor fatphaseonthe
rheological and fracture properties of GLP containing emulsions
will be presented. The purpose of this paragraph is to show that
the rheological properties of these dispersions are primarily
determined by the a-gel phase of GLP, which is supposed to be
present at the o/w-interface of the dispersed particles. In our
opinion these particles are bound to each other with this gel
phase.
In figure 6.16 the stress-strain curves of gels containing
40% dispersed phase, consisting of32%hardened coconutoil
( HCNO )and 8%GLP ina 5.3% sodium caseinate solution are shown
at variable deformation rates.These gels had undergone a cooling
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cyclepriortothecompressiontestinthefollowingway.Thehot
emulsionsampleswerecooledto4°Cdirectlyafterpreparationin
arefrigeratorandstoredatthistemperaturefor1hour.Nextthe
sampleswerestoredovernightatthemeasuringtemperature.
Figure6.16indicatesthatthesegelsbehavestronglytimedependent,just liketheGLPgels.Thefracturestrainincreases
withdecreasingdeformationrateasonewouldexpecttooccurfor
systems that show plastic fracture behaviour. However, it was
quitesurprising forusto findthatatarelatively lowstrain
rate the fracture stress increased again with the strainrate.
Thismightbeexplainedbyassumingthatextensivestructureformation takesplaceattheserelatively longtimescalesforthis
specifictypeofgel.Onlyatlowdeformationratesthetimescale
oftheexperiment islongenoughtoallowthisstrongcrackhealingeffect,implyingtheformationofsufficientlynewbondsduring deformation. If this explanation is right this isanother
indication forthereversiblepropertiesofthisspecifictypeof
gels.
o/(N/rn2
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Figure6.16 :The stress-strain curves for particle gels containing 40% dispersed
phase (32%HCNO +8%GLP)ina solution of5.3%sodium caseinate.The
compression tests were performed at20°C. Theemulsions were temperature
cycled prior tothecompression tests.
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Forcomparison infigure6.17 thestress-straincurvesfora
40%GLPgel and a 32%HCNO/8%GLPgel arerepresentedtogether
inone figureatthreedifferentdeformationrates.Thesecurves
showthatatthesamedeformationratethefracturestrainseems
tobeindependentofthetypeofgel,which isanindicationfor
thefactthatineithercasethegelpropertiesaredeterminedby
GLP.The fracture stresslevelsaresignificantlyhigher forthe
40% GLPgels.At 20°ConecanexpecttheHCNO/GLPmixturetobe
almost completely solid after the temperature cycle mentioned,
justlikeGLP.Thusthedifferenceinstrengthbetweenthetwogel
typesisnotrelatedtothesolidfatlevelintheparticles.

o/(N/m2
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Figure 6.17 :Stress-strain curves for a 4 0 %GLP gel and a 4 0 %gel containing 327.HCNO
and 8% GLP on dispersed phase basis in 5.3% sodium caseinate solutions
C T=20°C )at variable deformation rate.
A :4 0 %GLP / V d e f = 10 mm/min , D :4 0 %GLP/HCNO / V d e f = 10 mm/min.
B :4 0 %GLP / V d e f = 5 mm/min , E

40% GLP/HCNO / V d e f = 5 mm/min.

C :4 0 %GLP / V d e f = 1mm/min , F

40% GLP/HCNO / V d e f = 1mm/min.

In our opinion this specific effect is closely related to
differences inparticle shapebetween these two systems.Inthe
case of pure GLP gels one can expect the particles to deviate
strongerfromasphericalgeometrythantheparticlescontaininga
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mixture of HCNO/GLP, because the GLP particles should consist of
gel phase multilayers at a level of at least 50%, whereas the
particles of the latter system only contain a maximum of about 2
repetitivebilipid layers (seesection 3.2.2) .
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Figure 6.18: The apparent Young modulus (A) and the stress (B) at different strain
levels as function of the Hencky strain rate for 4 0 % particle gels containing 3 2 % HCNO and 8% GLP on dispersed phase basis ( T=20°C ) .
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In figure 6.18a apparent moduli for the temperature cycled
samples and in figure 6.18b stress data at three different Hencky
strain levels are shown as a function of the Hencky strain rate.
Considering the apparent modulus graph, it is obvious that the
dataarenotvery accurate.Especially inthiscase itappeared to
be difficult to make an accurate estimation of the initial slope
ofthe force-time curves.Iflinearitybetweenthe logE*-log é^
data is assumed, the slope of this line would be about 0.25. The
slopeoftheline inthe log a -log 1^plotat small deformations
is 0.26 which is ingood agreement with thevalue forNmentioned
before. This value also corresponds reasonably well with the Nvaluefound forgels, containing 40%GLPondispersed phasebasis.
This could be interpreted as an indication of the fact that the
relaxation behaviour of the mechanically effective bonds is the
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sameforbothtypesofgel (Luyten,1988).However,atthelevel
ofmaximum stressitisapparentthatthelinetendstobendtowardshigherstresslevelsagainatstrainrateslowerthanabout
3*10~3s -1 . Plastic flow starts to become dominant atthistime
scaleand seemstobemorerelevant inthesystemscontaininga
mixture of the a-tending emulsifier and HCNO than in pure GLP
gels.
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Figure 6.19 :The influence of the temperature history on the stress-strain curves for
40% gels, containing 80% HCNO and 20% GLP on dispersed phase basis measured at three different strain rates (T=20°C ) .
A) With temperature cycle, B) without temperature cycle.
1 :V d e f = 100 mm/min, 2 :V d e f = 5 mm/min, 3 :V d e f = 0.5 mm/min.

In figure 6.19 another example of stress-strain curves for
gelsamples,containing 32%HCNOand 8%GLPareshown forthree
different strain rates. In this figure, a distinction hasbeen
madebetween sampleswhichhadundergoneatemperaturecycleand
sampleswhich hadbeenstored at20°Cdirectlyaftersamplepreparation.Inthelattersamplescrystallizationofthefat/emulsifierisnotcomplete.Inthiscasethestresslevelsaresignificantlylower.Thismayberelatedtothefactthattheparticles
probablyarefarlessdeformed fromasphericalgeometry,because
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part of the fat phase still is in the liquid state. Consequently
the bonds between the aggregated particles are weaker. We think
that from these results it may be concluded that both the Theological and fracture properties of gels containing 80%HCNO and
20%GLP on total dispersed phase basis are determined by the
amountof solid fatandtheshapeoftheparticles.
In this respectwewere anxious to learn,whether gels could
be prepared from emulsions that contain a completely liquid oil
fraction inthepresence ofGLP.Thereforeemulsionswereprepared
with the same ratiobetween triglycerides and GLP asthe HCNO/GLP
systems, but the HCNO fractionwas replaced by soybean oil (SBO).
Indeed stable gels could be formed from these emulsions at a40%
dispersed phase level. Gelation occurred during cooling of the
emulsion to room temperature without the necessity of a temperature cycle. In figure 6.20 the stress-strain curves ofthese gels
areshownatvariabledeformationrate.
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Figure 6.20 :Stress-strain curves of gets containing 40% dispersed phase in a 5.3%
sodium caseinate solution. The dispersed phase was composed of 3 2 % SBO
and 8% GLP. Measurements were performed at 20"C.
V
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This graph shows that themaximum stress levels aremuch lower (about an order of magnitude )than the stress values found
for theHCNOcontaining emulsions. Inour opinionthis isclosely
relatedtotheshapeoftheparticles.Infactitmaywellbethat
the particles in these specific gels have a spherical geometry.
Again we observed that these gels show strongly time dependent
rheological and fracture properties. Another striking point is
that,justas ithadbeen found inthecaseoftheHCNO containing
samples,atsmalldeformation ratesthe fracturestress levelsbecomehigherthanthoselevels foundathigherdeformationrates.
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Figure 6.21 :The apparent Young modulus• and-f, (A) and the stress (B) at different
strain levels as function of the Hencky strain rate for 4 0 % particle
gels containing 32%SBO and 8% GLP on dispersed phase basis ( T=20"C ) .
Graph B:Q ] : c h = 0.02 ,+ : «(, = 0.05 , { \ : « h at maximum stress
level.

In figure 6.21a plots of the apparent Young modulus and the
stress at several states ofdeformation as function of the Hencky
strain rate are represented for the same SBO/GLP gels. In this
case we did not find a linear relationship between LogE* and
log e h . Ifwewould draw a straight line through the experimental
data, a slope ofvalue 0.73 would be found,which strongly points
towards the visco-elasticity of these gels. Presumably relaxation
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behaviourofthebondsintheconsideredtimescaleisdifferent
from the other gels. If it is supposed that GLP alsoprimarily
determines the rheological properties of these gels, at leasta
second order effect should influence the values of theseYoung
moduli.
Uptonowwedonothavea satisfying explanation forthis
highNvalue.Wedonotthinkthatthisvalue isrelatedtothe
deformability of the partly liquid particles because of the
following reason.Thedeformability oftheparticleswillmainly
bedetermined bythe stiffnessofthegelphase layer,which is
supposed to surround the particles. The Young modulus of this
surfactant layer probably has a value of about 1*10+8N/m2 or
perhapsevenhigher.Todeformaparticlethisgelphaselayerhas
to be bent.According to e.g. Luyten (1988) the displacement
Y
max (m ) i n t n e center of a cylindrical beam can be roughly
estimatedbyequation6.21:
a I?
E=

(6.21)

where
E
a
D
L

=
=
=
=

Youngmodulus
appliedstress
diameterofthebeam
lengthofthebeam

(N/m2)
(N/m2)
(m )
(m )

If,asa firstorder approximation, it issupposed thatthegel
phaselayermayberegardedasabeam,itisveryeasytoseefrom
equation6.21,assumingDtobe0.0125 ßm, whichisthethickness
oftwohydratedbilipidlayers (seechapter4and5)andLtobe
equal to 0.25 ßm that Y m a x will be extremely small under the
stressesapplied.ThustheseSBO/GLPparticlesmayberegardedas
undeformablespheres.
In figure6.21b itisobviousthatatrathersmalldeformations a distinct dip is found inthe log a - loge n curve ata
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time scale of about 5minuteswhich pointsto a strong non-linear
effect. The HCNO/GLP gels also showed a small indication of such
non-linear behaviour. Although this effect may be related to GLP
gelswehavenoexplanation forthisphenomenonuptonow.
Summarizing from the experimental results presented in this
chapter we think that it is reasonable to conclude that the relaxation spectra are similar forboth pureGLPgels and gelscontaining 20%GLP and 80%HCNO. This means that the type of bonds
probably is of the same nature. The behaviour at rather large
deformations sustains this idea. Our interpretation of this comparable behaviour is that the a-gelphase of GLP, present at the
o/w-interfaceofthefatparticles,primarilydeterminestherheological and fracturepropertiesofthesegels.
6.5 MODELCALCULATIONS FORTHEMODULUSOFGLPCONTAINING GELS.
In order to be able to compare our results for the Young
moduli of the studied gels with the results of theoretical predicted moduli, we will first discuss the intermolecular forces
between two particles. Inour systemscontaining aggregated, noncharged bilipid layers the only relevant interactions are hydration repulsion and van der Waals attraction (see chapter 4 and
5 ) .Boththecaseof interacting spheresandplatelet-likestructures will be dealt with in this paragraph. The calculations
should be regarded as order of magnitude estimations, since many
structural parameters of the a-gel phase are still unknown. Furthermore, ithasalreadybeen indicated thatmoreknowledge onthe
geometry of the particles should be obtained in the future. The
calculations shownbelowareperformed forparticlesthatareonly
surroundedby 1bilipid layeratthe interface oftheparticles.
According to e.g. van Vliet (1976), if H « a, the van der
Waals interaction energy between two spherical particles is
roughlygivenby:
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aA
Va = -

( 6.22 )
12H

where:
V a =Attraction energy
a = Particleradius
A =Hamakerconstant
H = Interparticle distance

(J)
(m)
(J)
(m )

According to Parsegian et al. (1979)or Lis et al. (1982)thehydration interaction energy between two spherical vesicles can be
described bythe following empirical equation:
\ 2 P 0 e-HA

( 6.23 )

where:
V r = Hydration energy
(J )
a = Particleradius
(m )
\
= Decay lengthofhydration force
(m )
P 0 = Osmoticpressure atbilayercontact (N/m 2 )
Inthis formula forthe hydration energy usehasbeenmade ofthe
Derjaguin approximation (Derjaguin, 1934 ),because the original
empirical equation only counts for flatplates of interactingbilipid layers. The sum of the van der Waals attraction and the
hydration repulsion gives the total interaction energy Vj- (J)
betweentwoparticlesasa function ofthe interparticledistance.
According to Verwey and Overbeek (1948) in the case of two
flatsemi-infiniteplatesatdistanceH, ignoring retardation,the
equation forV a (J/m2 )isgivenby:

( 6.24 )
12 n H 2
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and according to e.g. Parsegian et al. (1979 )V r (J/m2 )is
equalto:

V r=P0Xe" H A

(6.25)

Forthecalculationofthetotalinteractionenergybetweenspherical particles the radius of the spheres was assumed to be
0.25 ßm. Other values for the different parameters in equation
6.22-6.25wereobtained fromJönssonandPersson (1987)whotheoretically determined phaseequilibria forthe lamellarmesophase
(T>60°C)ofl-acylglycerolsinthepresenceofsmallamountsof
an anionic surfactant. According to these authors the Hamaker
constant A for monoglycerides in the liquid state is equal to
6.0*10~21J ,P 0 = 1.25*108N/m2 and A.=2.22Â. However,it
should beemphasizedthatthevaluesfortheseparametersarein
fact unrealistic forGLP containing dispersions,because ofthe
followingreasons.Thehydrationrepulsioncurveofthegelphase
ofGMSprobablydiffersfromthecurveforthesameemulsifierat
hightemperatures,whichagainwilldifferfromthecurveforGLP
multilayers in the solid state. Furthermore, the value forthe
Hamaker constantmay bewrong, although forphospholipids,like
DPPC, the samevalue isused by other authors,e.g. Lisetal.
(1982).Therefore thesecurvesshould onlyberegarded asamere
indication of the level of interaction forces between particles
whichareaggregatedasaresultofvanderWaalsattraction.
In figure 6.22 plots are shown ofthese interaction energy
curvesforbothspheresandflatplates.Inthecaseoftheplate
modelforthelamellarmesophaseofmonoglyceridesanenergyminimumatd~16Âisfound.Thisfitsinverywellwiththeexperimentalvalueof16Âobtained forthewaterlayerthicknessd wof
the lamellarmesophase phaseofGMS at 60°C (seeKrog, 1973).
Sphericalparticlesmay approachcloserasshown infigure6.22,
because the minimum energy level is found at an interparticle
distanceofabout12À.
AccordingtoKrog (1973)thegelphaseofGMShasanaverage
waterlayer thicknessd w of about 14Â at low saltconcentration
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which proves that the hydration repulsion interaction should
indeedbelowerinthecaseofthegelphase.Inthecaseofthe
gelphaseofGLPhydrationrepulsionshouldevenbemuchsmaller,
because,ifitissupposedthatthetiltangledoesnotchangeas
a result of hydration, the minimum water layer thicknesswould
onlybeabout9Â inthecaseofsamplesthatwerewettedabove
themeltingpointoftheemulsifiermixture (seesection4.3.4 ).

V/(kT/nm 2 )
0.08-

Figure 6.22 :The theoretical interaction energy curves for monoglycerides calculated
with equation 6.22-6.25 both for two spheres (A)and two flat plates (B)
as a function of the interpartiele distance.
1 :Hydration repulsion energy

2 :Van der Waals attraction energy

3 :Total interaction energy

Now,supposethattheGLPparticlesmayberegardedasparticleswhichcontainonlyonebilipidlayeratthe o/w-interface
of these particles.Then, ifthose particleshave deformed into
platelet-like structures,theareaofclosestbilayercontactmay
increasemarkedly compared to thecaseofaggregated spheres.If
thecontactareaapproachesanaveragevalueof0.01 ßm2,theinteraction energy becomes 5 times larger than the energy inthe
caseofspheresandatanareaofclosestcontactof0.1 fim2this
factorwouldbecome50(alsoseefigure6.22 ).Thusonecanimaginethattheparticlegeometrymayhaveatremendousinfluenceon
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thevalueofthemodulusofaparticlegel.
We will now proceed with the estimation of a theoretical
valueforthemodulusofGLPparticlegels.AccordingtovanVliet
(1976)an idealparticle networkconsistsofparticleswhichare
arrangedinastatisticalnetworkofchains,allofthem contributingtotherigidityofthisnetworktothesameextent.Forthe
momentwewillsupposethatthisisalsovalid forourGLPgels.
Ashasalreadybeensaidthetotalinteractionenergybetweentwo
spherescoveredwithonebilipidlayercanberoughlygivenby:
aA
V t o t=

+ waA.2P 0e" H A

(6.26)

12H
Consequentlythetotalforcebetweenthesedropletsisequalto:
5v

F=

tot

SH

aA

=
12H 2

\
7Ta \ P 0e"HA

(6.27)

For an estimation of the Young modulus this equation should be
linearized intheequilibriumstate,thusinthesituation,where
F=0andH=H0.Fromseriesexpansionitfollows,toafirstapproximation, that the interaction force between two spherical
particlesinthestateofequilibriumisequalto:

F H o=A H [

aA
; — + itaP 0e" Ho A ]
6H^°
'o

(6.28)

where

A H=extensionofthedistancebetweentwodroplets (m)

From 6.28 theshear stress as perm 2 isobtainedbymultiplying
the force F in each chainbythenumber of chainsperm 2 (see
e.g.vanVliet,1976):
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's= F H O *

—
2 ira 2

(6.29)

where0isthevolume fractionofdispersedparticles.Thusfor as
the following equation isvalid:
0A H
as =

A
[
6H 0 J

2TTa

— + itP 0e - H % ]

(6.30)

It caneasily be demonstrated that inthe case of small strains
the following relation isvalid fortheshear strain T S (-)of
theparticlenetwork (vanVliet,1976):
AH
Ts =

(6.31)

ThustheshearmodulusG (N/m 2 )ofthenetworkbecomes:
as
G=

0
=

A
[

rs

6H 0 3

2TT

+i P 0 e " H o A ]

(6.32)

In our case we should know thevalue ofthe Young modulus.
If no significant volume change occurs during deformation, the
YoungmodulusEwillbecome (accordingtoe.g.Reiner,1971):

E=3*G

(6.33)

Thusthetheoretical modulusisequalto:

30
E=

A
[

2

IT

6H„ 3

+ï P 0 e ~ H o A ]

(6.34)
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The hydration repulsion energy curve forGLPisunknown. Thusan
estimationfortheparameters A.andP 0hastobemade.Wewilldo
thiswiththeaidoftheequations 6.24and6.25.SummationofV r
and V a givesthetotal interaction energy fortwoinfinite plates
as a function ofthedistance between these plates. Differentiation of this function gives the interaction force between these
twoplates:

P 0e-HA

F=

( 6.35)

6 TTH J

IfitissupposedthatA=6*10-21JandH=9*10~10munder
thecondition that F= 0 (seechapter4and 5),values forP 0
canbeestimatedfordifferentA.values.TheseAandP 0valuesare
listed intable6.1.Nextwithequation6.27 theequilibriumdistanceH 0 between twodropletscanbecalculated. ThentheYoung
modulicanbeobtainedwithequation6.34.ThevaluesforHQ andE
arealsorepresentedintable6.1.

Table 6.1 :Theoretical Young moduli foran ideal network of aggregated, spherical GLP
particles calculated fordifferent values ofX , P Q ,and HQ with equation
6.34, where A =6*10

21 J and* =0.4.

"X <•»>

PQ (N/M 2 )

H0 (m)

E (N/m 2 )

2.0*10" 1 °
1.8*10" 1 °
1.6*10" 1 0
1.4*10" 1 °

3.9*10 + 7
6.5*10 + 7
1.2*10 +8
2.7*10 + 8

5.1*10" 1 °
5.7*10" 1 °
6.1*10" 1 °
6.4*10" 1 °

4.0*10 + 5
6.0*10 + 5
7.6*10 + 5
9.3*10 + 5

Forthe40%SBO/GLPgels,whichwereregardedassystemsthat
contained spherical particles,anexperimentally determined Young
moduluswasfoundofabout2.0*105N/m2atthehighest deformation
rate. Ifthewater-layer thickness would be about 9Â,which is
the layer thickness determined by diffraction techniques, we
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found forthetheoretically calculated Youngmodulusavaluebetween 4*10+5 and 9*10+5N/m2, subjecttothevaluesselectedfor
theparametersofthehydrationrepulsioncurve.Thusthereseems
tobeareasonableagreementbetweentheexperimentalandtheoreticalvaluefortheYoungmodulusofa40%SBO/GLPgel.Thereare
a number of reasonswhy the value of the theoretical modulusE
shouldbedifferentfromtheexperimentalvalue:
1

2

3

4

5

Ashasalreadybeenstatedthehydrationrepulsioncurvefor
GLP isunknown.However,thevaluesselected for A,andP 0
seem toberealistic,becausehydration repulsionshouldbe
oflessimportancethaninthecaseofe.g.phospholipids.
Thenetwork issupposedtobeideal,whichisnotthecase.
Inreality aparticle aggregatenetworkmodelshouldbeapplied (seee.g.vanVliet,1976).Inthenetworkstructure
a number ofparticlesarepresentinaggregatesandinthis
condition they do not act as stressbearing structure elements. Thus the effective volume fraction of particles is
lower, although this effect will be of less importance at
highdispersedphaseconcentrations.
The experimentally determined modulus, which was used for
comparisonwiththetheoreticalmodulus,probably istoolow
fortworeasons.SBO/GLPgelsbehavestronglyvisco-elastic
intheappliedtimescale (seefigure6.21a ).Furthermore,
itisnotcertainthatthemodulihavebeendeterminedinthe
linearregionofthestress-straincurves.Thislattereffect
maygivebothahigheroralowervalueforE.
Itisunknown,whethertheparticlesremainsphericalinthe
caseofSBOparticlesthatcontain 20%GLP,whentheybecome
partofanaggregate,althoughwethinkthattheymayberegardedasundeformablespheres.
TherealvalueoftheHamakerconstantinthecaseofaSBO/
GLPparticlegel isunknown,but itisprobablyhigherthan
6*10~21J.
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Theexperimentally determinedmoduliforthe40%GLPgelandthe
gelwhich contained 32%HCNO and 8% GLP,are about 2.0*106and
9.0*105N/m2 respectively. In our opinion this higher value is
related to changes inparticlegeometry asa result ofcrystallizationphenomena.An increasebya factor 10 forthepureGLP
geldoesnot seemunrealistic inthisrespectashasbeenshown
earlierinthisparagraph.
Summarizing itmaybeconcludedthattheorderofmagnitude
calculationsforthetheoreticalmoduliagreereasonablywellwith
theexperimentaldatafortheYoungmoduliofGLPcontainingparticlegels.
6.6 SUMMARY
Inthischaptersomeresultswereshownofboththerheologicaland fractureproperties of100%GLPcontainingparticlegels
andgelscontaining80%fatoroilondispersedphasebasis.The
stress-straincurvesofthesegelsappearedtobeverysimilarin
several ways, despite differences in composition. Forinstance,
the gels studied showed comparable visco-elastic behaviour and
plasticfracturebehaviouratcomparabletimescales,althoughthe
SBO/GLPgelsshoweddifferentbehaviour.Furthermore,macroscopicalfractureoccurredinalmostanycaseatthesameHenckystrain
atsimilardeformation rates.Foras farasthe firmnessofthe
gelsisconcerned,ithasbeenshownthatboththemoduliandthe
yieldstressofthegelatedsystemsareprobablydeterminedbythe
amountofcrystallizedfatpresentintheparticles.Thismaywell
berelatedtotheshapeoftheparticles.
In our opinion this canonlybeexplained by assumingthat
theserheologicalandfracturepropertiesarecloselyrelatedtoa
commonmechanism,probablytheformationofthea-gelphaseofGLP
at the o/w-interface of dispersed phase,ahypothesis forwhich
strong evidence had already been represented inchapter 5.Furthermore, the rheological and fracture properties of gels only
containing GLP on dispersed phase basis indicate that caseinate
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doesnotseemto influencetheseproperties.This isinacceptable
agreement with the model for a-gel phase aggregated particles as
postulated inthe finalparagraph ofchapter5.
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7

SURFACERHEOLOGICALPROPERTIESOFTHEo-GELPHASEOFGIJ»

7.1 INTRODUCTION
For practical application a whipped emulsion, like whipped
cream, should have a certain firmness after having been whipped.
Inthe case of awhipped topping this canbe achieved bytheformation of a continuous network of aggregated fat particles (see
chapter 3 ). Hitherto often a relatively large amount of an extending emulsifier, like GLP, is added. In the previous chapters
thereason forthishasbeenmadeclear.
In chapter 4 and 5 strong evidence has been given for the
hypothesis that GLP may form an a-gel phase at the o/w-interface
of fatparticles. Inchapter 3and 6 ithasbeen shownthat emulsionswhich contain alargeamountofthisemulsifier ondispersed
phasebasis formgelsbelowthecrystallization temperatureofthe
emulsifiermixture.Thesegelsconsistofathree-dimensional network of dispersed particles and it is postulated that these particles are connected to each other with this a-gel phase. This
network structure has reversible properties, which means that
during whipping the bonds between the structure elements become
broken by the mechanical agitation, but new bonds are quickly
formed atrest.
Another importantproperty awhipped emulsion shouldhave,is
foam stability for a relatively long time, e.g. a few days. It
seems very unlikely that coalescence of the bubbles can still be
of importance inthewhipped product, since they are encapsulated
in the network structure of particle aggregates. This does not
mean,however,thatthebubblesizedistribution cannotchangeas
time proceeds, because the bubbles should also be stable against
the process ofdisproportionation.As indicated inchapter 2 this
processcausesthegradual shrinking ofthe smallerbubbles inthe
foam as a result of gas diffusion, while the larger bubbles will
grow insize.
Inthischapter wewill present a study ofthe surface rheo-
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logicalpropertiesofGLPcontainingemulsions,becausethesepropertiesmay be closely related to thestabilization againstthe
processofdisproportionation (e.g.Ronteltapetal. ,1989).
7.2

BUBBLEDISPROPORTIONATION

Disproportionation isgasdiffusion from smallerbubblesto
biggerones.Thedrivingforceforthisprocessisthedifference
APtot between the Laplace pressures AP of two bubbleswith
different radii. Equation 7.1 shows that the Laplace pressure
differenceoveracurved interfaceofabubbleisproportionalto
thesurfacetensionandinverselyproportionaltoitsradius.
2T

AP =

(7.1)

where
T = Surfacetension
r = Bubbleradius

(N/m)
(m )

ThisequationshowsthattheLaplacepressureishigherforsmaller bubbles. Consequently for the pressure difference APtot
between two bubbles of different size the following equation is
valid:
2

A P t o t =A P x -A P 2 =

T

l

2 T

2

l

r

2

r

(7-2)

AccordingtoHenry'sLaw,thesolubilityofagasisproportional
toitspressure.Thusintheneighbourhood ofasmallbubblethe
gassolubilityishigherthanclosetoalargeone.Asaresultof
theconcentration gradientgastransportwill occur fromsmaller
tobiggerbubbles.
Byassumingthatthistransportisonlygovernedbydiffusion
deVries (1958)showedthatasaresultofdisproportionationthe
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squareofthebubbleradiusdecreasesproportionaltotime.Relation7.3givestheequationoftheVriesforthegradualshrinkage
ofonebubbleinfavourofabubblewithinfiniteradiuswhichare
separatedbyaliquidlayerofthickness6f:
4RTDST
r

t2 =

r

(7.3)

o2
p 0e f

where:
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Figure 7.1:The rate of disproportionation of nitrogen gascontaining bubbles with
different initial radii, ascalculated with equation 7.3according to the
theory ofdeVries (1958).
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To demonstrate the possible importance of disproportionation
inaqueous foamswhichcontainrelatively smallbubbles,in figure
7.1 three examples are shown ofthe radii of^-filled bubbles as
a function of time. The following values for the different parametershavebeenchosen :T= 293K,D= 2*10 -9 m 2 /s, T =40mN/m,
9 f = 10 ßmandS (N2)= 6.9*10~6 mol P a - 1 m - 3 .
The foams we are dealing with in this study usually contain
air, although inpractice laughing gas (N 2 0 ) ,being much better
soluble than N 2 , is also regularly applied in whipped emulsions
nowadays. Despitethe factthat the solubility of nitrogen gas in
an aqueous phase is rather low, foam destabilization by gas diffusion is expected to occur, as is apparent from figure 7.1,because on average the bubble radius in these whipped products is
rather small, i.e. 50-100 ßm. Since inwhipped products this type
of foam deteriorating process doesnot occur,how can thediscrepancybetweentheoryandpracticebe explained?
Firstofallthetheory oftheVriesassumesaconstantvalue
of the surface tension during thedisproportionation process.For
most practical systems, however, this is not a realistic assumption; surface active components are present and consequently, as
the surface area of a bubble becomes smaller, the compression of
the surface will also lead to a decrease in surface tension.
Ronteltap et al. (1989), who extensively studied the stability of
beer foam, have extended this theory by the incorporation of the
relevant surface rheological properties. Prins (1987) has
theoretically shown that a high surface dilational viscosity may
greatlyenhancebubblestability against disproportionation.
Furthermore, Lucassen (1981) has shown that for a certain
value of the surface dilational elasticity E<jtheprocess of disproportionation can be completely prevented. Wewill discuss this
further in the next paragraph. Thus itmay be clear that surface
rheological properties shouldbetaken intoaccount.
Presumably in the case ofwhipped cream a network of partly
coalesced fat particles,present both inthe continuous phase and
in the a/w-interface, takes care of the stability of air bubbles
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against this foamdeterioration process (according to e.g. Buchheim, 1978 ,Schmidt and van Hooydonk, 1980 and Brooker et al. ,
1986 ).Inthe case ofGLPcontaining emulsions itmay aswellbe
expected that both surface and bulk rheological properties are of
great importance. Ifmultilayers ofcrystallized GLP or a network
of GLP particles are present at the a/w-interface, this type of
surface layer could give a long-term stability of the airbubbles
in the whipped product, according to the mechanism, described by
Lucassen.
As has already been indicated in the introduction of this
chapter in the case of GLP containing emulsions we are also dealing with the presence of a network structure of aggregated fat
particles inthecontinuousphaseofthewhipped emulsion. Ifthis
network structure is linked with the interfacial layer around the
air bubbles, which is rather likely, it is to be expected that
both surface and bulk rheological properties areclosely involved
inthestabilizationprocessagainstbubble disproportionation.
Inthischapter resultswillbe given of a study of thesurface rheological properties ofGLP containing systems.These properties were determined by means of dynamic surface dilational
measurements, performed at small deformations. Our interest in
these properties is twofold. Primarily we are interested in a
stabilization mechanism against disproportionation. Secondly we
think that it is necessary to obtain more knowledge of what substances adsorb tothe a/w-interface insystemswhich contain both
proteins, like sodium caseinate, and low-molecular weight surface
active components, like monoglycerides or fatty acids.Up to now
the latter subject is still rather controversial, although many
scientists believe that low-molecular weight surfactants will
gradually expel adsorbed proteins from an interface.Wewill discuss this subject in more detail in section 7.4.1 and 7.4.2 of
thischapter.
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7.3

SURFACERHEOLOGY (Dynamicmeasurements)
A comprehensive review on the subject of surface rheology

from a fundamental point ofviewhasbeen givenbyvan denTempel
(1977). Furthermore, Goodrich (1979)wrote anexcellent review on
the status of interfacial rheology for the science of fluid
mechanics. Inthis chapterwewill only dealwith the surfacedilational properties, because disproportionation involves purely
isotropical surface compression and expansion processes. In our
case only measurements close to equilibrium are meaningful, because stabilization should occur in this situation. Under this
condition the surface dilational modulus e (N/m ) is used frequently. According to e.g. Lucassen and van den Tempel (1972a)
this surface dilational modulus is defined as the quotient of a
local surface tension change dr and the corresponding relative
areachangedA/Aofauniform surfaceelementA:
dr
e =

(7.4 )
d InA

Usually an oscillatory experiment is applied to determine
thisdilationalmodulus.Relaxationprocesses suchasdiffusionof
surface active material between bulk and surface (e.g. Lucassen
and van den Tempel, 1972'-') or relaxation processes within the
monolayer itself (e.g.VeerandvandenTempel,1973 )will cause
a phase difference 9 to occur between a local area variation and
thecorresponding change insurfacetension.This impliesthat for
suchasystem eisacomplexquantity:
e = |e| e i e

cose + i Ie|sine

(7.5 )

(7.6)
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where |e| represents the amplitude ratio between surface stress
and strain.The firstpartofequation 7.6 istherealpartofthe
complex modulus which may be regarded as the two-dimensional
"storagemodulus"E d (N/m ):
E d = |e|cose

(7.7)

the second part of equation 7.6 is the imaginary part of the
complex modulus e. In equation 7.8 it is shown that |e|sine is
related to the product of the radial frequency w (rad/s )and a
so-called dynamic surfacedilationalviscosityn d (Ns/m ):
wriçj = |e|sine

(7.8 )

Theproduct wn d can be regarded asthe surface "lossmodulus". In
this chapter the quotient of E d and wn d , which is equal to the
tangentofthephaseanglee,willoftenbeused:
WI\J
tane =

(7.9 )
Ed

If tane is zero the surface behaves completely elastically during
the measurement. For a completely viscous surface tane is infinite. Thus the dynamic rheological surface properties can be determined by simply measuring both |e|and 8 during a sinusoidal
surface deformation, performed at smallbarrier amplitudes accordingtothemethoddescribed inchapter 2.
As has already been remarked in the previous paragraph,
according to Blank (1968) and Lucassen (1981) disproportionation
willnotoccur ifthe following condition issatisfied :
E d = dr/d InA > r/2

(7.10 )

This relation is based on the fact that, if the surface tension
would decrease at least as fast as the relative bubble surface
area would decrease as a result of bubble shrinkage, the driving
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force, the Laplacepressure,would not increase.ThusE<jcanbe
regarded as a useful parameter for the characterization ofthe
sensitiveness ofbubblestodisproportionation.However, inthis
respect it should be emphasized that for long-term stabilityof
bubbles, the bubble surfacemust behave elastically overalong
timescale.
Theemulsifierunderstudy,waslikelytohavesolidorsemisolidsurfaceproperties (chapter5 ),implyingsurfaceelastic
behaviour (seee.g.VeerandvandenTempel,1973 andLarsson,
1978);itcanbeexpectedthatagelphasemultilayer (chapter
4and5)oramonolayerofcrystallizedGLPmoleculesisadsorbed
atthea/w-interface.Therefore,wehadtobuildaLangmuirtrough
which could be used atvery smalldeformations i.e. atrelative
deformation amplitudes between 10~4 and10 -3 in order to ensure
linearsurfacerheologicalbehaviour.Inpracticethismeantthat
we were obliged to measure sinusoidal barrier displacements of
50 ßmamplitudeinanaccurateway.Inchapter2ithasbeendescribed,howthishasbeenaccomplished.
A disadvantage of the langmuir trough thatwedesigned,is
thatthesinusoidaldeformationisnotpurelydilational,because
theinterfaceisalsopartlysheared.Thustherheologicalnumbers
arelikelytocontain ashearcomponent (e.g.Goodrich,1979).
However,we think that forourpurpose,whichonly concernsthe
tracingofgreatdifferencesinsurfacerheologicalbehaviourbetweencompletely different systems,thismethodwillgivesatisfactoryresults.
Properdynamicmeasurements canonlybeperformed afterthe
surfacetensionofthesystemhasreachedaconstantvalueduring
onedeformationcycle,becauseotherwiseboth |e|and0cannotbe
determined.Normally thiswould lastabout20minutes.Aproblem
isthefactthatthefrequencyrange,whichcouldbeapplied ina
reliable way with our Langmuir trough was rather small,namely
(0.01 <w<1.0rad/s).Consequentlytherelevanttimescaleof
the disproportionation process,being a few days for awhipped
product,cannotbematchedwiththisrelatively smallfrequency
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range. However, it can be stated that for stabilization of air
bubbles against disproportionation only by means of surface properties,atleastinthetimescaleofourdynamicmeasurementsEjj
shouldhaveahighvalueandthesurfaceshould respond completely
elastically inthefrequency rangeapplied.
7.4 RESULTSAND DISCUSSION.
7.4.1

A/w-surfaceatroom temperature.
In this paragraph some results will be shown of the surface

dilational properties of GLP and/or sodium caseinate containing
systems. The concentrationswhich havebeen used intheseexperiments are much lower than under practical conditions. Thus the
rheological properties of these surfaces can not be translated
directly intothepropertiesofsurfaces inwhipped emulsions.The
results of these experiments should therefore merely be regarded
asexamplesofspecificbehaviourofthesecomponentsataninterface.
The surface rheological properties of GLP have been studied
in two different ways. Part of themeasurements wereperformed by
preparing adiluted GLPdispersion,pouringthisdispersion inthe
Langmuirtroughand subsequentlymeasuringthesurface rheological
properties as a function of time at room temperature. A second
series ofmeasurementsweremadeup of experiments,where a small
amount of a GLP solution in soybean oil (SBO ) was spread on a
surfaceofanaqueousphaseatroomtemperature.
First the rheological properties of a surface of a 0.1% sodium caseinate solution will be discussed. The properties of a
surfacethatcontainsproteinsusually isstrongly time-dependent.
It may take a considerable amount of time before an equilibrium
state is obtained. Therefore, experiments were always started by
preparing a fresh surface by means of an expansion of the total
surfaceareawith a factor 3within a few seconds.Inthecaseof
the 0.1% sodium caseinate solution we found that after about 4
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hoursarelatively constantvalueofabout48mN/m isobtained for
the surface tension (also see figure 7.4 ) .This slow surface
tension relaxation process may be the result of two different
mechanisms:
1)

It is known that both unfolding of proteins at an interface
and desorption of these molecules usually may take a lot of
time (seee.g.Mussellwhite, 1966,Benjamins,1975,Darling,
1987 and MacRitchie, 1985 ).Inthecase of sodium caseinate
which isamixture ofproteins,especially the latterprocess
may result in a slow surface tension decrease towards an
equilibriumvalue,because inthisstatecomponentswhichare
mostsurfaceactiveshouldbeadsorbed atthe interface.

2)

Sodium caseinate may still contain a small fraction of fat
which might cause a slow decrease in surface tension. The
same effect has been shown by e.g. Prins (1986) in the case
ofthea/w-surfaceofskimmilk.

Ed/(mN/m)
o)T|d(mN/m)

25

300

400
time/(min)

Figure 7.2 :The storage and Loss modulus of a surface of a 0.1% sodium caseinate solution determined at a radial frequency of 0 . 3 K rad/s and at a relative
amplitude of 2*10

as a function of time.

Presumably the first process ismost important, since the r-value
of about 48mN/m for the equilibrium surface tension of acasei-
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nate solution is usually found by other scientists. This equilibriumvalue isquite independent fromthecaseinate concentration,
becauseofthehighaffinity characterofthisprotein.
In the case of a caseinate containing surface we found the
modulus to be constant up to deformation levels of at least 8%.
Therefore, we decided to perform our experiments at a relative
deformation amplitude of 2% in order to be certain to remain
withinthe linearregionofdeformation. Infigure7.2 thedynamic
surface dilational moduli E^ and wn,-}for the surface of a 0.1%
sodium caseinate solution are represented as a function of time
after initial expansion of the surface. These measurements were
performed at a radial frequency of 0.314 rad/s at room temperature.

Ed/(mN/m)
tanG /1
0.6i

u)T]d/(m N / m )

30
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Figure 7.3 :The surface Theological properties of an aged surface of a 0.1% sodium
caseinate solution determined at ambient temperature and at a relative
amplitude of deformation of 2*10

. C The age of the surface is about 20

hours ) .

It appears that thevalues forthese twomoduli are independent of time, although a small decrease in surface tension still
occurs. This may also indicate that the surface tension decrease
is not related to adsorption of lipids at the a/w-inter
face, because then we would expect the dilational modulus to increase to
muchhighervalues (seee.g. Prins,1985) .
In figure 7.3the results of thedynamic surface rheological

1.0x10

(jü/frad/s)
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propertiesofthecaseinate solutionarerepresented asa function
of the radial frequency. From this figure it appears that the
surface behaves visco-elastically, because E^ gradually decreases
as a function of the time scale of the experiment. The value of
tan9increases from 0.25 to 0.35 atlower frequencies,which isan
alternativewaytopointtovisco-elasticityofasurface layerof
adsorbed caseinatemolecules.
Itmaybeclear fromtheresultsofthesesurface rheological
measurements that disproportionation can not be prevented by a
surface layer of adsorbed caseinate molecules (also compare with
equation 7.5 ) .Furthermore, it is also not possible that an increase in the bulk protein concentration would lead to an increased surface "stiffness" combined with long-term elastic properties of the surface, since saturation adsorption is already
obtained at avery lowprotein concentration. Thus smallbubbles,
which are only stabilized by adsorbed caseinate molecules, are
supposed to disappear at a rate, as approximately predicted by
equation 7.3.
We will now consider similar experiments performed with
dispersions, which contained 0.1% GLP as dispersed particles. A
distinction will be made between the surface rheological propertiesofdispersionswhichwereprepared ina 0.1% sodium caseinate
solution and in a 2mMol phosphate buffer of pH equal to avalue
of6.9. Thepreparation ofthesedispersionshasbeendescribed in
section 2.2.1.1 and the experimental procedure of the surface
rheologicalmeasurementhasbeenshown insection 2.2.8.4.
In figure7.4plotsarerepresented ofthesurfacetension as
function of time of the two dispersions under consideration. We
have also included agraph forthe 0.1% sodium caseinate solution
without GLP. From this figure it appears that great differences
exist between the "equilibrium" surface tensions of these three
systems. It should be emphasized that the dispersion prepared in
the phosphatebuffer appeared tobevery unstable, sincetheparticles formedvisible aggregatesatthemomentwhenthetroughwas
filled with thisdispersion. Of course thismay have affected our
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experimental results, since inthis casebulk rheological propertiesmaybecomeof importancetoo.
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Figure 7.4 :The surface tension as function of time for three different systems as
measured at a temperature of 20°C.
• • • :0.1% sodium caseinate solution.
• • • :0.1% sodium caseinate solution containing 0.1% GLP.
+ + + :0.1% GLP dispersion in a 2 mMol phosphate buffer.

It isnotknownwhetherthepresenceofsodium caseinate does
influencethevalueof the surfacetension of adispersion of GLP
particles. Itisgenerally believed thatlow-molecularweightsurfactants may gradually expel proteins from an interface ( e.g.
Oortwijn and Walstra, 1979 and Darling and Birkett, 1987 ). If
this would betrue forGLPparticle dispersions,onewould expect
the eguilibrium surface tension to become the same both for dispersions of GLP particles in a phosphate buffer and in a 0.1%
sodium caseinate solution. The fact that this was not found,
could be explained by assuming that there is an important time
dependency. Thismeans that, ifwewould havewaited long enough,
thesamevalue forthesurfacetension inthestateof equilibrium
wouldhavebeenobtained forthesetwosystems.
However, it may well be that differences in particle size
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have caused theequilibrium Tvalues tob edifferent. For,ifthe
particles inthephosphate buffer arelarger compared totheparticles in the caseinate containing sample, it seems logical that
the composition of theo/w-interface oftheGLPparticles maybe
different. The adsorption of these particles at the surface and
the spreading processmaythen give adifferent composition ofthe
a/w-interface. In section 7.4.2 we will give additional evidence
in favour ofthis explanation.
Let us now first consider thesurface rheological properties
of thesetwoGLPcontaining systemsandcompare these results with
those obtained fortheGLP-free caseinate solution. In figure 7.5
it isdemonstrated fortheGLPdispersion inphosphate buffer that
the region inwhich surface stress and strain respond ina linear
way,

is very small. Linearity is already lost at a relative

deformation larger than ca. 2 * 1 0 - 4 , as is apparent from both the
|e| andtane versus dA/Aplots. This strongly points towards solid
state properties ofthis surface.
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Figure 7.5 :Determination of the Linear region of surface stress and surface strain
both from \e\ and tanQ for a 0.1% GLP containing dispersion, prepared in
a 2 mMol phosphate buffer. The radial frequency = 0.314 rad/s, T = 20°C
and the age of the surface = 20 hours.
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In chapter 6 it has already been stated that the region of
linear behaviour of stress and strain for GLP gels could also be
very small.However,itshouldbeemphasized that it isnotknown,
whether it isallowed tomake a direct comparison between surface
rheological and bulk rheological properties. It may be possible
that in a surface dilational experiment different types of physical bonds are broken than in a bulk rheological experiment. In
the case of a GLP surface of the monolayer type, physical bonds
betweencrystallized hydrocarbon chainshavetobebroken,whereas
during a bulk rheological experiment it is likely that hydrated
bilipid layers of the a-gel phase start shifting over each other
underanappliedstress.
The dilational modulus ofthe system inthephosphate buffer
has a value of about 1400mN/m at a radial frequency of 0.314
rad/s,as isapparent from figure7.5.This isa factor 100 larger
thanthedilationalmodulusofthe 0.1%sodium caseinatesolution.
Thisresultshowsastrongresemblancewiththeresultsofdynamic
surface dilational measurements ofVeer and van den Tempel (1973)
obtained for diluted dispersions of long chain alcohols, like
hexadecanol, inthegel state.Fromtheresultsofour experiments
it may be doubted that their rheological experiments have been
performed inthe linear region, since they used a relativeamplitude of about 2*10 -3 . If so, itwould be likely that theirvalues
forthemoduli shouldbeevenhigher.Ontheotherhandthey found
completely elastic behaviour for these surface layers at time
scales shorter than about 10 seconds which might indicate that
theirmeasurementshavebeenperformedwithinthe linearregion.
In figure 7.6 the results are shown of the surface rheologicalparameters |e|andtan9 fora0.1%GLPdispersion inthetwo
differentcontinuousphasesasa function oftheradial frequency.
In the case of the sodium caseinate containing dispersion we were
obliged to measure at a relative deformation amplitude of 2*10 -3 ,
because at a smaller deformation amplitude the signal to noise
level would become too low. Thus it seems likely that thesemeasurementshavebeenperformed beyondthe linearregion.
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Figure 7.6:Thedilational modulus |e)andtan© fora0.1%GLPpartiele dispersionin
two different continuous phases asa function oftheradial frequencyat
T=20°C. Theageofthesurface =20hours.
A :Aqueous phase =0.1% sodium caseinate solution

dA/A =2*10"

B :Aqueous phase =2mMol phosphate buffer

dA/A =2*10"

Whenthevaluesofthedilational moduliofthetwosystems
are compared with each other, itisquite remarkable tonotice
such a great difference between these values.Thedependenceof
tane ontheradial frequency shows strong resemblance forthese
two dispersions. Athigh frequency tane isabout zero, meaning
that thesystem responds completely elastically, asonewould
expecttofindfor
asurfaceinthesolid state.Atlowfrequency
the "loss angle" 9 increases toa value higher than 45°which
points towardstheoccurrence ofsurface relaxation processesat
longer time scales. This visco-elastic surface behaviour at low
frequencieswastoacertain extent surprising, becausewewould
haveexpected thesurfacetorespond elastically overawide range
offrequencies.
Now thequestion rises what infact determines thesurface
rheological properties ofa dispersion which contains slightly
soluble surfactant particles.Ashasalready been remarked Veer
and vandenTempel (1972) studied thesurface behaviour ofdis-
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persions of fatty alcohols, like dodecanol and hexadecanol. They
concluded from their experiments that in these systems a surface
isformedwhichconsistsofamonolayer ofsurfactantmolecules in
contactwithsurfactantparticlesthatarepresent inthesurface.
Thisstateshowsstrongresemblancewithamonolayerofa slightly
soluble surfactant, after collapse has occurred ( see Larsson,
1978 ). According to Veer and van den Tempel the rheological
properties of such a surface canbe characterized by ahigh value
of the surface dilational modulus accompanied by slow surface
relaxation processes. The time scale at which relaxation occurs,
is strongly determined by the length of thehydrocarbon chains of
the surfactant molecules. They also state that similar behaviour
has been found foraqueous dispersions ofmonoglycerides or fatty
acids.
In our case we are dealing with a system of particles which
also contain a large amount of slightly soluble surfactant molecules. These particles will adsorb to the a/w-interface, where
spreading of surface active components occurs. According to Veer
and van den Tempel a monolayer would then be formed in contact
withtheemulsifierparticles "adsorbed". Thevalueofthe surface
tension is determined both by the monolayer and the particles,
since after collapse of a monolayer it is also noticed that the
surfacetensionmaydropstronglybelowthesurfacetension inthe
equilibrium state (Veer and van den Tempel, 1972 and Larsson,
1978 ).
Whatcouldbethe influenceofthesodium caseinatemolecules
on the surface rheological properties of a dispersion of GLP
particles? Normally one would expect the caseinate molecules, if
they are adsorbed atthe a/w-interface anyway, tobecome replaced
by the low-molecular weight surfactants of the gel phase present
at the interface of the particles. However, it has already been
noticed that the caseinate containing dispersion appeared to be
much more stable than the dispersion which had been prepared in
the 2mMol phosphate buffer. Thus adsorbed caseinate molecules
probably form a small energy barrier against particle aggregation
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its nature being both electrostatic and steric. It may well be
that such an energy barrier alsoprevents surfactantparticles to
become adsorbed at thea/w-interface.Thiswould explainboth the
relatively high value for the surface tension of the caseinate
containing system andthelowvalueofthedilationalmoduluscomparedtothesystem inphosphatebuffer.
However, as indicated before, another factor may also be of
great influence on the surface rheological properties of the surfactant particles, namely particle size. It may be expected that
at high temperatures the coalescence stability of the GLPdispersion, prepared in the phosphate buffer, would be lower than the
stability of the same dispersion prepared in a sodium caseinate
solution. Furthermore, it should be emphasized again that bulk
rheological propertiesmayhave influenced ourresults.
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Figure 7.7 :The surface rheological moduli E^ and wn^ for GLP spread from a SBO solution upon two different continuous phases, determined as a function of
time after spreading. The age of the surface is about 20 hours, the radial frequency = 0.314 rad/s and T = 20°C.
A :Continuous phase is a 2 mMol phosphate buffer.
B :Continuous phase is a 0.1% sodium caseinate solution.

Inorderto learnmoreaboutthepossible influenceof sodium
caseinate on the surface rheological properties ofGLP containing
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systems, we decided to perform some experiments, where GLP was
spread from a soybean oil solution both on the surface of the 2
mMolphosphatebufferandthe0.1%sodium caseinate solution.This
procedure isdescribed insection2.2.8.4.TheamountofGLPwhich
wasaddedtothesurfaceexceeded themonolayerconcentrationwith
a factorofabout 100,somultilayer formationcouldoccur.
In figure 7.7 the results are represented of the dilational
moduli E(jand WI\J for these two systems as a function of time
after spreading. It was observed that the surface dilational
modulus |e|strongly increased and Tdecreased as time proceeded.
This value of |e|was not the equilibrium value, since a plot of
log |e|versus logtimealmostshowslinearbehaviour.The storage
modulus Ejjreached a value of about 700 mN/m after 500 minutes,
independent fromthe fact,whethersodium caseinatewaspresentor
absent in the water phase. This supports the idea that sodium
caseinate is not of great influence on the surface rheological
properties of GLP. In the case of GLP particle dispersions, adsorbed caseinate molecules could pose an energy barrier against
adsorptionofGLPparticlesatthea/w-interface.Alsothe surface
tensionwas equal forboth systems i.e. Thad avalue ofabout34
mN/m. This value indicates that T and |e|are independent, since
e.g. the equilibrium value for T inthe case ofthe 0.1%GLP dispersion in the solution of 0.1% sodium caseinate amounted to 36
mN/m, whereas thevalue forthedilational modulus of this system
wasonlyabout70mN/m.
In our opinion the surfaces of these systems are "GLP-surfaces", meaning that GLP components determine the surface rheological properties. In figure 7.8a it isdemonstrated that linear
behaviourofthesurfacestressand straincanonlybeobtained at
yery small deformation viz. at deformation levels which are at
least smallerthan 1*10 -4 . This figure seemsto indicate that the
linear region is even smaller than inthe case of systemscontaining GLP particles. This could mean that the composition and/or
structureofthistypeofsurface isdifferent fromthesurfaceof
systemscontainingGLPparticles.
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Figure 7.8 :The Theological properties of a surface of a 2 mMol phosphate buffer on
which 0.5 ml of a 5% GLP containing SBO-solution was spread at a temperature of 20°C. The age of the surface was 20 hours.
A :The dilational modulus as function of the relative deformation.
B :The dilational modulus and tan0 as a function of the radial frequency
determined at a relative deformation of 1.5*10

Additional evidence for this assumption.can be found in
figure 7.8b, where the rheological parameters |e| and tane for
this type of surface is represented as a function of the radial
frequency. Here we can see that the surface responds almost completely elastically inthe frequency rangethathasbeen studied.
Consequently this result is contradictory to the result obtained
forthesurfactantdispersions.
Summarizing it may be concluded that at room temperature the
surface rheological properties of dispersions which contain both
GLP and sodium caseinate, are mainly determined by the a-tending
emulsifier. GLP will provide the surfacewith solid stateproperties and that the gel phase of GLP very likely determines these
surface rheologicalproperties.
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7.4.2

Temperature influence on the surface rheological propertiesofGUP.
In chapter 5 ithasbeen shownwith DSC experiments that the

gel phase of GLP will melt at a temperature of about 47°C. In
principle, it is possible to measure the occurrence of a phase
transition in the surface with the aid of surface rheology. This
can be done by means of the determination of the 7r/A-curve at
temperatures below and above the cloud point of the surfactant
( see e.g. Larsson, 1978 ).However, this must also be possible
withdynamic surfacetensionmeasurements.Furthermore,the latter
type of measurements have the advantage that time dependent effectscanbenoticed.
In the case of GLP one would expect the surface dilational
modulusto increasestronglyduring cooling ofadispersion ofGLP
particles. Furthermore, it is likely that, as a result of the
crystallization of adsorbed surfactant molecules, relaxation
processeswill shifttowards lower frequency.Wedecided toverify
this idea forGLP bymeasuring the surface rheological properties
of a 0.1% GLP dispersion in a 0.1% sodium caseinate solution
during a gradual temperature decrease.During this experiment the
temperaturedecreased atarateofapproximately l°C/minute.
In figure7.9the results are shown of both |e|and tan9 as
function of the temperature for two systems which have the same
GLP concentration, however, which differ from each other inparticlesize.The firstsystemhadbeenobtained bydilutionofa1%
GLPdispersion,prepared ina 1%sodiumcaseinate solution,witha
0.1%sodiumcaseinate solutionathightemperaturetowardsthedesired concentration of 0.1% GLP. The second system has been prepared under the same homogenization conditions. However, the
emulsion itself was prepared with a low sodium caseinate to GLP
ratio (This emulsion contained 0.1% sodium caseinate and 3%
GLP ) .This caused the pH of this specific emulsion to drop toa
very low value of about 4.8 during the homogenization process,
causingthisemulsiontobeunstable.Normallywedid nothaveany
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problems with the preparation of emulsions at this composition.
However, inthiscasewethinkthatthe freefattyacidcontentof
theGLPwastoohigh.
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Figure 7.9 :The surface Theological properties of a 0.1% GLP dispersion in a solution of 0.1% sodium caseinate determined as function of temperature,
which decreased at a rate of approximately 1°C. The radial frequency =
0 . 3 K rad/s.
A :Measurement for a stable particle dispersion.
B :Measurement for an unstable particle dispersion.

First the resultsof figure 7.9a will bediscussed. At least
partly, figure7.9a maybecomparedwith figure7.6a, becauseboth
samples contain particles of approximately the same size.At high
temperature the dynamic measurements were started at a relative
deformation amplitude of0.5%,whichwasgradually reducedto 0.1%
in the temperature range of 30-38°C. Therefore, it seems likely
that part of these measurements have been performed outside the
linearregion.
At temperatures exceeding 46°C the moduli have a value of
about 20 mN/m which is similar to the modulus of a sodium caseinate solution at room temperature. However, it is very unlikely
that we are dealing with a surface layer which only contains adsorbed caseinate molecules. At high temperature low-molecular
weight surfactant molecules probably also determine the value of
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thesurfacetension (T=27.5mN/m ).Athightemperaturetaneis
approximately7whichmeansthatthesurfacerespondsalmostcompletely viscously in the time scale of the experiment applied.
Reductionofthetemperatureleadstoanincreaseinthedilationalmodulustowardsavalueofabout110mN/matatemperatureof
30°C,whereastanedecreasesto0.4.
At atemperature ofabout47°Cthesurfacerheologicalpropertiesstartchanging.Thisfitsinratherwellwiththeresults
ofDSCexperimentswhichhavebeengiveninchapter5.Theresults
ofthedynamicmeasurementscanonlybecomparedwiththemelting
curvesoftheGLPgels,becausethecoolingratesappliedforthe
determinationofthecoolingcurvesaretoohigh.
y/tmN/m
27

Figure 7.10:Thesurface tension versus temperature curve forasurface ofa0.1% GLP
dispersion ina0.1% sodium caseinate solution. Thetemperature wasgradually lowered ata rate of 1°C/minute.

In figure 7.9b the results of thedynamicmeasurementsare
shown fortheunstable emulsion.Herewe canseethatthephase
transition occursmorepronounced and thetransitiontemperature
is about two degrees higher. The dilational modulus reaches a
valueofabout 800mN/m,whereastane reachesavalue ofalmost
zeroattheapplied frequency of 0.314 rad/s, just asonewould
expecttofind.Thus,whenthea-gelphaseofGLPisformedbelow
thecloudpointoftheemulsifiermixturethesurfacerheological
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propertiesarestronglydetermined bythisgelphase.Furthermore,
figure 7.10 strongly points to the occurrence of a phase transition inthesurface,becausealargedipwas found inthe rversus
T-curve at the temperature, where the gel phase is supposed to
melt.
However, it still remains unknown,whether these rheological
properties are determined by amonolayer of surfactant incontact
with surfactantparticles orthatwearedealingwithamultilayer
of surfactant molecules. According to Veer and van den Tempel
(1978)the firstexplanation isthemost likelyone.

7.5 GENERALREMARKS

Three major conclusions can be drawn from the results that
havebeenshown inthischapter.
1)

At room temperature the surface rheological properties of
systems which contain a relatively large amount of the atending emulsifier GLP are strongly determined by the presence of this emulsifier. It is very likely that the a-gel
phaseofGLP isclosely involved intheseproperties.

2

The surface rheological properties ofGLP containing systems
are strongly determined by the history of the system (the
temperature,theparticlesize ).

3)

The surface rheological properties of dispersions which
containGLP,maybe influenced bysodiumcaseinate.
It has been shown that in the case of GLP containing emul-

sions, a solid surface layer is formed atthe a/w-interface. Such
a layer could protect air bubbles against disproportionation, if
|e| would behigh enough,but this isnot the only important prerequisite. The extent of stabilization against this foam deterioration processwill also strongly depend on the fact,whether the
surface will respond completely elastically or visco-elastically
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intherelevanttimescale.Wehaveshownthatrelaxationprocessesinthe surfaceofadispersion ofGLPparticlesmayalready
occurafterashortperiodoftime.Althoughthedispersedphase
concentrationwasratherlowcomparedtopracticalconditions,it
maybeexpectedthatthesesurfacerheologicalproperties,alone,
arenot sufficient enough forlong-term stabilityofairbubbles
againstdisproportionation.
However, thenetwork structureofaggregated fatparticles,
presentinthecontinuousphaseofthewhippedemulsion,islikely
to be another important stabilizing factor. It may be expected
that this network is connected to the surface layers of the
bubbles.Thisparticle networkmaystoptheshrinkingprocessof
airbubbles,iftheyieldstressisatleastequaltotheLaplace
pressure of the bubbles.With equation 7.1 amean value ofthe
Laplacepressurecanbeestimated.Ifitissupposedthatthemean
bubble radiusris50 ßmand r is25mN/m, APbecomes equalto
1000N/m2. Inchapter6ithasbeenshownthatatatimescaleof
about4minutes12%GLPparticlegelshaveayieldstressequalto
about 4000N/m2. Thus at this time scale and at thisdispersed
phase content stability of thebubbles against shrinkingmaybe
expected.However,itshouldberealizedthatalsoasaresultof
thevisco-elasticproperties ofGLPparticlegels,thestability
againstdisproportionationwillbegraduallylost.
Summarizing,under normal storageconditions ofa fewdays,
it is likely that disproportionation inthese whipped emulsions
canbestronglydelayed, ifboththedispersedphasecontentand
theGLPconcentrationarehighenough.
7.6 SUMMARY.
In this chapter results have been given of the surface
rheological properties of systems which contain both GLP and
sodium caseinate. Knowledge of these properties is of great
importance inordertobeabletounderstandbetterthepossible
stabilization mechanism against disproportionation in a-tending
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emulsifiercontainingwhippableemulsions.
Ithasbeen foundthatatroomtemperatureGLPdeterminesthe
surface rheological properties of dispersions containing 0.1%GLP
in a solution of 0.1% sodium caseinate. The surface behaves completely elastically at time scales shorter than about 20 seconds
and themodulus reaches avery highvalue.However,we found that
at longer time scales relaxation processes,occurring inthe surface layer, become of importance at this dispersed phase concentration. Thus, for the prolonged stability of air bubbles in the
foam of a whipped emulsion, also the presence of a continuous
network isrequired.
Thesurfacerheological behaviour isrelated tothe formation
of ana-gelphasebelow thetransition temperature of theemulsifiermixture. Ithasbeen found that the surface rheological properties, start to come about in the temperature range,where DSC
and x-ray diffraction measurements indicatethat the gel phase of
GLPstillexists.
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CONCKJDINGREMARKS
The aim of this study was primarily to obtain a better in-

sight into the physical properties of whippable emulsions, which
contain a relatively high level of an a-tending emulsifier. It is
known that these emulsifiers strongly promote spontaneous fat
particle aggregation at room temperature, but up to now nobody
could explainthereason forthistypicalbehaviour.Although this
study was mainly performed on the a-tending emulsifier mixture
glycerol lacto palmitate (GLP )and partly on a mixture of acetylated monoglycerides (ACTM ) , we think that some important
general conclusions can be drawn from the results of this study
which are important for thephysical behaviour of these whippable
emulsions.
We have obtained strong evidence for the hypothesis that an
a-tending emulsifier may form an a-gel phase at the interface of
the fat particles below the crystallization temperature of the
emulsifier mixture. This gel phase may be regarded as a lamellar
structure of stacked bilipid layers of crystallized surfactant
molecules. In the presence of water these bilipid layers become
hydrated. We believe thatthe presence of thisa-gelphase mainly
determinesthephysicalbehaviour ofthesewhippableemulsions.In
ouropinion,the ideathatagelphasemaybe formed attheinterfaceof fatparticles inanemulsionwhichcontainsa largeamount
of an a-tending emulsifier is completely new. It has always been
believed that these emulsifiers are unable to form mesomorphic
phases with water. We fully agree with this hypothesis above the
cloud-point of the emulsifier mixture. However, in our opinion
nobody hasever thought of the idea that anemulsifierwhich does
not form mesomorphic phases above the melting temperature of its
hydrocarbon chains, may form a gel phase below the transition
point of the surfactantmixture. For,thiswould imply thatwater
molecules should be able to diffuse through the very hydrophobic
region of crystallized hydrocarbon chains, which would be quite
surprising. However, from the results that we have obtained from
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DSC, x-ray diffraction and neutron diffraction we conclude that
this process really occurs at temperatures well below themelting
pointoftheemulsifier.
Another important aspect of the ability of an a-tending
emulsifier to form a gel phase is,that this gel phase is stable
for a long period of time. It is a well-known fact thatmonoglyceridesarenotvery functional inthiskindofemulsions although
they are also capable of a-gel phase formation. Two reasons for
this difference in physical behaviour may be relevant in this
respect:
1)

Monoglyceridesarealwaysunstable inthea-polymorphicform.
Thiscausesthegradual transformation ofa-crystalsintothe
more stable ß-modification. This process is attended with
expulsion of the water molecules from the lipid bilayers.
This may be one explanation for the reason why the whipping
properties of emulsions, containing ahigh level ofmonoglyceridesarepoor.

2)

An different reason may be thatproteins, like sodiumcaseinate, which areusually present inthistype of edible emulsions, are bound relatively strongly to the o/w-interface of
monoglyceride stabilized fat particles. This would explain
why spontaneous particle aggregation doesnot occur in emulsions, containing a high level of monoglyceride and sodium
caseinate. We have seen that in the case of emulsions which
containarelatively high levelofGLPthisprocessoccursat
rest.

We think that the gel phase of GLP has long-term stability, because of itscomplex composition. It iswell-known that complicated lipid mixtures will at least initially crystallize in the amodification. However, if polymorphic transitions into ß' or ß
could occur,thiswould certainly happen.As thisprocess isvery
unlikely inthe case of an a-tending emulsifier, likeGLP, the apolymorphic form will remain stable. If the a-polymorphic form of
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GLP is brought into contact with water, hydration of the bilipid
layers will occur. The extent of hydration is expected to depend
on the physical properties of theheadgroup, e.g. itshydrophilicity, itsshapeandthepresenceof ioniccomponents.
Inthisthesis ithasbeen shownthatthe a-gelphase ofGLP
strongly determines the whipping behaviour of o/w-emulsions. The
presence of thisgel phasepresumably causesthe fatparticles to
flocculate spontaneously. These aggregates show reversible behaviour, meaning that a large disturbance of such aggregates, like
during whipping, causes the physical bonds between the structure
elements to become broken, but that these bonds will become
restored fast enough at rest. This is very essential, since the
whipped product should have a certain firmness immediately after
thewhippingprocess.
Another important requirement a whipped product should meet
is long-term stability of the air bubbles in the product. Small
air bubbles will gradually disappear as a result of a diffusion
process, which is usually referred to as disproportionation.
Therefore, the bubbles have to be protected against this process
in a certain way. We have shown that it seems likely that the
stability of the bubbles in an emulsion containing GLP particles
is at least partly controlled by specific rheological properties
of the a/w-surface, namely a high surface dilational modulus
accompanied by elastic behaviour at short time scales.We believe
that the a-gel phase of GLP is closely involved in the formation
of a surface layer with such specific properties. However, it
seemslikelythatbulkrheologicalpropertiesarealso involved in
thestabilization oftheairbubbles.
Summarizing, it canbe stated that thewhipping behaviour of
an emulsion containing a relatively large amount of an a-tending
emulsifier, like GLP, ismainly determined by the formation of an
a-gelphaseattheo/w-interfaceofthedispersedparticles.
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SUMMARY
Inwhippableemulsions,likewhippingcreamandtoppings,the
presence of a network structure is required both for reasons of
foam firmnessand stability. Intoppingsthis isoftenrealizedby
the addition of a relatively large quantity of a so-called extending emulsifier ontotal fatbasis,because such an emulsifier
stronglypromotes structure formation intheseemulsions.Theterm
a-tending means that this emulsifier crystallizes in the a-polymorphic form. It is generally believed that this property is
closely related to its function in these systems, although an
explanatory mechanism was still unknown. Some investigators have
proposed thattheseemulsifiersmay enhancepartial coalescence of
the fatparticles.Howevertheydonotgiveanexplanation forthe
fact that these specific emulsions do not churn, not even after
prolongedwhipping.
Inthe introductionwemadeclearwhywedecided tostudy the
mechanism of a-tending emulsifier induced structure formation in
whippable emulsions. The results of such a study could have a
wider applicability, since in many emulsions the presence of a
network structure is desired e.g. in pharmaceutical or cosmetic
products, such as ointments or creams. For this purpose we made
use of a model emulsion showing strong structure forming properties. This emulsion primarily consisted of hardened coconut fat,
the a-tending emulsifier glycerol lacto palmitate (GLP ), and
sodiumcaseinate.

In chapter 2 the experimental methods are given,which have
been used in this study. We have used a number of diffraction
techniques to elucidate the crystal structure of the fat particle
network, such as small angle and wide angle x-ray diffraction
( SAXD and WAXD ) and neutron diffraction. Differential Scanning
Calorimetry (DSC )has been used extensively to study crystallization processes in these systems. Furthermore, both bulk and
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surface rheological methodswere applied inorder toget a better
physical insight into the structure properties of toppings that
containa largeamountofGLP.
In chapter 3 preliminary experiments with the aim to elucidate the microstructure of GLP containing whippable emulsions
were discussed. It was apparent that the presence of a rather
large amount of this emulsifier is closely related to structure
formation and gelation phenomena in these systems. Evidence for
the hypothesis that this structure consists of flocculated particles was obtained. Partial coalescence or clumping, if occurring
anyway, is probably of minor importance inthese systems. It was
speculated that GLP may be involved in particle aggregation by
means of the formation of agel structure at theo/w-interface of
the particles. We supposed that with this gel structure the particleswould stucktogether,asaresultofvanderWaalsforces.
In chapter 4 strong evidence hasbeen obtained forthehypothesis that this gel structure is of partly mesomorphic nature.
The existence of an a-gel phase inparticle gels only containing
GLP, sodium caseinate and water has been shown with both x-ray
diffraction (WAXD and SAXD ) and neutron diffraction studies.
This gel phase consists ofhydrated bilipid layersofamphiphilic
molecules, originating from the mixture of emulsifier molecules.
The hydrocarbon chains of these amphiphiles are crystallized in
thea-modification.Atthe stateofmaximum swellingthegelphase
has a hydrated bilipid layer thickness between 63-65Â dependent
on the history of the sample prior to wetting. The dry bilipid
layerhasathicknessofapproximately 55-56À.
Attheend ofchapter 3wepostulated thatagel structure is
probably present at the o/w-interface of the fat particles at a
GLP/fat ratio higher than 20%,dependent on the size of the dispersedparticles.However,we failed todetectthepresence ofthe
a-gelphase inemulsionscontaining lessthan80%GLPondispersed
phase basis with the applied diffractionmethods.This could have
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been caused by the fact that in these systems the number of
stacked bilipid layers present at the o/w-interface is too small
tobedetectable.
Inchapter 5 ithasbeen shownwith DSC and SAXD that inthe
presences of water a-tending emulsifiers, likeGLP orACTM (acetylatedmonoglycerides )becomehydrated belowthe crystallization
temperature of their hydrocarbon chains.GLP forms a lamellar gel
phase of hydrated bilipid layer,whereas ACTM only forms amonolayertypeofgelphase.
Thea-gelphaseofGLP isvery stable.Thea-polymorphic form
probably is the only crystal modification that is formed in the
temperaturerangeof0-45°Candtheadditionofwater leadstohydration of these a-crystals.Above themelting temperature of the
gel phase dehydration occurs. Water obviously has crystal structure stabilizing properties, since both the crystallization and
melting temperature of the a-tending emulsifiers is significantly
increased inthepresence ofwater.
When GLP is dissolved in an oil or fat phase above its
melting point it crystallizes separately from the oil phase. The
presence of water strongly promotes thisprocess. Furthermore, it
has been shown that the melting curve of a soy bean oil emulsion
containing 20%GLP on dispersed phase basis is shifted towards a
higher temperature inthepresence ofwater.The results of these
DSC experiments are very important,because they provide additional evidence for our hypothesis that the a-gel phase of GLP is
formed at the o/w-interfaceof the dispersed particles inawhippableemulsion.

Inchapter 6some resultswere given of a study oftheTheological and fracture study onparticle gelswhich consist of100%
GLP and gels containing 80% fat or oil and 20%GLP on dispersed
phase basis. The properties of these gels showed strong resemblance in several ways, despite the great differences in composition. As far as the firmness of the gels is concerned, it has
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been shown that both the moduli and yield stress values of the
gelated systems are strongly determined by the amount ofcrystallized fat present in the particles. This was explained by differencesboth inparticledeformability andparticleshape.
The rheological and fractureproperties of gels onlycontainingGLPasdispersed phase indicatethatcaseinate isprobably of
no influence on this rheological behaviour. In our opinion the
rheological and fracturepropertiesofparticlegelswhich contain
a relatively largeamountofGLPcanonlybeexplained by assuming
thatthesepropertiesareclosely related toonecommonmechanism.
We believe thatthismechanism isthe formation of an a-gelphase
ofGLPattheo/w-interfaceofthedispersedphase.
In chapter 7 some resultshavebeen shown of surface rheological experiments for systems which contain both GLP and sodium
caseinate.Knowledge oftheseproperties isofgreat importance in
order to obtain a better insight into the stabilization mechanism
againstbubbledisproportionation inwhipped emulsions,containing
a largeamountofana-tending emulsifier.
It has been found that at room temperature GLP governs the
surface rheological properties of dispersions containing 0.1% GLP
in a solution of 0.1% sodium caseinate. Furthermore, we showed
that this surface rheological behaviour isclosely related to the
formation of an a-gel phase below the transition temperature of
the emulsifier mixture. These surfaces behave completely elastically at relatively short time scales. At longer time scales
relaxation processes, occurring in the surface layer, become of
importance. Therefore, we concluded that for prolonged stability
of air bubbles in a foam of this kind of whippable emulsions the
presence of a continuous network of aggregated fat particles is
probably necessarytoo.
Summarizing, it can be concluded that thewhipping behaviour
of an emulsion containing a relatively large amount of an a-tending emulsifier likeGLP ismainly determined by the formation of
ana-gelphaseattheo/w-interfaceofthedispersedparticles.
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SAMENVATTING

In opklopbare emulsies, zoals slagroom en toppings, is de
vorming van een netwerk van geaggregeerde deeltjes nodig om een
stevig en stabiel opgeklopt produkt te verkrijgen. In toppings
wordt dit vaak verwezenlijkt door de toevoeging van een relatief
grote hoeveelheid van een zogenaamde a-tending emulgator, omdat
zo'n stof structuurvorming indeopklopbare emulsies sterkbevordert. De term a-tending betekent dat dit soort emulgatoren de
neiging vertoont te kristalliseren inde a-modificatie. Het wordt
algemeenverondersteld datditkristallisatiegedrag nauwverbonden
ismetde structuureigenschappen vandittypeopklopbareemulsies.
Echterhethieraantengrondslag liggendemechanismewasnogonbegrepenvooraanvangvanditonderzoek.Sommigeonderzoekers hebben
geopperddata-tending emulgatorenmisschienpartiële coalescentie
van de vetbolletjes bevorderen. Zij gaan echter voorbij aan het
feitdatdezeProduktennietkarnentijdenshetopklopproces.

In de introduktie is uitgelegd, waarom besloten werd het
mechanisme van door a-tending emulgatoren geïnduceerde structuurvorming te onderzoeken. Wij waren van mening dat de uitkomst van
een dergelijk onderzoek een veel bredere betekenis zou kunnen
hebben dan alleen voor opklopbare emulsies, omdat in vele typen
emulsies de aanwezigheid van een netwerk van geaggregeerde deeltjes gewenst is.Hierbij wordt met name gedoeld op produkten van
cosmetische enfarmaceutische aard, zoalscrèmesenzalven.
Bij dit onderzoek zijn wij uitgegaan van een modelemulsie,
waarin zich het verschijnsel van structuurvorming in sterke mate
manifesteert. De samenstelling van dezemodelemulsie bestond primair uit cocosvet, de a-tending emulgator glycerollactopalmitaat
( GLP )ennatriumcaseïnaat.
Inhoofdstuk 2zijndeexperimentelemethodenbeschreven,die
bij dit onderzoek gebruikt zijn.Enerzijdswerden technieken toe-
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gepast, waarmee bestaande kristalvormen invet/emulgator deeltjes
konwordenbestudeerd, zoalsröntgendiffractie (SAXDenWAXD )en
neutronendiffractie. DSC (Differential Scanning Calorimetry ) is
aangewend om kristallisatieprocessen in deze systemen te kunnen
onderzoeken. Daarnaast is gebruik gemaakt van zowel bulkreologische als oppervlaktereologische methodieken om een beter inzicht
tekrijgen inhetfysischegedragvanditsoortemulsies.
In hoofdstuk 3 zijn de resultaten van een aantal inleidende
experimenten gepresenteerd. Uit deze resultaten is duidelijk gebleken dat de aanwezigheid van een relatief grote hoeveelheid GLP
nauwverbonden ismetstructuurvorming engelering indezetopping
emulsies. Er zijn duidelijke aanwijzingen verkregenvoordehypothese dat de vetbolaggregaten uit gevlokte deeltjes bestaan.
Partiële coalescentie, als het al optreedt, iswaarschijnlijkvan
geenbelangvoorhet fysischegedragvanditsoortopklopbare Produkten. Tot slot is er gespeculeerd dat de aanwezigheid van GLP
leidttotdevormingvaneensoortgelstructuur inhetolie/watergrensvlakvandegedispergeerde deeltjes.Dezegelstructuur zoude
deeltjesmetelkaarverbinden.
In hoofdstuk 4 zijn sterke aanwijzingen verkregen voor de
theorie dat deze gelstructuurvan gedeeltelijk mesomorfe aardis.
Met röntgendiffractie en neutronendiffractie is het bestaan van
een zogenaamde a-gelfase in deeltjesgelen, die slechts GLP, natriumcaseinaat en water bevatten, aangetoond. Deze gelfase zou
bestaan uit gehydrateerde bilipide lagenvan moleculen, afkomstig
van het GLP. De koolwaterstofketens van deze moleculen bevinden
zichindea-kristallijnetoestand. Bijmaximale zwelling bedraagt
de diktevan éénbilipide laag ongeveer 63-65Â. De exacte waarde
hiervan blijkt afhankelijk te zijnvandevoorgeschiedenis van de
emulgator.Dewatervrijebilipide laagheefteendiktevan 55-56Â.
Aanheteindevanhoofdstuk 3isgespeculeerd datereengelstructuur van GLP aanwezig zou zijn op het o/w-grensvlak van de
gedispergeerde deeltjesbijeenGLP/vet-verhouding groterdan20%,
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dit mede afhankelijk van de grootte van de deeltjes. Wij zijn er
echter niet in geslaagd met röntgendiffractie het bestaan van de
a-gelfase van GLP aan te tonen in dispersies, die minder dan80%
GLPopvetbasisbevatten.Ditzoumogelijksamenkunnenhangenmet
de dikte van de multilaag in het grensvlak van de deeltjes, die
sterkafhankelijk isvandeGLPconcentratie.
In hoofdstuk 5 ismet behulp van DSC en SAXD aangetoond dat
a-tending emulgatoren, zoals GLP ofACTM (geacetyleerde monoglyceriden ) duidelijk hydrateren beneden de kristallisatietemperatuur van de koolwaterstofketens. GLPvormt daarbij een lamellaire
gelfase van gehydrateerde bilipide lagen, terwijl het ACTM repeterende lagen vormt met de dikte van ca. 1 emulgatormolecuul per
laag.
De a-gelfase van GLP is erg stabiel. De a-polymorfe vorm is
waarschijnlijk deenigemodificatie,diewordtgevormd inhettemperatuurgebied tussen 0°Cen 45°C.Toevoeging vanwater leidt tot
hydratatievandezea-kristallijnestructuur.Bovendesmelttemperatuur van degelfase treedt dehydratatie en samenvloeiing van de
in water onoplosbare emulgatordeeltjes op. Water heeft duidelijk
een stabiliserende invloed ophet kristalrooster van dezeemulgatoren, omdat zowel de kristallisatie- alsde smelttemperatuurvan
de a-tending emulgatoren stijgen ten gevolge van de aanwezigheid
vanwater.
Wanneer GLP opgelost wordt in een olie of vet, boven het
smeltpunt van het aldus ontstane mengsel, dan kristalliseert het
weer separaat van deze olie. De aanwezigheid van water bevordert
dit proces in sterkemate.Verder isaangetoond dat de smeltcurve
van een emulsie,welke 20%GLP en 80%soya-olie op disperse fase
basis bevat, duidelijk verschuift naar een hogere temperatuur ten
gevolge van de aanwezigheid van water. De resultaten van de DSCexperimenten zijn erg belangrijk, omdat ze additioneel bewijsleveren voor de hypothese dat er beneden de kristallisatietemperatuur van GLP een a-gelfase wordt gevormd ophet o/w-grensvlak van
degedispergeerdedeeltjes.
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In hoofdstuk 6 zijn resultaten gepresenteerd van onderzoek
naar de reologische en breukeigenschappen van deeltjesgelen, die
100% of 20%GUP op disperse fase basis bevatten. In het laatste
geval isnaarde invloed van zowel soya-olieals cocosvet op deze
eigenschappen gekeken. Het reologische en breukgedrag vertoont
voordeverschillende systemen ineenaantalopzichtengroteovereenkomst. Voor wat betreft de stevigheid van de gelen kan worden
opgemerkt dat zowel de elasticiteitsmodulus alsde zwichtspanning
insterkematebepaaldwordtdoordehoeveelheid kristallijne fase
in de deeltjes. Aangenomen wordt dat dit gedrag nauw samenhangt
met verschillen invorm envervormbaarheid van de deeltjes inhet
netwerkvanvetbolaggregaten.
De reologische en breukeigenschappen van gelen,die 100%GLP
opdisperse fasebevatten,gevenaandathetnatriumcaseinaatdeze
eigenschappen niet of nauwelijks beïnvloedt. Naar onze mening
wordt het reologische en breukgedrag van deeltjesgelen, die een
relatief grote hoeveelheid GLP opvetbasis bevatten,door éénalgemeen mechanisme bepaald. Wij denken dat ditmechanisme devormingvaneena-gelfasevanGLPopheto/w-grensvlak vandedispersedeeltjesis.
In hoofdstuk 7 zijnde resultaten gepresenteerd van eenstudienaarhetoppervlaktereologische gedragvandispersies,diezowelGLPalsnatriumcaseinaat bevatten.Kennisvandit soorteigenschappen is van groot belang voor een beter inzicht in mogelijke
vormen van stabilisatie tegen disproportionering van luchtbellen
inopgeklopteemulsies.
Er is gevonden datbij kamertemperatuur GLPhet oppervlaktereologischegedragbepaaltvandispersies,die 0.1%GLP ineenoplossing van 0.1% natriumcaseinaat bevatten. Verder is aangetoond
dat dit reologische gedrag nauw samenhangt met de vorming van de
a-gelfase beneden de kristallisatietemperatuur van de emulgator.
Het oppervlak van dezeverdunde GLP-dispersies gedraagt zichvolkomen elastisch bij relatief korte tijdschalen. Bij langere tijdschalen treden er relaxatieverschijnselen op in het oppervlak.
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Daarom is geconcludeerd dat voor stabilisatie van luchtbellen in
dit soort opgeklopte produkten contact tussen hetnetwerkvangeaggregeerde deeltjes en de oppervlaktelaag, waarschijnlijk onontbeerlijkis.
Samenvattend kan geconcludeerd worden dat de opklopeigenschappen van emulsies, die een relatief grote hoeveelheid a-tending emulgator op disperse fase bevatten, hoogst waarschijnlijk
bepaald worden door devormingvan eena-gelfase inde o/w-grensvlakkenvandegedispergeerdevetdeeltjes.
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